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I4B BOYLSTON ST., BOSTOS, BISS., 
MUSIC PUBLISHED, 
SOLE Aaiw m fHl tJHHlB STASIS WOU • " 
Henry Lifolff, Bruiwwlok, ©amainyi Edition ©hanot 
(Violin Music), mi tin® Vtanns ©8R8®wst©rf „ 
Editi®n ef IS® 
PIANOFORTE CLASSICS. 
PIANOFORTE SOLOS. 
IIStEfS.!., TONAZ. Op. 72. Bunite. Blatter. Big-lit 
Piano Pieces. . 
PPPi| | 
1. Lied (3c);................SO 25 8. Marecli (3-4).>4.80,40 
2. Mazurka (3b).... 25 4. Scklumruerlied (3c). 25 
COLE, KOSETTJSR G. Op. 3. 
1. Preludlnm . 26 3. Meditation..... 25 
2. Intermezzo... 25 
FOEKNTER, ALBiH. Op. 138. 13 Tqufollder. 
X. The Soldiers are Coming. (March)......................... 25 
2. The First Ball. (Waltz).......—.. 26 
3. Idylle .J. . . 25 
4. March of the Dwarfs.......... 25 
5. Grandfather’s Favorite. (Monuett)... 25 
ii. Prelude......... 25 
FOOTE, ARTHUR. Op. 34, No. 3. 
Without Haste, Without Best. (Etude Mignonne).40 
KRAUSE. Emit. Op. 89. 15 Easy Piano Piecen. 
1. A Joyful Waltz. 25 4. Playing Ball (2a).  25 
2. Cojhtentment (2a). 25 6. Children's Pleasure (2a).. 25 
3. At Parting;.. 25 6. The Grandparents’ Dance 
(2a)..•. 25 
PAREDW, E»5SUJfI». Op. 42. A Child’s Album.. 
22 tittle Pieces without Octaves. 1 
. ...
e
1. The First Violet. 25 6. In the Forest (1-2)......... 25 
2. In the Meadow (2a)...;. , 25 7, May Song. 25 
3. The Young Hunter.. 25 8. A Little Dance (2a)......... .25 
,4. The Jolly.Traveler (1-2).. 25 9. Evening Prayer......... 25 
6. A Christmas Hymn. 25 10. In the Mill (2a). 25 
SIEVE KING. MARTISTUS. 
L’Abeille (The Bee)....... 1 00 
. PIANOFORTE DUETS. ; ■ 
AEMSTKONG; WBI. Smite de Ballet. (3b.) 
1. Entre Act. Valse Lente 76 3. The Kermesse.. 65 
2. Scene, in the Garden. 60 
PAKLOW. EBiKINB. Op. 44. 5 Pieces for Four 
I • Hands. Prisaie part on 5 Botes. 
1, 
2. 
Polonaise (1-2)  
Hungarian (1-2) .. 
25 
25 
4. Barcarole (1c)............... 
6./Elfin Dance (ic). 
.. 25 
.. 40 
3. Cradle Song (lb).....,....... 25 
SCHSUCKER, P. A. Ball Soosm Gayetles. 
1. March, “ En-avant *\...... 60 3. Gavotte, “Modem”...... .. 40 
2. Waltz, “ Honeymoon ”. 65 
It originated. with us. and we brought it to perfection. 
. Don’t ,6c afu e it w th the o leap . i i itions 
thi flood >• narkel Send fen 
P tide and Cal * og le 
l mn ce i Em i if® c i, 
320 Souijh Tentjy St., - ‘Easton, Pa, 
DO HOT WEAR TOUR MUSIC OUT BY 
CARRYING it IN A MUSIC ROLL, 
PIANOFORTE STUDIES AMD EXERCISES. 
JLTME®, FRANK. 
New Progressive Studies in Three Books. Each...... 1 26 
SARTORV0,-ARNOIiDO. #p»-2I4e 
Fourteen MelodiousYfetudes without Octaves.  1 25 
SONGS. . 
B1£/l€fff* HIM©. Hf. Iff..A*. 0|K 29* Foer Songss- 
1. Within Thy. Heart; High and Low Yoice..... .. . 35 
2. The Wandering Knight.^..... .... 40' 
3. Sleep, Little. Darling. (Cont.).«........ 40 
4. Haste, 0 Beloved........ 60 
;BRftWE'K, JOHN HYATT. 
0 Holy Saviour,,Friend Unseen. Alto or Baas...... 50 
RldwN, 0.. B. ' 
When the Earth Wakes TJp in Gladness. (Violin or ’Cello ac¬ 
companiment)....... .. 60 
The Land, Beautiful;...........50 
Time and Love.......... 35 
For Your Sweet Sake ........ 35 
When that My Love and I do Meet......... 40 
CENTER, BES J. ' j 
’Tie Dark Now, My Darling........ 40 
Oh l Wbat Will All the Lads Do?.... ' 35 
1 l)uncan Gray Came Here to Woo........’... 60 
Bedouin Love Song..... . 40 
Bill NEE, CHAIM. 
1. An Old Scotch Song. 2 keys, each.... ..... 40 
2. Awake, My Love. Serenade. 2 keys, each............ -60 
MAR§T0N, 0. W. 4’ Sauers for ©opraEBO ob* Tenor. 
Soon Fades the Violet, Soon the Bose... 35 
Where Thrums the B e... 60 
Crossing the Bijr......40 
Close to the Hand that Feeds Me......!. 60 
, H»’ES8, CHARLES. 
I Lo.ve to Steal a While Ayray. (Cont. or Bar.).. 60 
S«RRI8, HOMR A.; . ’ 
Twilight. ..;. 1 35 Parting..... 40 
Nature’s Lullaby............... 60 
Creep into My ArmB (Slumber.Song)....... 60 
,ST. S.4BNS; .C. j 
■ •. ’ Are Mgrlaa Stella, with ’Cello Obligato..... 60 
WAESEB, MASS ABC Si. 
Crossing the Bar. 60 Lullaby.. 60 
Binding Sheaves....;  60 A Shadow..... 50 
Sweetheart, Sigh no More....................... ..... 50 
• eW cantatas. ■ 
C8I.4WWICK, G. W. ' "■ ' 
Lily Nymph...... ........... 1 25 
(Accepted for performance at Montreal, New York, and Springfield.) 
'(BREWER, JOHN HYATT. ; 
The Birth of Love. (Women’s Yoice§).... 50 
Graded Hovelty List and othe; Catalogues sent upon 
application. 
Mail Orders solicited and promptly filled 
■ * ■ to all ©arts ©f .{bit Country,, 
Tie Claitoi; Sumy Co, 
SOLE REPRESENTATIVES IN OHIOAQO FOR THE 
OHICKERINQ P.ANO. 
This SATCHEL is the very latest and 
most convenient manner of carrying 
music, and does not necessitate the roll- 
ing of it. It is superseding all others on 
the market. : 'i.; . . ’ J 
Made of Smooth-Grain Leather, un¬ 
lined, price $1,50. 
ANOTHER NEW STYLE. 
t For carrying sheet 
music without any 
folding dr rolling, 
thus keeping it al-■ 
ways smooth and 
fresh, dr for bound 
volumes. Solid 
'leather through¬ 
out, handles and 
straps riveted, 
made for hardest 
service. I Both of 
the above can be 
had in either black dr brown, Price $3.00. 
DISCOUNT TO THE PROFESSION. 
THBO. PRESSBR, PHTLA., PA. j 
Davis Spring Backljfoair. 
FOR- PIANO PLAYERSi/ 
The perfection in spring back chairs. It preserves 
the health, prevents round shoulders, and [cures weak, 
backs. One can practice twice as long and accomplish 
three times as much with perfect comfort. / 
In twelve styles, ranging in price from $5.86 to $13.60. 
Send1 for complete descriptive catalogue, and send all 
orders to J 
' THE©. PKBSSEIlJ 
1708 Chestnut Stre^C Philadelphia, Pa. 
Unsurpassed for comfort for those who sit at their 
work for any length of time, • 
PUBLISHIRS AND IMPORTERS Of MUSIO, 
General Dealers in Sheet Music and Music 
Books of the Better Class, 
. 220 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO. 
Now that the musical season is opening with, renewed 
activity, we would again call the attention of Teachers 
and Students to the two following Valuable Educational 
orbs { ece ui 15 i tion . 
INTRODUCTION TO THE, INTERPRETATION 
BEETHOVEN’S PIANOFOBTE mm. 
By A. B. MARX. 
Ti .. tied by Vi NNIE LOUISE ( Wi NE 
It is safe to say that no authority on the Pianoforte 
Works of Beethoven is more widely or more favorably 
recognized than the above work by Marx. It is a force¬ 
ful, intelligent digest of the laws of music interpretation 
and especially of these, the most important works for 
piano that have ever been written. The piano student 
can find ho better presentation of the true basis for the 
study of piano music than the above work affords. It k 
a most valuable volume, and should be in the possession 
fall i rio . tnde ... ", pian forte an ie 
Price $1.50. Bound in Full Cloth. 
THE ilTU l \ ' AWS OF 1USICAL 
EXPRESSION. 
By HANS SCHMITT, 
Professor .at the Vienna Conservatory of Mus'c, 
Translated Iby -IFJ1AN02& A. YAN/SAKTFORIK 
Bound in Flexible Cloth, Price 50 Cts. 
Mr. Schmitt treats the subject in two chapters:— 
LAWS OF FORCE; LAWS OF.VELOCITY. 
Anyone acquainted'with his writings will know that 
the subject is clearly handled. Various well-known 
compositions serve to illustrate his ideas, but while the 
spc-cia) numbers thus treated are comparatively few, «■!'.- 
siuering the large number that might be chosen, the.— 
are treated in a manner highly instructive in their appli ¬ 
cation to any work that one might wish to study; fur¬ 
thermore, his treatment is creative of the desire to ap¬ 
ply it at all times. 
Piano Teachers will find the following list of especial 
value in the earlier grades. 
LUTKIN, F. C.: / k 
1. Melody. 2. Lullaby.’ Within the span of five uotus. 
3. Duet. 4. Spring Song. . Within the span of six notes 
.. 5. Waltz. 6. Fairy Song. Within the Bpah of seven notes. 
7. March. 8. Album Leaf. Within the span of seven notes. 
EACH 25 CENTS. 
SCHOENEFELD, HENRY. Op, 21. Children’s Festival. 
i 1. March.......$0 25 
2. M nuet ....... ,... 25 
;3. Polka,...  25 
4 Valse.  25 
6. Mazurka.,...... 25 
6. Gavotte. 25 
7. Tyrolienn, ........ ______ _ ...... 25 
8. Polonaise...    35 
Music Is sent on selection if desired. Tine nsiinl 
discount allowed on all orders. TBK 
OF SJUSS®, jjntolislsed by the '.Clayton F. Suitimy 
Co., is'mailed'free to all appMcanthi . 
Address, 220 Wafoash Av@., Chicago. 
t ‘ „ IQ 
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]OL. XIII/ , 
THE ETODeT 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., OCTOBER, 1895. 
. A Uaithly Publication for the Teachers and Stadauto of 
/ • Music. .. , . ■ 
Subscription Bates 51.50 per year (payable In advance). 
(Two Subscriptions or two years in advance.’...........81.35 each. 
Three Sutacriplions er thiee yeare in advance... ... 1.80 each. 
■ Single.Copy..,....;....15 cents. 
■ Foreign Postage.......[.48 cents. 
; ,Dlse©HTIMUAk®E.—-If' yon wish the Journal ’ 
stopped, rb explicit notice must foe Beari as hj> 
letter, othes wise it will foe continued. All arret. j> 
n s foe pi M 
f BTo receipt i eut t 
i smippe f th sent in e sent s III 
priii,ted the date to which your sufoBcrlptlon Is paid 
up, 'jhich serves as a receipt fervour Butoscrlption, 
THEODORE PRESSES, 
<708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Entered at Philadelphia P, O. as Second-class Matter. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., OCTOBER, 1895. 
PwM Jtefii 
• It is: rumored that Ysaye will return in 1897. 
A -on of Ole Bui, himself a violinist, is to visit 
Amei’ica. ... , 1.' ff / '. ;j V 
Ma dame Cappiani iias returned lo New York to re- 
i-'ime her teaching. 
A bronze statue; of Ole Bull, the violinist, is to be 
erected in Minneapolis. i 
Walter Damrosch is very busy preparing for his 
coming!season of German opera. 
Hoyard Brockway, an American pianist, is to accom¬ 
pany Marsick, the violinist, on his tour. 
Canille TJrso, tlie violinist, has returned to this eoun- 
try afier a concert; tour, through Australia, and South 
Africa. ■[ ■ 'j j 
Map tines Sieveking, now in Amsterdam, will arrive 
in this country for his tour of the States about the middle 
o: Sepietnber. 
Maltjnsa Boeder^ ths ipqpular English song writer, 
di^dsif n^oaton, June 7th, after a short illness caused .by 
falling from a car. j' 
Xavier Scharwknka, of New York, goes to Weimar 
to coi duct rehearsals of his opera, “ Mattaswintha,” 
which is to be given there. ' ■ 
Hariubon Mju.ARD.ihe well-known song writer,' died 
Tuesdi.y, September 10;h. One of his songs reached a 
rale of over 1,000 000 c tpies. 
America is to hear another great foreign pianist next 
season, as Mr. Martinus Sieveking, Holland’s Pianist, is 
to give ajseries of-concerts here. >: - 1 ■ . 
How is the following? A professor being asked, what 
is an “ extempore pianist?” answered: “Ex., out of; 
tempo, time ; an extempore pianist is one who.plays out 
of time.*'' 
Franz Ondricek, the Bohemian violinist, who has 
been engaged for a tour of the United Slates, will make 
his.debut|with the New York Philharmonic Society on 
November 16th. 
j. 
The latiest bit of advice from Mme. Patti to girls who 
are anxious for success as singers is well worth repeating 
to all aspiring musicians,. •‘She tells them : “You must 
be a good!workman at your trade before you can be an 
.. artist.in your art.”. This excellent injunction has thirty- 
six years of professional experience behind it. 
The following will be Paderewaki’s route for the sea¬ 
son of 1805—6: October 30th,. New York, Polish Fan- 
taBie withj Damrosch Orchestra; November 2d, New 
York, first! recital;'6th. Philadelphia; 9th, New York, 
second recital; lltb, • Brooklyn ; T3th, Philadelphia; 
16th, New York 19th, Boston, with Boston Symphony 
Orchestra; 21st and 22d, Portland, Me.; 23d, Boston; 
26th, Worbestep; 27th Springfield; 28’.h, Troy; 30;h, 
Boston ; December 21, Hartford ; 3d, New Haven ; 5th, 
Providence; 7th, Boston; 9th, Philadelphia; 10th and 
13th, WasaingtoH; 11th, Baltimore; 16.h and 18th; 
Pittsburg; 19th, Cleveland; 21st, Buffalo. 
The instituting of a grand opera on a large and perma¬ 
nent scale in Philadelphia is so important that we publish 
the list of artists who have been engaged in full. The 
names promise well. The complete list of principal artists 
engaged by Mr. Gustave HinriehB for the season of grand 
opera at thje Academy of Music, beginning November 
12ih, is as follows: Sopranos, Mme. Emma Nevada, 
Mme. Selmla Koert-KrOnold, Mile. Amelia.Loventz, and 
Miss Minnie Tracey ;'mezzo-sopranos and contraltos, Sig. 
norina Leontina Dassi, Mile. Emma Langlois, and Mlle- 
Emilia Grassi; tenors, Signori Raoul Viola, Jules 
Gogny, Fernando Miehelena, Domenico Minello, and 
Brazio. Piroia ; baritones and basses, Signori Ouirino 
Merlay, Lotiis de Backer, Giuseppe Del Puente, Perry 
Averill, Ma.lzac, and Lorrain. Mr. Hinrichs has en¬ 
gaged the greater number of his chorus singers in Milan, 
and they will follow him to this country a-few days after 
his arrival. He has also engaged the premiere danseuse, 
Signorina Paris, and a ballet. M'. Jules Algier has been 
engaged as assistant conductor and chdrus master, and 
Charles F. Schrsceder as stage manager. Mr. Hinrichs 
will sail for home about September 26th. 
A. rust off Berlioz is to be placed in. the Paris Opera 
House. 
_• _NO. ,10. 
There were nearly 600 concerts in London during the 
last season. 
Mascagni says that no fewer than 1500 libretti are 
composed in Italy every year, and of these 200 are sent 
to him. 
Johann Strauss is hard at work trying to complete 
, for the coming season a new operetta entitled “ Wald- 
meister.” 
Brahms has just composed the music for a aeries of 
twenty songs by the Prussian peasant poetess, Johanna 
AmbroBius. 
Mr. Julian Tiersot has been sent by the French 
Government to collect the folk songs of the Alpine re¬ 
gions of Savoy and Dauphine. 
It is announced that more Greek music hae been 
found at Delphi, in addition to the Hymn to Apollo, to 
which attention has been called. 
A Chopin monument is to be erected in Paris. A 
Committee of eminent musicians and artists is being 
formed for the purpose of collecting subscriptions. 
On August 11th the remains of Paganini were exhumed 
at the Communal Cemetery, Parma. The. countenance 
of the celebrated violinist was in perfect preservation. 
According to his contract with Sir Augustus Harris, • 
the! French tenor Alvarez is to receive more than 
$5000 a month for his services for the next three years. 
The Turkish Court pianist, Dusaap Pasha, receives 
$3000 a year for his services, but he is temporarily o 
suspended every time he plays a tune the Sultan does 
not care to hear. 
“Der Eyangelienmann .” (“ The Gpspel Man”) is 
the curions title of a new opera that has just been per¬ 
formed successfully at Berlin. Words and music are by 
Wilhelm Kieuzl. 
Signor Bevignani, who is again to be one of Messrs. 
Abbey and Grau’s conductors this winter, has .been be¬ 
fore the London operatic public twenty one years, and 
has lived in England thirty-two years. 
■ The city of Dresden is preparing to celebrate the 
eighty fourth anniversary of the birthday of Franz LiBzt 
on October 22d next. On that occasion it is intended to 
perform the celebrated pianist’s oratorio, Saint Eliza¬ 
beth. - 
The organ in the Trinity Church, Libau, has 131 reg¬ 
isters; that at Sydney, New South Wales, 126 ; and the 
organ at Riga, 124, The Libau organ is by no means so 
simple as many newer organs, as it has been bnilt up, 
bit by bit, to its present magnitude. 
In the case of Novello and Co. vs. the Oliver Ditson 
Company, of America, final judgment has been given in 
favor of the London firm, the effect of the decree being 
“that music need not be printed in the United.States 
as a condition of securing copyright there.” 
A musician’s life should be one of thorough unsel¬ 
fishness. Mendelssohn truly said that the first requisite 
in a musician is, that he should respect, acknowledge, 
and do homage to what is great and sublime in his art. 
A lost air of Mozart, to words from Metastasio’s 
“ Didone Abbandonata,” arranged for flutes, bassoons, 
horns, and a quartette of strings, has been discovered 
by Professor KaufFman, of Tubingen. It was written 
in 1778, and the melody is said to be charming. 
The contest for the Rubinstein prize of §>200 for the 
best pianoforte concerto took place at Berlin last week. 
The International Jury awarded the prize to a very 
young Polish composer, M. Stanislas Melzer, of1 War¬ 
saw. No further competition will be held till 1900. 
Verdi’s first composition obtained for him a thrash¬ 
ing. He struck a chord. It pleased him. He at¬ 
tempted to strike it again and failed. Thereupon he 
los^ his temper and began thumping upon the piano. 
Verdi’s father promptly punished him with a whipping. 
Herr Peters, of Leipzig, has discovered another 
one of Beethoven’s sketch books. It is dated 1809 and 
contains sketches of the choral fantasia and the piano: 
concerto in E flat. It is well known that Beethoven 
remodeled his.ideas many times before he was satisfied 
—in some cases more than a dozen times. 
On August 1st Julius Schulhoff celebrated his sixtieth 
birthday. He is “known not only as a master of piano 
playing, but as a composer of salon pieces, such as his 
well know Vaises Brillantes, mazurkas, caprices, and 
other effective piano pieces, and his poetical and charac¬ 
ter pieces, chants d'amitig, six morceaux de musique 
intime, barcarolle, Op. 59, etc. 
A savant musician, M. Expert, is making an analyti- 
1 cal collection] of some unpublished works of the most 
ancient eombosers, Goudimel, Roland de Lassus, etc., 
the translations by Clement Marot and Th. de B6ze. 
Fischbacher, the editor, arranged a little concert of 
some of the most interesting of these recently before a 
critical and appreciative company. 
Rubinstein by his will left money for a prize to be 
awarded every five years for the best pianoforte concerto, 
which must be performed for the first time in public by 
the composer himself. The first competition has just 
taken place at Berlin, before a jury selected by the 
directors of the principal conservatories of Europe. The 
second competition will be at Vienna in 1900, and the 
third at Paris in 1905. 
At the examinations at an English music school, one 
reply was that! the letters M. S., in a piano piece, mean 
> mezzo sopranq ; another, that D. C. stands for de cres- 
; eendo. Yet another decided that V. S. at the bottom 
.of a page of Beethoven meant violin solo, The most 
remarkable answer was that which understood loco to 
| mean with fire.” The reason given .was that loco is 
an abbreviation of “ locomotive.” 
. Dr. F. Kauffman has found1 among his father’s 
papers a beautiful aria by Mozart, “Ah, non lasciar mi 
nto,’t which he composed in 1778 for Frau Wendling in 
Mannheim, and the loss of which all the biographers of 
Mozart have lamented. It is in the original manuscript, 
and there can be no doubt as to its genuineness. It is 
scored for strings, two flutes, two bassoons, and two 
hdrns, and Dr.;Kauffman says the aria is devoid of col- 
oratur and deeply emotional. 
. The significant report comes from Bayreuth that 
Hans Richter has agreed to conduct the revival of 
! ^Wagner’s NibeluDg’s Ring'at Bayreuth next summer 
only on condition that there is to be absolutely no in¬ 
terference |with', his plans and readings on the part of 
i. ‘ any onef’ which “any one ” is, of course, aimed 
• especially at Wagner’b widow. It is perfectly natural 
that Richter, who conducted the Trilogy in ,1876 to 
Wagner s own satisfaction, should not wish to be 
“bossed ” now by Frau Cosima. u 
From Paris the death is announced, of, one’ of the 
oldest music publishers in France, Achille L.ejmoine, at 
th§ age ghtv-three. In his younger day^Tie was a 
pianist of note, his .teachers having been Bertini and 
Kalkbrenner. The Lemoine publishing house was 
founded by his grandfather in 1780, but for the last 
forty-three years M. Achille has ^,been chiefs of the. 
house. His most important publication was a Pantheon 
deB Pianistes, a collection in several volumes of some¬ 
thing like 600 of the works of the pianoforte masters. 
It is said that this was the first important 'collection of 
pianoforte music ever issued at popular prices, i j. 
Every midsummer day a unique concert is gijven in 
Copenhagen, such as the whole world cannot show the 
like of. There are kept in the Copenhagen Museum a 
number of ancient Scandinavian horns more than 3000 
years old, called “Luren.” Of this collection fourteen 
are in good condition. They have an elegant shape, 
and the flat metal plates at the mouthpiece show good 
technical perfection and a developed taste for art.i They 
are in different pieces fitted together. They were! found 
buried in moorland, and their good preservation)is be¬ 
lieved to be due to the turfy water; They are i of very 
thin metal, and generally seven feet long. They were . 
always found in pairs, the one in tune with the other. 
The post of conductor o£ the famous Gewaiidhaus 
Concerts at Leipzig, vacant by the resignation of Dr.- 
Karl Reinecke, has been filled byithe appointment of 
M. Nikisch, who recently resigned his duties at iBuda- 
Pesth. It is stated that Mi Nikisch’s most formidable 
competitor was the German composer, Herr Hans Sitt. 
The Gewandhaus Concerts' date from the time of Sebas¬ 
tian Bach, and they were first held iin 1743 in a private 
house, Johann Doles, afterward 6‘antor of the Thomas 
Sehnle, being conductor.; They have, however!, only 
been known "by the name otyGewaudhaus since] 1781.' 
Their most famous conductor was Mendelssohn, who 
directed the concerts between 1835 and 1843. Among 
his successors have been Dr. Ferdinand Hiller,! Niels 
Gade,.and Julius Rietz. 1 v i 
At a recent performance in Berlin of Bach's superb 
B minor Mass, an attempt was made to make the 
orchestra conform as ‘far as possible to the conditions 
for which Bach Wrote. There are in his score trumpet 
notes so high that, they cannot be produced on the mod¬ 
ern instruments: wherefore smaller trumpets were 
specially constructed for this occasion; their highest 
notes were found to suggest the sound of a clarionet, 
and were softer than had been expected. The oboes 
employed in Bach’s score are the obsolete oboi d’almonr, 
half way between our oboe and the English horn or alto 
oboe. Specimens of these instruments were borrowed 
of the Royal Museum, and the players had to practice 
some time before they felt sufficiently familiar with 
them to undertake their task. Besides, these instru¬ 
ments, Antes, bassoons, strings, and organ were used. 
THE HAEDEST PIANO PIECE. 
“ Among all known musical compositions written for 
the piano, which is the most difficult of execution?” 
To this often asked question Le Figaro has endeavored 
to obtain.a definite and final answer by interviewing the 
best-kndwn pianists and teachers of the piano in [Paris. 
The attempt has not been very successful. Some of the 
“ virtno8i;’Aa,Interviewed saw in the question only an op- 
portunity tS say something clever and epigrammatic, and 
made no attempt to really answer it. Others wandered 
from thepoint by confusing execution with interpretation. 
Those who rightly understood the question as referring 
solely to mechanical difficulties and treated it seriously in 
their replies were so far apart in their views that the dis¬ 
cussion was practically unresultant, and left the question 
but little nearer settlepuent. The palm of difficulty was 
not definitely awarded, but there was so much in the dis¬ 
cussion that will probably be of interest to studejuts of 
piano music that it has seemed worthy of review. 
No fewer than sixteen compositions gnd groups of 
compositions are named by the French pianists as among 
those presenting the greatest technical difficulties-lo the 
performer. They are as follows: Beethoven’s sonata, 
opera 57 and 106; Bach’s “ Chromatic Fantasy and 
Fugue,” Brahm’s “Variations on a Theme of Paga- 
ninif” Balackireff’s “Islamey,” Chopin’s “Ballades,” 
first, third, and fourth, and the finale of his sonata in 
B flat minor; Liszt’s “ Etudes” and twelfth “ Rhap¬ 
sody,” Schumann’s sonata in F-sharp minor, and his 
“fltudes Symphoniques,” St.-Saens’s “ Allegro Appas- 
sionata,” a sonata by Thalberg, and a sonata by Von 
Weber. Of these compositions only four have more 
than one vote, and none has more than two. Only one 
composition has the undivided support of its'adherents. 
This is Balackireff’s “ Fantasie Orientale Russe,” “ Is¬ 
lamey,” which both Louis Diemer and Francis Plante 
declare to be pre-eminently the most difficult to execute 
of all music yet written for the piano. Mme. Rogpr- 
Miclos and Marmontel, the oldest of the Professors of the 
Paris Conservatoire, pronounce for Liszt’s “ Rhapsodic, 
No. 12,” among others ; Raval Pugnoand Mme. Roger- 
Miclos name the* Beethoven sonata in B flat, opus 106, 
and these two pianists are also agreed as to the extraor¬ 
dinary difficulty of Schumann’s sonata in F sharp minor. 
“ Islamey,” then, must be pronounced the winner in 
La Figaro's competition., This composition is not yet 
very generally known among American pianists. Of 
the three other more familiar works named as peculiarly 
difficult, American pianists generally will be inclined 
to rank the Beethoven sonata “ lilr Hammerklavier,” 
opus .106, as the severest test of virtuosity. The other 
Beethoven sonata that figures in the list of the A6 
most difficult compositions, opus 57, the familiar 
“ Sonata Appassionata,” is in the repertoire of about 
every professional pianist. Opus 106 is very seldom 
played is public. As practical proof of its difficulty it 
may be mentioned that Von Bulow once publicly broke 
down In it while playing if. from memory, some years 
ago, at Chiekering Hall. The break-down was covered 
up, the audience being’given to understand that some¬ 
thing had gone wrong with the instrument. The tuner 
in attendance was sent on the stage' with instructions to 
spend 15 or 20 minutes in ostensibly putting the piano 
to rights, while Von Billow, out of earshot of the audi¬ 
ence, utilized the time thus gained by furiously practic¬ 
ing, on an upright piano, the passage that had baffled 
him. As for the difficulty of the Liszt “ Rhapaodie,” it 
may be remarked that this perfect pianist, than whom 
no composer ever knew better the capabilities and the 
limitations of technic, wrote always “for the hand,”] 
and presented no problems of execution out of the range 
of virtuosity. Classing one of his compositions as pre¬ 
eminent for technical difficulties is, therefore, rather the 
reverse of a compliment to this composer The prov¬ 
erb in regard, tb those who ask questions that the wisest 
cannot answer may be not improperly borne in mind 
while considering the problems of execution that tin- 
most skilled pianist cannot fully solve, presented in musi¬ 
cal compositions intended to be played on the piano by 
mortal hands. 
The epigrammatic answers of some of the Parisian 
pianists in La Figaro's questions, though they have next 
‘■i v- elevi a s, ■ re aul :«»utly am I i.g md si at 
to be worth quoting. C. de Beriot holds that, since 
pianists are not provided, as they should be, with five 
thumbs on eael it d,.ai a foi edtostr g ill thei 
lives against the inequality of their fingers, as to strength 
and length, and especially against the weakness of the 
fourth finger, the technical feat that pianists find the 
most difficult of all is playing the simple scale, as it 
should be played, with absolute evenness. Delaborde’s 
opinion, which, paradoxical as it is, will be shared by 
many a timid player at the moment he takes his seat on 
the piano stool before his audience, is “ For me the most 
difficult of piano pieces is whatever piece I happen to be 
playing while I am playing it.” Andrew Gresse believes 
that the composition most difficult of all to play with 
entire correctness is any composition that one finds him¬ 
self obliged to play in the presence of its composer. 
Composers, much in the habit of hearing their composi¬ 
tions played, will probably, if they are quite frank, fully 
endorse M. Grease's view. And even the most skilled 
of pianists will own that sometimes, bowing himself off 
the stage amid storms of applause for his “perfect exe¬ 
cution” of some monumental work of Bach, Beethoven, 
or Schumann, he has had much reason to rejoice in his 
heart that the composer could not possibly have heard 
his playing, .being dead. ‘‘ Les morts ne reclament 
pas!” as M. Andrew Gresse puts it. 
THE M0DEEN MUSICAL 0EANK. < 
j BY RALPH D. HAUSRATH.! 
Of all tjhe cranks in the world, there is none so ob¬ 
jectionable aB the,old, fossilized musician. Why an artist 
should isolate himself from the rest of the world and be¬ 
come a freak with long hair, and possess all sorts of 
eccentricities is beyondpj conception. We have in New 
York city very many musicians of this! class, who are 
really excellent artists, but I am sorry to: say they find it 
difficult to gain a reasonable livelihood. And why? 
Simply because by withdrawing from the world into 
themselves: they have i become supersensitive to the 
slightest opposition, which renders them so nervous and 
irritable that they are; really objectionable company. 
Th> American people dislike men of this sort, and gen¬ 
erally consider them somewhat daft. In order to suc¬ 
ceed in any profession, one: must make all other matters 
subservientito study. Butithis does not necessitate the 
complete shunning of all others who are not gifted with 
talent in that particular line. Any mad who is at the 
head of his profession is more or less of a social acqui¬ 
sition, and tihe man who is sociable is sure to make more 
frieuds and thereby encourage success to a greater ex¬ 
tent than on|e who is not. If displeased, it is not neces¬ 
sary to mak'e oneself disagreeable by storming around 
like a raving maniac and worry yourself and all around 
you sick. Everyone has i annoyances to bear. The an¬ 
tiquated method of many seems to have been, if crossed 
in anything,ito pull the hair, show the teeth, and caper 
around and (show others by a greater display of boorish- 
nesB that they were their intellectual superiors. There 
are more pleasant ways than this of getting out of diffi-j 
culties. ' kH'jkk; .- j ’• - 
I know of an instance where one of our greatest 
violinists, visiting a friend in one of the cities in the 
northern part of New York State, treated his amiable, 
host most shamefully—-inifact, more like a servant than a 
friend. He proposed a fishing party one morning, and 
invited many of his friends to join him. They were de¬ 
lighted, with the proposal, and when ail were assembled, 
fully equipped for a day’s outing, he. suddenly pushed 
his friends rudely aside and made a dash for the house, 
and without a word of explanation bounded up the stairs 
to his room like a raving lunatic, seated himself at his 
desk, and began jotting down notes by the score. His 
friends, to whom a word of explanation Would have been 
sufficient^, displeased at his odd actions, soon departed 
and gave up all idea of ever depending on this queer 
specimen of humanity. Hours passed, and he still con¬ 
tinued at his w&rk. At noon-time the dinner bell 
sounded once—-twice—thrice, and still no response from 
his “Highness;" so hi a host finally summoned up suffi¬ 
cient courage to knock at his door and announce that it 
was time for dinner. For a long time he paid no atten¬ 
tion, but at last he became impatient, and, jumping up, 
pushed his friend out of the room, slammed and locked 
the door, and with all sorts of oaths ordered him to 
mind his own business and not to dare to interrupt him 
again. At about four in the afternoon he calmly in¬ 
formed his host that he wished his dinner. On being 
informed that it was impossible, as dinner had been 
we might disturb another inspiration; so we left him in 
dreamland. “His Highness” did not appear on the 
scene again until the following'evening,'when he was 
very much intoxicated. This was only one of the many 
larks which he indulged in. He at length became posi¬ 
tively unbearable, and was requested to leave the house. 
This is a good ekample of a freak, and leads American 
people to believe that musicians are not the most reliable 
and desirable of guests. But I am glad to say that the 
coming generation is far more promising. Some of onr 
most prominent artists, such, as Richard Hoffman, 
Scharwenka, Horatio W. Parker, Walter Damrosch, 
EthelbertNevin; and De Koven, don’t think it necessary 
to eschew the society of others than musicians to attain 
and sustain their reputations. A man who trains his 
mind must also train his body to retain his health. Let 
him' indulge in athletics. In winter skate and take 
brisk walks. In summer there are innumerable ways 
of gaining strength without in any way injuring his com¬ 
mand of any, instrument. A teacher in thp Leipsic Con¬ 
servatory waB asked why he chose rowing for exercise 
when it was bo injurious to the fingers, and he ex¬ 
claimed that those who were injured by such slight ex¬ 
ercise, had very little technic to lose. The modern 
musician is considerable of a society man, as he should 
be, for who is better qualified to be a benefit to it ? He 
talks on all topics and indulges in all the pleasures that 
any professional man may without injury to himself; 
consequently (not always talking shop), he is the best of 
entertainers; but when questioned on the subject of 
music, he spreads himself and lets them know that, 
although they have other ambitions, it is his life-work 
ai d one aim to be the foremost of his profession. A 
i .it an . who uses his mind, continually must have some 
\r< creation, no matter what it be, so long as it takes,him 
away‘from his daily thoughts. Then he will be in far 
better condition for his next day’s work. 
■ ABSENT4IINDED MUSICIANS. 
A. von Winterfeld has gathered a number of anec¬ 
dotes-relating to prominent composers and musicians 
who were as much distinguished for their absent-mind¬ 
edness as for their musical talent. There was in the past 
century Friedemann Bach, the most talented of the sons 
of the great Johann Sebastian Bach, whose distraction 
was simply incredible. Whe^n Friedemann Bach was 
organist at Halle, a position which required punctuality, 
it was expected that he would have trouble as a result 
of the muddled state of his thoughts. It was nothing 
unusual for him to stop playing the piano when called 
for church duties by the people he lived with and to walk 
to the church, entering on one side and leaving it by the 
opposite door, going straight home again to his piano. 
Hi8 blower kept the key to the organ and an organist 
Among the absent-minded artists of later times the 
celebrated singer Lablanche was the most notable. 
While he resided at Naples the King often sent for him, 
as he enjoyed the singer's pleasant disposition. One 
day he called at the palace, having received an invita¬ 
tion, and waiting in the general hall for the King to send 
for him, talked meanwhile with the people of the court, 
and asking permission to keep on his hat, as he was suf¬ 
fering from catarrh. Suddenly a lackey called out: 
“His Majesty desires the presence of Signor La¬ 
blanche I ” 
Hastily the singer arose, and forgetting that he had 
his hat on his head, picked up another, which he carried 
in his hand to the presence of the King. He was re¬ 
ceived with a hearty laugh, which disconcerted La- 
blanche somewhat. But he quickly recovered and asked 
what had occasioned his Majesty’s hilarity. “ My dear 
Lablanche,” the King said, “tell me, which of the two 
hats is yours—the one you have on your hfead or the one 
in your hand ; or do you carry two because you fear you 
may forget one ? ” 
■ “ Ah ! Maledetto 1 ” cried Lablanche, seeing now what 
was the trouble. “Two hats are indeed too mneh for a 
man without a head."—Musical Courier. * 
AST AND ABTLESSNESS. 
Ambitious young musicians are continually forward¬ 
ing to us specimens of their work, with the request to 
publish them and thus give them the opportunity to 
make their first round on the ladder of fame. Unfortu¬ 
nately, the writing of music is not an easy ipatter, and 
young composers are very apt to confound enthusiasm 
with inspiration. Here, however, we wish to refer to a 
more practical matter: the youthful, and sometimes the 
aged, composer very frequently attempts to write in a 
language of whose grammar he is ignorant; and what¬ 
ever may be their other merits ninety five per cent, of 
the compositions forwarded show an inexcusable lack of 
knowledge of harmony. 
A knowledge of the grammar of music will not make 
a compose!-, but ignorance of the grammar of music pre¬ 
vents a composer from properly expressing his thoughts. 
It seems absurd to insist on the,common-place that a 
knowledge of harmony is a necessity to a composer of 
music, but if any one should doubt that the truism needs 
to be repeated again and again let him glance over -the 
works of the composers of popular music and be horri¬ 
fied by the ignorance displayed. 
Let the young composer then remember that;_ how¬ 
ever valuable may be his thoughts, however Bearing his 
imagination, he is helpless until he has thoroughly 
learned the grammar of his art. Art without technic is 
artlessness, a Raphael who did not know how to draw,: 
to mix his colors, or-to use his brush might be filled with 
occurred. 
One Easter Sunday things, went wrong. Bach went 
i . i t t l l i - to church early and sat down in a chair on the women s 
forme is st t t is e  is i r.  i side, awaiting the gathering of the devout. He sat there 
i i i l , i deep in reverie, with the organ key in his pocket, while 
cleared away hours before, he became furious, and the crowd gathered, the bells tolled, and when it was 
danced and capered around like a wild cat. and. pulling 
violently at his hair, shouted : “ I demand it!, I demand 
it!’’ So his host, rather than appear disagreeable, con¬ 
sented and had a dinner especially prepared for him. 
When he had finished he rushed to his room, and re¬ 
mained there until the early hours of the morning. When 
he left his room, we. being anxious to see what he would 
do next, followed him, but at distance enough for him 
not to notice us. He walked to the river, and when he 
had found a suitable place he sat down and gazed into 
the stream for a considerable time He then arose and 
took a drink from his flask, which he always carried with 
him. The mania for singing then seized him, and he 
would try a few notes and then walk to and fro, mutter¬ 
ing to himself, and then resort to his flask agaip. He 
repeated this last operation many times ; but at last he ■ 
got tired and laid down on the ..bank of the river and 
went to sleep. I suggested w king him and persuading 
him to go home, but his host objected on the ground that 
handy to take Bach’s place when these slips of memory inspiration and yet stand idly helpless before his canvas. 
occurred. What then shall be said of the uninspired man, whose 
One Easter Sunday things, went wrong. Bach went ignorance of the grammar of his art only the more plainly 
to c rc  earl  a  sat do n i  a c air on t e o en’s 8hows the poverty of his ideas? 
i , iti  t  t ri  f t  t.  t t r Here is a very safe rule to follow: let the young corn- 
deep in reverie, ith the organ key in his pocket, hile, poser resolutely refrain from writing until he knows 
the cro d gathered, the bells tolled, and When it as how to write correctly, or, at least, let him keep his 
past the time for the-prelude- to be played, everybody compositions in the secrecy of his own desk. It is eun- 
looked toward him, wipked at him, and shook their 0us how many geniuses of yesterday become the nonenti- 
heads. He also shook his head, looked around, and ties of next year, and even real genius is liable to o 
quieriy remarked : “ I wonder who will play the organ things of which its more ripened experience is aBhame . 
ti  'prelude t l ,  
looked to ard hi , ipked at hi , and shook their 
. l i , l r ,  
i ri  r r  :  I r ill l  t r  
to-day! ” 
One day Bach called on the future Musical Director 
Rust, at that time studying at Halle and attending to 
Bach’s correspondence in gratitude for the' lessons he 
received from the master. < “ Look, dear Rust,” Friede¬ 
mann said to him, pulling out of his pocket a letter 
which he gave him, “here I have received quite a good 
offer from Rudolstadt for the position of Kapellmeister ; 
reply at once that4 will accept.” Rust read the letter 
and was happy to note the favorable, points of the offer 
to his teacher, and then hlappenjed to look at the date. 
“But this letter is over a year old!” he cried. “In¬ 
deed!” said Friedemann, surprised; “then I must 
have had the letter in my pocket ever Bince and forgot 
to give it to you to answer.” 
Father: 
to sing?” 
Teacher : “ Nevare, Monsieur.’’ 
Father: “ Then what’s the use of giving her any more 
singing lessons ? ” . , 
Teacher: “ A great deal of use, Monsieur. I give her 
lessonB two-three months more, and by and by I teach 
her that she cannot sing. That is a very good musical 
education for the young lady.” _ . . 
Father: “You are right! If she can’t sing, and yon 
can convince her Bheisan't, the lessons won’t be thrown 
: Do you think, my daughter will ever be able. 
GREED OF THE WELL-TAUGHT PUPIL. 
1. I believe that the composer knew what he wanted 
in the way of tones; therefore I will play exactly what 
he wrote, so nearly as I can. 
2. I believe that the bar is intended to show the place 
of the strong pulse; therefore I try to place the accent 
upon the tone written next after the bar. 
3. I believe good rhythm is at the very foundation of 
music; therefore I will endeavor to keep an even time, 
without hurrying or slackening. And if any differences 
in movement are to be made between the easy and diffi¬ 
cult parts of a composition, I believe that as a rule the 
more‘ difficult parts , should go more rapidly than the 
others, inasmuch as they indicate greater intensity, and ' 
perhaps bravoura. 
4. I believe that music is essentially a message from 
the composer ; or a picture painted in tones; in short 
that it represents the ideal in tonal forms; and therefore 
I will try to play it as if I knew what the message was, 
or as if I had the picture in mind. In other words, will 
play it with expression. 
6. The foundation of playing with expression is to 
make a piece sing, and when I play I will try to sing 
with fingers, and help out their singing with discreet use 
of the pedal. 
6. I believe that the pedal may be used at any place 
in a composition where the effect is improved by so 
using it. These places will be where there is a tone of 
melody to be held after the fingers are taken off it (in 
order to do something else}, or where it is desired,!to 
improve the resonance of the pianoforte. 
7. When I haven’t any reason for using the pedal I 
will leave it alone, for few things are more Objectionable 
than the absent-minded lingering upon the pedal which 
we often hear from badly taught students. 
, 8. Inasmuch as music is a message, or a picture, from 
the imaginary world of the ideal, it follows that there 
must be great differences in the quality of pieces of 
music, according to the nobility and purity of mind in 
composers, and according to the especially noble mood 
of a great composer at the moment of writing some 
choicest work. And it shall be my endeavor to know as 
many as possible of these pieces of music best with 
knowing; and when I know them, to play them with all 
possible appreciation and in such a way aB to induce iny 
hearers to love them and enjoy them. 
9. And since musical playing is the object of my 
study, I-will esteem all kinds of technical exercises 
and studies according to their value in making me more 
and more master of the resources of the instrument, to 
the end that I may fitly interpret music worth knowing. 
—Music. 
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE STORY. 
BY ALFRED VEIT. 
, It is a matter of daily occurrence to hear people sneer 
at technic. At the same time, it may easily be observed 
/ that those are the very ones whose bungling efforts to 
/ play the arabesques of a Mozart Adagio or a Chopin 
' Mazqurka would make the angels weep. By these indi¬ 
viduals we are constantly told that “Anybody can acquire 
technic with patience and work.” But they omit the 
most important factor—brains. Patience and applica¬ 
tion ■ certainly go very far, but if'not supplemented by 
the intellect will never get beyond the ordinary limit. 
1 Technic in the highest sense is the triumph of mind over 
matter. *' 
’ ’ • &11 have heard of Yon,Biilow’s small hands and 
his incessant efforts to adapt them to the keyboard. It 
was the prodigious brain of the man that vanquished all 
difficulties and finally conquered what, at first, seemed 
beyond his reach. I still recall Essipoff’s exceptionally 
small hands, which I had an excellent opportunity of 
‘ observing one day at a class-meeting. We all stood 
behipd her chair and that of Leschetizky while the two 
artists played some duos by Schubert. In watching 
Bssipoff’s small hands, I could not refrain from wonder¬ 
ing at the remarkable results she obtained with them. 
Results which prompted the thought that her, mental 
equipment must indeed have been very great to! enable 
her to gain the victory in the face of such great obstacles. 
A brilliant technic being, to a certain extent, an evidence 
of mental superiority, ub also id seen in the case of 
Tausig—why is it that it. does not command greater ad¬ 
miration ? 1 . 
Some one applied the word Pyrotechnics to unusually 
developed digital skill ontlie keyboard. , The word was 
taken up by an appreciative auditor, passed along until 
we are daily wearied by, nauseating repetitions of it. 
But even admitting it, have we not all enjoyed the 
sudden flight of a rocket on a soft summer night? And 
when way on high it burst into myriads of scintillating 
sparks, was it not delightful? A similar effect was pro¬ 
duced by Paderewski in-Liszt’s transcription of Men¬ 
delssohn’s Wedding March.! It was dazzling—it made, 
lights in the hall dance before the eyes; it was pyro¬ 
technics pure and simple, but was it not beautiful?, 
Technic—technic—technic I We never can. get too 
much of it 1 altl fa igopd n c i <„ '•-< at 
technic may be obtained—sufficient -to bring the greater 
part of good piano literature within the reach- of every 
earnest student—we jnusKgive a hearty welcome to any 
improvements, be they Mechanical or otherwise, by 
means of which we miay jadvance; the development of 
technic.—The Pianist. " % I i 
DIFFICULT PASSAGES AS ETUDES, 
■ ■. .■ *-■ \v _ •_ 1 , .ft-; M /.■.;-ft;ft: 
■ ' j-ftft'ft! 
{BY T. CAUL WH1TMER. ft 
'■ * ' ■ i 
ft'fljf “ I ft . ■ i I 
To make “studies” of difficult measures in a composi¬ 
tion is as of much value as “ etudes ” in general; perhaps 
of more direct value. 
We peed not have such a long list of “ etudes ’’ if ,we 
seek inside each thing we study for a difficult passage 
and, enlarging it, make; it useful as a means as well as 
an end. We may say there are two ways of helping one 
to conquer a passage : 
1st. By enlargement. ft. 
2d. By change of position. I 
The second seems almost contained in the first; yet 
it is distinct., We can see: clearly now, by taking scales 
and arpeggios, and showing how not only they are at the 
bottom of passage work, but how their formation leads 
us to the thought that single passages can be developed 
in like manner and serve a purpose. 
Let us take first Extension or Enlargement. 
A one octave scale is put an enlargement of | two or 
three or four notes. j 
A two octave scale is .but an enlargement of a one 
octave scale. And so on. An arpeggio having within 
itself the intervals within the octave, is an enlargement 
of two or three notes, which themselves are alterations 
of a scale. < i 
Two octaves of the same are but an extension of one 
octave. ■ —•, ; 
Now, of course, one octave is harder to play than 
three notes; two octaves harder than one octavel.1 And 
so on. - I- 
Before applying this, let us take the change of position, 
A passage is easy at, centre of piano, difficult at both 
extremes, and of medium difficulty between the extremes 
and center. Then, applying both, we say—In singliiig out 
-a measure of difficulty—the easiest and best direct 
way of conqueringit is to take that one measure and 
continue it, that is, play it in one octave, then in two 
octaves, and, indeed, from one end of the piano to 
the other. j 
This brings with it, of course, change of position, but, 
as was said, this is really distinct, and I would say, play 
a high passage higher; play a high passage low; play a 
low passage-lower ; play a low passage high ajlso the 
passages which lie betwe’en may-be played in other 
■ positions. - f ' : , I 
We may also say that what is played in; the right 
hand can be better controlled if learned also with the 
left hand, and vice versa. But this brings with it such 
a train of difficulties not necessary that it can hardly be 
supported so strongly as the singling out of a passage 
find enlarging it or changing its position in order to 
“bound ” or surround one’s grasp of the execution of 
tl m'( isurc at lec ted. 
It is well known that one can play a passage better as 
it tant1 >1 that passt »< iat >een ( anquert i< n ill id a 
Sa this thought gained from a study of the scales is 
offered. 
& . . rcellent t ay to g * pupil to i nde ett )■’ i d ,i 
preeiate a passage occurring in tt mer parts i 
composition, is to select that passage, use it as a melody, 
and harmonize it several wayk. The pupil will see it at 
its true value when he recognizes that it is worthy of 
standin as a rr i lody. 
So many of Beethoven’s Sonatas have interesting 
inner parts to “bring out,” that this method was re¬ 
sorted to in order to let them appreciate it. 
THAT OTHER TEACHER. 
Ov common occurrence in the experience of a music 
teacher is the enrolling of a pupil from some other 
-teacher,' . ft-ft'ft ft'.;ftft.:; f 11 ;/ -p 'ft.v-./-’ :ft'.-.-ft'.', 
(lircumstances very often work changes in the plans 
of either teacher or pupil, making it necessary for the 
pupils’ study to be continued under n new teacher. 
A question of professional ethics is hereby raised 
which only too often is answered to the very decided 
. lowering of .this, desirable principle.: - ft ftvft . ft 1 
Hdw'often is the pnpil making such a change told by 
the new teacher that his former instruction was altogether 
wrong? That he made a very serious mistake in putting 
hi nself nndei that other t( a. flier's din it n? 
How widely and surely does professional courtesy and 
fair-dealing obtain among rival teachers ? 1 ./ft ; 
Is not that other teacher more or less of a fraud 
always? It would seem as though humanity is so con¬ 
stituted that it cannot be fair anfhjust in its estimates of 
rivals in business or social life. ftuqaffmg out of. discus¬ 
sion the many times the pupil is tolanow bad that other 
teacher i th : lut - ir such 
an.assertion, how often the responsibility for the faults 
( he p «i -'hi./ 1 a ".ft"'.*-,, are gravely 1 id 
upon the shoulders of that other teacher. 
Many pupils change who do play badly, who are ‘ 
ignorant, who seemingly do not understand the first 
principles of | witio and technic . i th< hoy teaches 
at >nce proceeds to^descant u{ m the inability of ' tba 
o hei tei her o te m r* ionei ; believi ig h ms Sf i 
be right in such condemnation. 
After he has had this new pupil awhile, however, a 
change comes o’er the spirit of his dreamt He finds his 
- c .,, 3— v feich he ha bereft ? prided himseU- 
appear abortive, and finally learns j > i ■ listress; that 
should the pupil make yet another change, he would be 
in precisely the same predicament as that other teacher. 
The bad habits remain in spite of him. 
Now for the moral 1 
1 has i i rmed judgment ai J opini t<. i ve 
liable to need revision, and it is far better to reserve 
y ur leeisi s esp' ft ly spol i ones, until you h 
had time to do your revising. There are always two 
sides to a question, and changing pupils, unless there 
is an obvions reason for the change, is apt to -be a thorn 
in the-flesh. -j 
Failure is sometimes the lot of us all. None are in¬ 
fallible. You maybe placed in a like position and then 
will come home to you with full force the unchanging 
truth : “ With what judgment ye judge, ye shall be 
j udged, and with what measure ye mete, it shall he meted 
• out to you again. ” 
Give that other teacher a fair Bhow, and do not con¬ 
demn him until he is proved to be wrong, and even then 
mercy is a discretion. 
A. L. Manchester. 
“ What’s that ? ” asked a country gentleman; in b 
music store. 
“ That ? Oh 1 that is used on violins, It is called a 
chin reBt.” 
“ Chin rest, is it ? Well, gimme one. It’s just the 
sort of thing I want for a New Year’s present fdr my 
wife.” 
TYPES OF PIANO TEACHERS. 
STORY OF A PUPIL. 
A YOUNG lady writes to the Musical Times, London, 
her experience with the typical (in her opinion) music 
fteacher. She begins fiy pointing to a class of dissatis¬ 
fied plodders, which are found in all callings, who deplore 
their fate, and think themselves doomed to everlasting 
toil, and thus make themselves eternally miserable. 
She says:— 
“ I think much of the disheartening tpil and failure of 
which some music teachers complain is their own fault, 
and arises from their misunderstanding or ignoring 
what is required of them. There are certain enthusiasts 
who, because they happen to have had a conservatorium 
education, fancy that they have a mission to try and 
make all their pupils into virtuosi, when all that these 
poor sufferers demand is to be enabled to respond to the 
eternal appeal of the drawing-room, ‘ Do play us some¬ 
thing, Miss Smith !’ I myself, thank goodness, do not 
quail now before that dread demand ; but what have I 
not gone through to attain that state I ” 
After her mother had taught her the notes she was 
sent to a boarding school at the age of thirteen, and 
there came in contact with, she goes on, “a governess, 
who gave some five and twenty of u? half an hour’s les¬ 
son twice a-week, and with all that raw material to 
experiment, upon, she must certainly have found the best 
mode of grounding beginners. She was, however, 
rather listless and apa-thetic in her manner, and I fear 
her heart was not in her work. I did not stay under her 
very long, for my health was too delicate fori boarding- 
school.” Her next experience was with governesses in 
her own home. She describes one as being “ a stout, 
elderly lady, whose great recommendation was that she 
had known Chopin. Her enemies said that he had 
lodged for aweek in a boarding-house which she kept. 
I never heard her play,—I do not know any one who 
did;—but she was very good-tempered and used to praise 
my playing very much. But she always used to be taken 
‘faintly,’ as she called it, at the end of the lesson, and 
had to be restored with two glasses of sherry and a 
sandwich. This was submitted to for some time, but at 
last she got to require three glasses, and then mamma 
thought a change of teachers would be desirable.” 
Another one she had at this time was “ a young lady 
from the Royal Academy, who was rather nice, but she 
was always getting up a concert or a recital, and worry¬ 
ing us to take tickets; besides wanting to rehearse her 
pieces before me. Mamma said that she thought too 
much of herself and too little of her pupils, and so we 
changed again.” f. - 
She now meets with an educated teacher from Leipsic, 
whose standard greatly conflicts with her own. Here is 
her-opinion in full: “Mr. N. waB certainly a beautiful 
player, and a most painstaking teacher, but he had cer¬ 
tain drawbacks. First, he was nervous and shy in his 
manner, which is most objectionable in a master. Then 
he was too exacting and over-critical, never seeming 
satisfied with anything that I did. If I played ever so 
. correctly he would complain that some note was not 
held down long enough' (as if that mattered, so long as 
it sounded rightly), or that I played in tool level a tone, 
or used the pedal wrongly, or fingered improperly, or 
something, until I got quite impatient and lpnged to cry, 
1 What does it matter so long as the piece goes smoothly?’ 
Then, tod, his pieces were always so dreadfully classical 
and ineffective. If he ever gave me any modern music 
at all it was by some German composer with an unpro. 
nouneeable name, and so bristling with accidentals that 
when once learned it never would keep learned, but-got 
fresh mistakes in it every time one played! it. But the 
worst was his persuading me to play studies! He wanted- 
me to practice scales and; finger exercises;, but there I 
flatly rebelled.; I had done with the nursery, (hank you ! 
He declared that he played them every day himself, but 
I took the liberty of quietly disbelieving him. Still, the 
studies were pad enough. Mr. N. assured me that they 
would improve my touch and execution ; Ij never found 
that they , did,! and they certainly did not improve my 
temper. To think of the time I wasted over those dread¬ 
ful. things, wlien I might just as well have been practicing’ 
nomething that I could play to people t Six mortal tinies 
a day did I wade through that, taDgle of notes, and by 
next lesson it was as fall of wrong notes and things as 
ever. As I could only Spare an hour a day for practice, 
I thought it too bad to waste my time -thus, and should 
at last have, demanded a release from my toils ; but after 
six months we again changed our place of residence, and 
I my master. Still, I fancy, I did make progress with 
Mr. N., and should have liked him very much had it not 
been for the aforementioned drawbacks, and also a way 
he had of seeming uncomfortable all the time of the 
lesson, shrinking or wincing when I played a wrong 
note. This, if not an affectation, was an unpleasant 
mannerism, besides showing-inferior-breeding.” 
She is now placed under a certain Mr. R., whom she 
describes as “an energetic and. rather hot-tempered 
man. He used to walk up and down the room or stand 
away against the mantelpiece while I played, and shout 
out when anything went wrong; but he would never 
correct me, however long it took me to find out my mis¬ 
take. I think this waB a very good plan. When I was 
stupid, which happens occasionally to every one, I sup¬ 
pose, he did not scruple to call me names, even ‘ Stupid 
head ’ and ‘ Wooden fingers ;’ but I am not easily made 
nervous, I am glad to say. His chief fault was that he 
gave his pupils scarcely anything but his own composi¬ 
tions. They were nice drawing-room pieces enough, 
but one does like a change.” 
After this she has a short, career with a Signor A,, 
whom she. describes as a “delightful man;” her mother, 
however, .was of a different opinion. In all this changing 
and interruption the natural unfolding of the musica] 
nature must have been seriously interfered with. A- 
dwarfed musician could only be the result of a course 
like this, at best. The' Signor is thus disposed of by 
her:— 
“ He was not at all one’s idea of an Italian, being tall, 
slender, and fair, with a full beard like floss silk, and, oh ! 
the most heavenly pair of .blue eyes. He taught some 
of his own compositions, too, but they were soft and 
dreamy as himself—1 Baiser d'amour,' ‘Battements dti 
cceur,’ ‘ Les soupirs,’ and the like. He would sit down 
to the piano and play one of .these pieces so tenderly, 
with his eyes upturned toward me all the time, with a 
pathetic, beseeching look that reminded me exactly of 
my darling Skye terrier, Nellie, who died the year before. 
Somehow mamma took a strong dislike to Signor A., 
and after I had had six lessons made some excuse for 
discontinuing.” ‘ 
Then comes a dreadful story of a Teutonic individual 
of doubtful character. She says: “ He was one of the 
thundering, smashing players, and used to give me lessons 
far too difficult,—all octaves arid big chords, such as he 
loved to play himself. He persuaded mamma to pry 
him for the twelve lessons half-way through the term, as 
his wife lay on a bed of. sickness. Then, at the next 
lesson, he came in tears, and!related how he had be¬ 
come security for a friend, who! had run away and left 
him liable. Unless he could raise ten pounds by next 
Thursday he would be thrown - into a debtor’s prison. 
Mamma never can resist a person who weeps, so she 
gave him the ten pounds, aud we never saw him again, 
nor Uncle H§nry’s overcoat and umbrella, either, which 
were hanging in the hall, and which, in his distress, Herr 
Z. must have mistaken for his own;” 
Her experience at the “ College of Music ” with class 
lessons is, perhaps, the most, disastrous of all. She 
says: “The pupils were promised two lessons per week 
in piano or singing, besides an .flour’s class harmony 
and a lecture, all for two guineas a quarter. This was 
not a success, for, after all,; one hardly got one’s 
money’s worth. The piano lessons were only fifteen 
minutes in length, and one was expected to sit out the 
lessons of two other girls, as if that could do any good. 
So I had the tedium of gazing at two dreadful, ill dressed 
objects of girls ,£or half, an hour vfliile they stumbled 
through their pieces, and. then of being disturbed during 
my own playing by their whispering and tittering, as 
they doubtless exchanged ill-natured remarks upon my 
appearance and performance. The weekly lecture was 
usually a dull and: uninteresting affair—at least, I only 
went once, for the room Was so stuffy and crowded that 
it gave me a headache. But the harmony class was 
really too ridiculous for anything. We learned first a 
quantity of hard names for the notes, such as ‘super¬ 
tonic’ and 1 submediant,’ as if A, B( and C were not far 
more convenient and easy to remember. Then there 
were mysterious figures which represented chords, how 
or why I do not know, nor what was the good of them 
when they were done. , I only remember one thing dis¬ 
tinctly of it all, partly because it was so frequently 
repeated, and partly because it seemed so utterly incom¬ 
prehensible and meaningless as to have the effect on my 
mind of a spell or prophecy in a foreign language. This- 
was, ‘ A chord of five-three becomes in the first inver¬ 
sion a chord of six-three.’ At last I summoned courage 
to ask the Professor, one day after he had given up as 
hopeless the correction of my exercises, wflat influence 
all this could have upon my playing, or what benefit I 
was likely to :derive from it. He replied (in a moment 
of irritation, I admit), ‘ Not the slightest.’ And, as I 
Bhared his opinion, I left the college at the end of the 
term.” ’ 
The last of the sad record was a “ dozen finishing 
lessons from Herr Blitz, the great Icelandic pianist.” 
He is thus described:— ^ ' 
“He was one of those regular foreigners whose 
clothes seem all creates and face all hair ; he had a 
pair of very staring, light gray eyes, made more staring 
by spectacles. His manner was an odd mixture of 
almost childish good humor and ill-bred brusquerie. 
Instead of asking me to play, he took my muBie case 
from me, and, after rapidly fluttering overthe leaves of 
the half-dozen pieces it contained, uttered some exclama¬ 
tion—-in Icelandic,. I presume—which sounded like 
clearing his throat, assuming at the .same time a strange, 
half-despairing expression of countenance. He then 
asked me to play him the scale of G-minor, of all things 
in the world, first in Bingle notes and then in octaves ; 
and, after I had complied to the beet of my ability, he 
asked me several questions about keys and time, and 
things of that sort, which, I. confess, I never did or shall 
understand. Having done this he arose, and without 
hearing me play, remember, delivered himself of the 
following verdict to mamma, in the odious broken Eng¬ 
lish which I will not attempt to reproduce :— 
“ ‘My artistic position enables me to be frank with 
you, madam, and to tell you the naked truth, unpleasant 
though it maybe. Your daughter has-simply-wasted ■ 
the most valuable seven years of her life, and will never 
play so as to give herself or others pleasure. She has 
neither knowledges technic, nor talent’ (the mon¬ 
ster !), ‘ and for me to give her lessons would be robbing 
yon, wasting her time, and making myself unhappy.’ 
“ ‘ But, Herr Blitz,-’ gasped mamma, almost stagger¬ 
ing under this, outrageous speech, ‘I assure you she 
plays very nicely, indeed. „ You have not heard her yet. 
If you only would. Of course, I don’t mean she plays 
like a professional, but her playing has been greatly 
admired by all our friends,’ regaining courage to stand 
up for me as she went on. 
“ 1 Then, in that case. I will withdraw my opinion to 
the contrary,’ replied the hateful man, grinning; ‘and 
I should advise you to, as you say in English, let well 
&1 one.* * 
“ ‘ But I thought if you would give her a little finish,’ 
began poor mamma (as it I would have taken a lesson 
of him after such rudeness). . 
“ ‘ I should, have to give her a little beginning first, 
lie answered, ringing for the servant to show us out; 
‘ and I regret to be obliged to decline.’ 
“ ‘ I think there is, perhaps, some misunderstanding, 
I ventured to put in, wishing to give a. little sting in 
return before leaving; .‘Herr Blitz is not to suppose 
that I wish to qualify for a mere music teacher.’ 
“ Quite unmoved, he bowed us out, with the reply : 
! Every lady should be able to teach two things tq.her 
children,—the Lord 's Prayer and the elements of music. 
“ I need not pursue my experiences ; they have 
always been the same. I have, however, found the- 
proper course to pursue, now that lam old enough to 
think and- act for myself. Every year I collecfta few 
pieces which have struck me on hearing them, and then 
I take half a dozen lessons of anybody who will under¬ 
take to teach me those and nothing else. So I get what 
I want, and at least avoid being imposed upon. I play 
dear mamma to sleep every evening, and most ot the 
girls, I know, are jealous of my playing, so it cannot be 
very bad. I have even played at two fancy fairs and a 
workingmeh’s temperance concert. I find my piano a 
great Bolaee and pastime for the winter evenings, so I do 
give pleasure both to myself and others, whatever Herr 
Blitz may say-’ ’ 
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LETTERS TO TEACHERS, 
BY W. B. li. MATHEWS. a® 
__ . H 
1. -What methods may be used in teaching piano les- m 
sons tosKfihild1 who does not read ? We like Mathews f0 
“ Twenty Bessons to a Beginner,” but there it is_nec.es- cc 
sary that she should read and write also. She is very 
bright and.dan have a daily lesson. 
2. How d\es Dr. William Mason’s octave touch differ at 
from that ofKullak ? E. M. I. bi 
The first part of the “Twenty Lessons ” can be given bi 
without the pupil being able to read. And if the teacher e: 
is willing to take the trouble, she can go on to quite a hi 
length in the same way. That is to say, all the key- tv 
board exercises, such as the two-finger, arpeggios, and 
scales, can be given' perfectly well and to quite a high u 
degree of difficulty without the use of any notation h 
whatever, the teacher merely having the matters at o 
hand for reference. But in doing this it will be desirable p 
to give each exercise, a name, and to impress this name vt 
upon the child at the moment of learning the exercise, r 
in order that exercises may be recalled for review and a 
' practice. Thus, there will be four different ways of 
playing the two finger exercises, which are to be given p 
cumulatively, one until it is understood, then add an- v 
other and other, until the child has them all, which will a 
not take very long. These four ways will be the cling- t 
ing touch, the arm touches, the hand and finger elastic, 1 
and the devitalized. Here we have in all six different v 
manners of eliciting tone (the arm touches including i 
“ up” and “ down,” and the hand touch being not the i 
same as the finger elastic). Scales must be taught in i 
the manner mentioned in my “Twenty Lessons,” and j 
the arpeggios carried through. In the latter, the child t 
must know the C position of the diminished chord, and t 
whatever “ changes ” you add to it, from.l to 16. Then, 1 
designating the position and the change, add the . 
rhythm, and you have a full direction, aB “ C position, i 
third change, meter of 12s.” Chord forms and little i 
cadences can be taught very well by rote, But in every 
case there must be a set of verbal handles, in order to 
be ablevto_ call them up when needed. But when it 
. comes to melody the case becomes more serious. It is 
quite possible to teach a child one simple melody af.er 
another by rote, provided the child and the teacher have 
sufficient patience. But it is not altogether easy to hold 
a number of such lessons in the child’s memory with- 
, out something to j steer by—some kind of notation. I 
am inclined to think that any child smart enough to do 
these things by rote is also smart enough to learn a 
notation. And I do not believe it will be at all difficult 
for the child to learn the staff notation direct. Just as 
Boon as you have localized, for instance, the eleven 
places of the treble stuff as corresponding with the 
white keys running toward the right from D next middle 
C, I do not see jwhy a very little attention would not 
make the child cbmpetent to read from the staff in the 
course of a few weeks, without bothering her or making 
anything difficult for her. 
But if the staff1 is thought too c ifficult, why, then, we 
have no recourse but to fall back upon the tonic sol fa, 
which needs oulydhat the child should know seven let¬ 
ters by eye, and be taught the Beale relations that the 
/seven letters stand for. Then, too, the elements of the 
notation should be taught very carefully, and only one 
“ at^a time. Begin by teaching the scale thoroughly, so 
that the child can name the scale tones you play in a 
* melody. TMb may require some weeks, and you will 
do-better if you begin with the tonic elements (do, mi, 
sol, do) ; thefa when these are all felt properly, add the 
, dominant elements (re, sol, te), and then the sub- 
dominant (do, fa) la, do), and finally all together. Just 
. as soon as the child can first sing al melodic phrase from 
hearing it played; over once or twide, and call the scale 
> names, then givejthe staff places,for notation, and there 
i, we are. Possibly, it will be found even here that the 
scale places will afford ae aore difficulty than the tonic 
sol fa itself. A smart child does not need to be kept 
back. I was able to read from the newspaper about the 
, / time I was three yeatB old. . I learned by pestering my 
mother, until ehejtold me/pne letter after another and 
simple words in order to keep me quiet, until I could 
■ find all the others of the Same sofo fin the page. I be¬ 
lieve any child can be taught to read in the ordinary 
course of the household before reaching five years of 
age—I mean, any child manifesting interest in things. 
owever, be this as it may, somo sort of notation we 
must have pretty soon, nbt for usejm first learning, but 
for convenience, primarily, in recording, and then for 
convenience in reculling. i i 
(2) Mason’s octave touch I do not understandito be 
at all different from that of Kullak,! but his method of 
ringing the pupil to an easy play of octaves is different, 
but it is all in the two-finger exercise, the so-called o.ctave 
exercises adding merely the! octavp extension o^ the 
hand. Finger and wrist remain quite the same as in the 
two-finger exercise. j 
In this connection I think it proper to state what I 
understand to be Dr. Mason’s claims with reference to 
his system of .technics. I do! it because a pupil of my 
own reported to me recently having heard an eminent 
pianist play who does not like Mason’s technics,! and, 
who, in fact, made several,slighting allusions to it. j She ■ 
remarked, “ All the time he was using Mason’s technics ^ 
at the very moment when he was speaking against them. ” . 
Dr. Mason came on the field of action when the , 
pianoforte had received important illustration from the ^ 
works of Chopin, Schumanb, Mendelssohn, Thalberg, 
nd Liszt. At this time fee immediate predecessors of ' 
these great geniuses were, (such mechanicians as Herz, ’ 
Kalkbrenner; and strict^pedagogues. Mason himself 
was a pianist by nature, haying been gifted with a highly 
musical nature, excellent early training, and early ex- j 
perience of great importance. When he went to Europe ^ 
in 1849 he represented in, his okn playing the best, that 
America had at thajt time produced. iHe went to Leipsic, 
o Moscheles, and after a jjear there spent a year with 
hat virtuoso, “ Dry-as dustj Dreyschock, and them went 
for several seasons to the coterie with Liszt at Weimar. • 
At Weimar he probably heard for the [first time the works 
of the great romanticists interpreted in the modern Btyle, 
and there he himself became one of the leading expo¬ 
nents of the school of piano playing which is now cur¬ 
rent over the whole civilized world. . 
Between this method of playing and the directions in 
the instruction books, or even the I instructions in the 
conservatories, the hiatus was world-wide. Not only 
did current instruction utterly fail to grasp the central 
points of the art of playing the piano in this modern 
sense, it did not even lay a foundation for it,—in short, 
had no relation to it. So when Mason came home and 
began to teach, he at once began to [introduce novelties 
of improvised exercises, some of which were his own in¬ 
stantaneous inventions, designed to meet a particular 
case, and others traditional*usages,from other eminent 
pianists, exercises or modes of practice which they had 
invented for their own use. In this'way he originated, 
or first formally and publicly introduced, the first form 
of the two-finger exercise, his ingenious changes upon 
the diminished seventh (the germ of which I think.it 
quite likely he may have got from Joachim Raff), and 
above all the system of accentual treatment of exerbises, 
in order to improve the attention and train the hands 
more rapidly. The octave exercises were a new de¬ 
parture, but they offered nothing new when it was done, 
but merely a shorter and more direct road for reaching 
: the method in which all good artists; play octaves. 
i So if you take the Mason technics together they do 
> not contain, perhaps, one single method of touching the 
l piano which, has not many times been applied by great 
1 artists. But they do give, so far as I know, the1 only 
, ; system of technical exercises which undertakes to afford 
- the player the mental training and finger methods which 
- distinguish the playing of artists in their best interpre- 
t tations from the well-schooled playing of amateurs and 
l ! conservatory pupils. Any artist, in proportion ks he 
e j plays well, plays after the manner of the Mason technics ; 
e : and artists^ like D’Albert, who play well in certain re- 
o j..spects but fail in others (such as delicacy and nuance), 
C ; play after the manner of the MasoWtechnies to k cer- 
it tain extent, and fail to play by just so much. In fact, 
e the B Albert playing (to judge by what I heard of it) 
y lacked all or nearly-all of that refinement ana expres- 
d siveness of finger point upon which the appealing 
d quality of the tone depends,—exactly the quality in 
s- which Paderewski and Josef!/ are far superior to him. 
1, “ What exercises ought I to use for finger stretch¬ 
ing - .A th :nb Jin b ri ig ?” 
2. “Exercises for raising the knuckles'of fingerB 4 
and 6, and depressing those of 2 and 8 ? 2 
!!. “ Finger and hand gymnastics ? 
4. “Are the vocal exercises of Mr. Fred. W. Root in , 
the MusicalMessinger good, of value?” | 
6. “ In vocal instruction is there anything better than 
BuBsini ? ” 
6. “ I do hot understand phrasing, only what my ear 
catches,; what book of Mathews shall I get? Is not his 
first for very young beginners ? ” 
7. “ My powers of memorizing have been suffered to 
decay; can I get help, or just practice, practice?” i 
C. L, P. 
This correspondent also asks me to recommend a con¬ 
servatory nearer Colorado than are Cincinnati and New 
York.' , ' - 
The first three questions in the above list I answer by 
recommending “Mason’s Touch 'and Technic,” all 
four volumes. All that is necessary for the purposes 
named is in the book. For bringing up the knuckles, 
and for forming the hand, there is nothing better than 
the two finger exercise, especially in elastic touches and 
in sixths. ■ But in doing these be sure that the wrist is 
kept low and the fingers operated to their full extent, 
that is, straightened out for making the touch, and shut 
quite in ..to contact with the palm of the hand in making 
the touch. This in a little time will strengthen the weak 
side of the hand, especially if you demand more tone of 
that side and keep demanding until you get it. 
I shou)d judge from the letter that the correspondent 
had a more mechanical conception of finger training 
than is desirable, and depended less upon musical ideas 
as such. ■■■ i 
With reference to the vocal'question, I judge that the 
Root exercises are of. value, and that Delle-Sadie’s 
. recent work is better than Bassini. There may be many 
othei , ood orka I am n >f vc calif t. 
7. It will not be easy to learn to memorize, but per¬ 
severance will do it. It is exactly the same thing as : 
eating very tough beefsteak. Out off small mouthfuls 
and masticate them thoroughly. In other words, take a 
phrase at a .time, first play it both hands together, then 
the right hand alone twice. Conceal the notes (this is 
very important) and try to recall what you have played, 
j, Then if you fail try and think clearly "exactly how far 
you can, and just where the memory fails. Look once 
at this precise point, then try the phrase again from 
| memory. When the right hand is learned, try the bass ■ 
in the same manner; finally, both hands together. 
3 Learn the counting at the beginning, because this is your 
guide to the way in which the two parts go together. 
r When you, have a melody and accompaniment learn the 
J harmony, i. e., the succession of chords ; then fit the 
melody to it, phrase by phrase. For first exercises in 
’ memorizing, Bach’s firBt and eighth two-part inventions 
are excellent. Be sure and take something which will 
n not remember itself. What you want iB a lmbit of intel- 
j lectual attention, therefore take music which is strong 
upon the intellectual side—music which you cannot 
whistle, and which you could not play by ear. In a few 
8 months, little by little, you will accomplish it. It will 
3" be very difficult at first, and require considerable 
3’ “ sand,” but after a little it will become easy enough, 
® and all your playing will be very much.improved. 
I cannot recommend a conservatory. In fact, I do not 
know that there is a good conservatory west of Chicago, 
16 though there may be hundreds of them. 
—A funky story is told of Felicien David. It waB 
when David was a young man that he gave a very suc¬ 
cessful concert at Cairo. The Khedive sent for him and 
asked him if he would give a few lessons to the ladies of 
the harem. Visions of rare oriental beauties were at 
once pictured to the mind’s eye of the young man, and 
he consented with enthusiasm. i 
He went and was ushered into a large, empty room; in 
which was a piano. He sat down and waited. Shortly 
a burly negro appeared; and for Beveral moments stood 
silent. At last be asked David when he was going to 
give the lesson. ! 
“ When my pupils come in,” replied David. 
“ Oh,” said the negro, “ you are to give the lessons to 
mo and I am to give it to the ladies.” 
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; EXTEMPORIZATION, li 
Accordin' .■ to some, extemporization is! a lost art, a 
relic of the past which we are neither able! nor desirous 
of reviving in anything like its former glory. Of course, 
we do not rjow refer to the delightful vagaries of! the 
average church organist, who has to kill time at certain 
points in the service, and iruns the imminent risk of kill¬ 
's ng also any unhappy auditor who happen^ to be some¬ 
what musical.j On the whole, perhaps, we are inclined 
to blame the poor organist too much for what is rather 
his misfortune! than his fault. Let any one; who has not 
yet done so try the experiment of extemporizing on a 
given theme iWiith his eyes and ears intent on the move¬ 
ments of the church wardens and sidesmen (taking up the 
offertory, ana then for eveir after hold his (peace on the 
subject of the yreakneas of! the ordinary player’s produc¬ 
tions on such) occasions. ( That some of our organists 
can triumphantly stand the test is greatly to, (heir honor. 
We turn, hojwever, to the wider field of extemporiza- 
iion unhampered by such [restrictions. Full success in 
this field demands the combined qualities oi the inspired 
composer and the accomplished executant, and requires, 
further, An extraordinary memory and power of mental 
concentration, j Such qualities, it need scarcely be said, 
occur simultaneously in.few musicians; but it is quite 
possible to develop latent gifts by judicious training, and 
there is littlel doubt thata larger number of our present- 
day composers and players might atta.in considerable, 
facility in the art if they turned their attention seriously 
to it. In pact i generations lit was expectedi of all com¬ 
posers that they should extemporize in public. Bach, 
Handel, Mozart, Beethoven, Hummel, Mendelssohn, and 
many other possessors of honored names in the musi¬ 
cal Temple cf Fame, delighted and astonished, contem- 
I porary audiences both of the general publieiand of m'usi- 
cal experts. It is recorded of Bach that the lengthy 
“Vorspiele’ and “Zwischenspiele” on the chorales 
with which he was accustomed to edify the congrdga- 
i lion of St.; TlhomaB, Leipzig, on more than one occasion 
[ brought down on him the protests of the clergy, who con- 
. sidered the services interrupted thereby. Mozart ex¬ 
temporized ipj public at an early age. .A [programme, 
dated 1770, announces an improvised prelude and fugue, 
and sonata |for harpsichord by the youthful genius. 
Sometimes two players competed in this way, as Bach 
and the Frenchman Marchand, at Dresden—in which 
case it is net dless to say that Bach came off] triumphant. 
Occasions aie recorded also of two players;extemporiz¬ 
ing together) e. g.f Clementi and Mozart,.at Vienna, in 
1781, Beethoven and Wolffl, in 1798, Mendelssohn and 
MoscheleB, also Mendelssohn with his beloved sister 
Fanny. In such cases there was either a spirit of rivalry 
in which the weaker genius would, undoubtedly, play 
second fiddle to the stronger, or else an unqpmmon sym¬ 
pathy and “ rapport ” between the two players, as in the 
last two instances. As the greatest composers were 
almost invariably the most successful ex tempore per¬ 
formers, it is not surprising to learn, from those who 
had the invaluable privilege of hearing him, that Beet¬ 
hoven was unrivaled in this art. His own playing was 
described by contemporaries as being far finer when im¬ 
provising than when playing a written composition, even 
of his own creation. Czerny wrote of Beetlioven: “His 
improvisation, which created a very great sensation 
during the first few years after his arrival in Vienna, 
was of various kinds, whether he extemporized upon an 
original or a given theme.! ,1. In the form of the first 
movement of a sonata, the first part being regularly 
formed, and including a second subject in a related key, 
while the second part gave; freer scope to the inspiration 
of the moment, though with every possible application 
and employment of the principle themes) In* allegro 
movements the whole would be enlivened by ‘ bravura ’ 
passages, for the most part more difficult Jthjan any in his 
published works. II. In .the form of variations, etc., 
... . III. jfn mixed form after the ; fashion of a 
‘ pot-pourri,’ one melody following another . . '. 
Sometimes two or three insignificant1 notes [would serve1 
as the material from which to improvise ail entire com¬ 
position.” 
Although extemporizing has by no means been en¬ 
tirely neglected since Beethoven’s day, i'j no longer 
holds the important position it once did in the life of 
greatuomposers and executants, and a public exhibition 
of (his faculty is so comparatively rare now, that it is 
worthy of remark) when it does take place. The world 
has probably reahzed, without exactly saying so, that 
improvisation is but a fleeting thing, however beautiful 
or inspired it may be. It is as though a great artist pro¬ 
duced a picture in colors which would fade as soon as 
glanced at, or a sculptor carved a goddess, from an ice 
block on which the sun’s rays would soon lights Doubt¬ 
less we may get nearer to-the real living genius of a 
musician by hearing his unpremeditated rhapBoJy; but, 
after all, the product of hours of labor has a far greater 
art value in itself]—besides its virtue of permanence^— 
than the most brilliant flash of momentary inspiration 
ever evolved from brain and fingers. In brief, clever 
improvisation is a|telling proof of the existence of a fer¬ 
tile creative faculty and a facile power of development, 
both of which, hojwever, may be exercised more profit¬ 
ably in (he ordinary methods of composition and per¬ 
formance. 
AN INTERESTING INTERVIEW WITH VERDI. 
-C - _ ... 
A ooRRESPONDBkrT ofjthe London Morning-Advertiser 
recently interviewed Verdi and succeeded in getting from 
him the following entertaining article :— 
“ France is not playing a very brilliant part in .music 
just now,” said the veteran composer, turning to his old 
friend, who introjduced the writer, and who, being a 
Frenchman, felt acutely the shafts leveled at his col¬ 
leagues by. the Italian maestro. “Ambroise Thomas, 
like myself, is old and fini. I saw him yesterday. He 
is a wreck. Perhaps his best work is ‘ Mignon.’ 1 Fran- 
eoise de Rimini’ contains some good things, but how on 
earth did he dare attack Dante with such a libretto? 
The ‘Tempete’ is (jownrightbad. As to‘Hamlet,’ I think 
Ambroise ThomaEj Bhowed vrnnt of courage in not taking 
the bull by the horns and making the most of the splen¬ 
did dramatic Bitua(ions contained in Shakespeare’s play. 
I think I should tave produced a very different work. 
Most of your living colleagues are a sickly lot.' Masse¬ 
net is a wild, harum-scarum rhapsodist, who has written 
some .pretty-songs; Saint-Saens differs from him only* 
in being one decree more mad. Since Wagner the 
musical field has peen given up to chaos, and occupied 
by dissenting factions.and rival composers. Those who 
imitate him have taken the bust of Beethoven off their 
pianos and replaced it with that of the Bayreuth com¬ 
poser. As regards Italian music, I think our youths 
ought to return toj the love and study of song, which is 
our peculiar privilege. I don’t say this in aversion of 
German music, of which ,I am a warm admirer, but be¬ 
cause I think that song is natural to us, by reason of our 
soil and climate. Once, a long time ago, some German 
musician said to me, talking of general tendencies, ‘ You 
Italians don’t know how to compose a symphony.’ 
‘You Germans,’ I retorted, ‘don't know howto compose 
a song.’ 
“ There is a strong propensity in most people to make 
themselves and their views the tneasure of excellence. 
■ Nor is the error confined to individuals. It is national. 
A country grows (its taste like its fruit. The Germans, 
are foremost in ibstrumental music. Why? Because 
the long winters, ^he deep snows, the fogs, the squalid 
and desolate winder landscapes, cause people in Ger¬ 
many to shut thefaselves up in warm rooms and amuse 
the slow hours wijth quartets and quintets. But who in 
Naples can enduije to remain inside the house for even 
half a day? And when one goes into the openjair, the 
lovely sky, the glorious sunshine; the beautiful earth, 
force your lips to utter a song, which is the natural ex¬ 
pression of a lively and spontaneous movement of the 
soul. Still, although the entire power of Germany con¬ 
sists in bayonets and unity, which is highly adverse to 
civilization, I think the Germans- share with us Italians 
the supremacy in (music, although Russia is fast coming 
to the front. Thq new Slavic school displays a vigor, a 
• daring, and a virility which makes me think the MuscO- 
. vite is about, to have his day. I have lived and worked 
through half a century in which the battle of tho schools 
have been fought, with ardor, zeal, and not without bit¬ 
terness; and I have come to this conclusion, that melody 
is the one factor in music which ages least. The works ' 
bf Bellini and Donizetti—threadbare as they are—will 
ever remain as grapes which many afox eyes with envy.” 
LISTENING TO ONE’S OWN PLAYING; 
The habit of listening to his own playing, of studying 
musical effect, should be formed by the student as soon 
as possible. Of course, this is natural to a certain ex¬ 
tent to all playerB of a musical nature; but, like a natu¬ 
rally good ear, or flexible hands, it iB a thing capable 
of extensive cultivation. 
For.this kind of work niuch depends on the make of 
one’s pianoforte. But given one of good quality, fine 
results may be obtained by playing single notes and 
chords very slowly ;• making the endeavor to produce a 
pure, round, and long tone, without striking, the keys 
heavily. If one becomes interested in this form of tone 
production, slow exercises will never seem tedious nor1 
useless. Slow movements of sonatas, like the adagios 
of the “ Moonlight” and the “ Appassionata,” and 
pieces like Mendelssohn’s Songs without Words, Nos. 
18 and 22, and Godard’s “ Reverie Pastorale ’'’.and ‘‘An 
•Matin,” may also be practiced advantageously in this 
manner. Studies in pedaling may be combined with 
this kind of work. 
Musical effect should also be kept in mind when ap¬ 
plying the finishing touches to rapid passages. After 
the first part of Chopin’s Fantasie Impromptu, for ex¬ 
ample, each passage should be studied with the purpose 
in view of .making “ waves ” of tone, instead of resting 
content with simply playing the notes rapidly. This 
latter style of playing such passages exhibits one’s dex¬ 
terity of finger, but does not produce the best effects that 
the pianoforte is capable of.—T. Currier, in The Boston 
Musical Herald. 
—An animated discussion has been taking place in the 
correspondence columns of Musical News during the past 
few weeks, on the question whether (putting it in a nut¬ 
shell) an accomplished organist can be at the same time 
a piano virtuoso, or, if not quite the latter, jat least a 
Lcompetent teacher of pianoforte-playing in its higher 
developments. Our own opinion is that although certain 
qualities of technic are requisite in common for both 
instruments, there are at the same time such j consider¬ 
able differences in their character and construction, as to 
necessitate the employment of widely differing kneans for 
producing what, on paper, are identical effects. 
Nevertheless, high excellence in the playing of both 
instruments is by no means impossible in on^ and the 
same individual; the happy combination is, tye admit, 
, rarely found, simply because the highest musical gifts 
are not often m!et with, and a strong and sympathetic 
musical nature iB a sine quit non in the matter. For in¬ 
stance, Mendelssohn would, we think, be admitted a fine, 
performer upon both instruments, even in thesj: days of 
advanced virtuosity, and a fairly large number] of living 
musicians, blesBed with the dual accomplishment, could 
be named if desired.—The Keyboard. 
. —It has long been claimed that music is a disqualify¬ 
ing culture, and jn many respects it is true, but not to 
the generally accepted limits. Neither does it account 
forthe everlasting row in the choir, the petty jealousies 
which are ever apparent in the loft where charitable sen¬ 
timents are chanted and good will to men mads the test 
for heavenly song. We merely mention this for fear 
that the members of some of our choirs would think that 
it was. It is just the. opposite. The grossness of un¬ 
musical natures thatJjSi&ve a few mechanical attainments 
and dreams of artistic achievements in the rendition of 
sacred song, at so much per Sunday, has mcjre to do 
with dissension in the churches than they hive been 
given credit for. A real artist is subdued into gentle- 
nesB by his or her very acquirements; an assumed artist 
is a cad, from the nature of things, and, being jjealous of 
the other fellow, is just as natural to the programme as 
it is for him to undertake musical impossibilities. This 
is not intended to be personal, but only to Assist in 
making a diagnosis of the ever present rumpus in the 
DISCOURAGEMENTS OP PIANO-PLAYING, 
BY FANNIE EDGAR THOMAS. 
To one with sufficient character to profit by it there is 
in piano study development tor ali the cardinal virtues— 
neatness, thoroughness, persistence; patience, endur¬ 
ance, honesty, horror of falsehood, self effaeement, 
largeness, stability—enough to make a noble man or 
woman of the veriest slattern. 
.- Of course, no human means can create characteristics, 
any more than" a gardener can differentiate the rose 
from the chrysanthemum; but as an educator there is 
nothing equal to sell study of the piano under the eng- 
gestion ot an honest influence, 
f One mast feel n sort of reverence for a pianist such as 
i no singer, however good, can inspire. 
^ There is something almost like martyrdom in the devo¬ 
tion to an instrument that takes so much and gives so 
little personally; in the following of an art that is like . 
coaching colors in a sunheam and with them painting a 
picture before an indifferent spectator; for a piano 
audience must always be an indifferent one till made 
otherwise. 
What an inattentive, indifferent thing a piano audience 
is! ■* , 
To begin with, there is no nerve appeal in piano flavor. 
The instrument is raw, thin, insipid, and insincere intrin¬ 
sically. In addition, it has been vulgarized, ridiculed, 
travestied, and made common and horrible by stupidity 
and cleverness combined. To the average ear it is the 
same old boarding-school, boarding-house pan, no 
matter how dignified the stage setting. It requires a 
connoisseur or a student to catch the soul glimmer cast 
upon it by a real player. All that the general public 
gets is this reflection cast back from the connoisseur. 
Till this is acquired, Heaven help the poor pianist! 
Then there is; something in the very position of piano 
playing that is uiiBtimulating to minds that need sight to 
aid mental operation. Personality is given wholly to the 
work in hand and away from the audience. An audience 
t. unaconBciously resents the fact. 
""A. woman with a voice like a polished wooden poker 
and sentiment to match is singing a mess of words that 
even waiting for a train at the depot you could not briug 
yourself to read. Fifty persons pass into the hqll, and 
very few people turn their heads. Letthe door but creak 
during the performance of a pianist, anything short of a 
crowned head, and B,ee the white Blurt fronts and feather 
boas twist, and turn ! Listening has been mechanical 
and the slightest whiff has been sufficient to break the 
thread. 
But it is all different from the peculiar bent of the mind 
necessary to penetrate the soul of a tone-picture on a 
piano. And the work of creating it is too serious, too 
grave, too difficult a task to be popular with the average 
feminine mind. 
Piano interpretation, including, of course, its technic, 
necessitates a greater amount of dead, dry, hard work 
that never shows than any other science on earth, except 
perhaps chemistry. And the worst of it is that points of 
profoundest difficulty, costing four and five years for 
accomplishment, are whisked past the sight in four or 
five seconds at the concert performance, when the 
keenest ear can scarcely seize them. Really, the only 
way to be able to do the player justice would be to go 
over the same; ground one’s self, or to have listened to 
the five years of practice. Then, too, in regard to a 
woman player, Until a woman can play like a man she 
is treated as a musical puppet, no matter how solid her 
art motives may be. And the instant she does plav like 
a man Blje loses a large part of that peculiar charm for 
Doth sexes which is the reward of her being exclusively 
feminine. Not that she loses the qualities, necessarily, 
, kiit that she forfeits the privilege of profiting through 
them. . 1 ■ p 
Besides, the best .music is seldom dramatic—that is, 
/continuously dramatic. The very best compositions are 
I subject to apparent holes and vacancies, more or Ibbs 
necessary-, but by no means inspiring. To musicians 
even more or less effort of will is necessary to keep the 
attention through a classic sonata of three, four, or five 
stories, depending on the bearing of the whole and on 
4 the symmetry; of their construction for intelligent appre- 
: tension. Masterly, indeed, the composer, and powerful 
^ho can compel this attention without the 
effort pt the listener 1 
People will not allow an unidentified player to play 
these long novels. And until he has played them how 
’ • caii ne become id enti fie d ? /A woman with out a big per- 
Bonal reputation daTe not attempt the task. And where 
she going to get her big reputation? People do not 
become inspired by conquered difficulties, by restrained 
form1"8’ - Conscience in Btndy> or even by symmetry of 
, ^key become, inspired by being, inspired either by a 
brilliant dramatic or sensuous appeal, or by being con¬ 
vinced that it is the right time for them to appear to be 
so. .Merit, undiluted, unadulterated worth on the piano 
never did if on the face of the earth and never will. 
And piano art is an art of merit more than toy-other 
attempted by finite power. 
* There are the matters of pedal sense, hand formation, 
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muscle obedience, memory, sight reading, sense of abso¬ 
lute pitch, nerve power to control the shifting paralysis 
of excitation—think what it, means to be a pianifeti! It 
requires the courage born of colossal instinct, oif an 
incontestable conviction, to attempt the task of achiev¬ 
ing. It requires gifts of divine origin to succeed in the 
attempt. Few there be that find it. Little wonder that 
go-few women are found in the course I. J - 
tin speaking of her own work,' Mme. Bertha Marx-Gold- 
schmidt says that the most difficult class of music to play 
is not the Liszt-Tausig firework, but the Haydni and 
Mozart poems. Musically speaking, nothing but force 
is required in the Wagner-Tausig Cttevanchee ; anyone 
who can do it does not mind it. The restraints imposed 
by a Mozart interpretation are exhausting to a degree. 
To play Mozart means Mozart obsession for the time 
being. It means transferring the mind back I into 
Mozart's time, becoming imbued with his spirit and 
tiiought, which menus first of all a detailed knowledge 
of Ins life. It means transforming the piano into u spin- 
net, making the imaginationjiluy the part of time und 1 
manufacture. Scores of faults and weaknesses may be 
hidden in a rhapsodie. A'.single flaw in a .Haydn inter¬ 
pretation iB like a missing tooth in front of a mouth; 
a disfiguring space is made impossible to conceal. 
The pointB are so manifold, the shading so fine, the 
equality must-be so unbroken, the escape from falsehood 
is bo impossible, that one scarcely dare breathe through 
fear of altering the touch, Hastening the tempo* orlmak- 
ing false accents. , TRis igstraint, this fear, thisi con- 
- . c s wl t we rs i d i )t n jeh ical liffic It j. 
The most trying part ;o£ the pianist’s profession is the 
struggle between sensatiojnal effect and true artistic 
valueB, the former beingftlhe lever by which success is 
raised, the latter being the ijnusicito’s religion. Added 
to this struggle with self is' the sight of others gaining 
ground through the false methods—something that! must 
always be painful to the human, side of the artist. It’ 
requires great moral courage tq be a noble pianist.1 < 
As to the accusation that wdinen cannot manage the 
pedals, Mme. Gofidschmidtisayk with as much sweetness 
i ionvict • i ‘ Many menu mne .” i 
The knowledge of pedal feffect and ability to expreise 
it. is . altogether a question ,/of temperament or gift, like 
sight reading or sense of absolute pitch, and that per¬ 
meates .playing as does conception itself. One who has 
to .cultivate pedal is never Bure in the moments of 
oblivion that come to all true interpreters what iB being 
done with the feet. Better a pedal never touched than 
a medley of chords. Women usually press the pedals 
instinctively to supplement the weakness they feel, and 
many men do the same. ; OtherB do it to cover faults, 
which in case of nervousness or excitement occur 
through disabled fingers-Ra sort of cache-mis fere,' as it 
were. One must be ablejfto separate the functions of 
foot and mind muscle in pjano playing, or there ik in it 
so much failure. , > ' S'.. 
Touch is also temperament, It is to the fingers, what 
quality is to the voice, It cannot be created. A dis¬ 
agreeable touch may be modified by practice, thought, 
development of conception* but although there arejinany 
well-trained singers, there are few soul-stirring ones, 
and the same with finger impression on the piano. The 
pianist, too, must have a dramatic element. There is 
an element of dramaticism in the simplest composition. 
Interpretation is always impersonation, on the piano as 
elsewhere. Simplicity never means flabbiness or fnegli- 
gence ; it means a concentration of force. This ele¬ 
ment, besides being used in playing, must also be exer¬ 
cised in selection. One jean play a perfectly classic 
programme that has not in it a ray of appeal or a reflec¬ 
tion of response, and one can make selections from the 
highest standards that appeal to the benefit of music, 
tbe players, and the audience. ■ j 
Imagine the immense, stock of musical literature that 
one must'have in hand in order to select therefrom-. To 
find three, good sonatas one must know all the! best. 
When., as in the Goldschmidt case, for example, every¬ 
thing is memorized as learned, think what a library in 
the head.! Memory, however, with this remarkable 
musician is a gift, pure and simple. It is no effort what¬ 
ever for her to memorize the most difficult, compositions. 
Conception prints the notes aB it goes along, jlf has 
been so from.childhood. And she has the two memo¬ 
ries—oflearning and of keeping. Without any apparent 
effort she can recall pieces learned in childhood, and 
there is no nervous fear of forgetting. This is how it is 
possible for her to play the classic libraries that she has, 
in thd three most severe musical centers of the world, 
Berlin, Vienna, and Paris, and win the sincere respect of 
j their musicians. In a sense she does not need the sym¬ 
pathy we have bestowed upon her in thinking iof the 
colossal repertoire, and in another sense it is moremar- ■ velouk. > !■; 
One would imagine that she would be obliged to spend 
■all the time between the concerts in refreshing an|d mak ¬ 
ing sure of the,memory. Except a few mechanical 
exercises to keep the fingers in/trim she does not touch 
the piano between the concerts. She selects herf reper¬ 
toire in summer, and that ends it. The exertion of 
playing the programmes is all that strength will allow 
anyway. The reBt of the time goes in repose. i 
W_hat a.blessing.this.faculty for a pianist 1 For of all 
the damning practices in music is that of gluing the eyes 
to printed pages, and then trying to persuade onlookers 
that one is stirred and moved by what is in them. It is 
not in human nature to believe it, let alone to be stirred 
nd no ed in turn.- Musi l Courier 1 
WOM1 I AID MI S 5 
The London “ Lancet” is sufficiently ungallant i to 
utter the following : “ There is no room here for the 
contention that, as compared with the boy, the girl has 
nest- had fair play; that opportunities for cultivating the 
art have in her case been few, in his many.: The reverse 
is the truth. If there is a branch of education in which 
girls have been schooled, to tho neglect of every other, 
it is precisely that of music. It is among tho primary 
subjects to which sho ib put., and among tho very last 
she is allowed to leave off. Not one hour n day, but 
many hours out of the 24, are consumed by her at tho 
pianoforte, to say nothing of other instruments, while 
singing lessons are usually given in supplement to these. 
It might have been, though, that if practice gives per¬ 
fection, woman would have excelled her male counter¬ 
part, not only as an executant, but as a composer. But 
what are the facts ? In instrumental performance she 
cannot for a moment compare with him, while as to 
composition she is nowhere. Considering the time she 
has spent over it, her failure to evolve new harmonies, 
or even new melodies, is one of the most extraordinary 
enigmas in the history of the fine arts.” 
What is to be done with the people who insist upon 
chattering, to the annoyance of their neighbors, while 
music is going on? Beethoven’s plan was to stop the 
music when he found • he.was playing to'.' “ hogs," and 
Liszt adopted the same expedient. On one occasion, when 
the latter was playing before the, late Emperor of Rus¬ 
sia, he abruptly stopped on hearing, the Czar talking. 
Noting the sudden general silence, Jthe Emperor grac¬ 
iously requested the performer to continue; but Liszt 
left the instrument, made an elaborate bow, and, with 
cool and stinging wit, replied, “Sire, when the King 
speaks, all should remain silent.” But this method 
could hardly be adopted by those who allow the public 
to pay their money and take their choice of talk or tone. 
One recalls the story of the lady who, when a reBt came 
in the music after a fortissimo climax, was heard telling 
her friend that “ we always fry. ours in lard.” The Btory 
is a chestnut, but it ctoveys a hint of what might be done 
to cover the concert-conversationalist with confusion. 
Overdoing is as censurable as underdoing. To prac¬ 
tice twelve or fifteen hours a day is fully as fatal as to 
practice only one hour. To play fortissimo or pianis¬ 
simo, where only forte or piano is required, will spoil 
,the effect. To substitute largo for andante, or presto 
for allegro, will often cause a failure; A concert pro¬ 
gramme one hour and a half in length, containing a due 
proportion of popular music, will give more satisfaction 
o tl , ge ai die n than one tl houi ;ma 
up exclusively of “.the good old' classics,” “ Let your 
moderation be known to all men.” 
—rMiss Brower contributed recently a clever article to 
the Atlantic Monthly on the vexed question, “Is the 
musical idea masculine? ” The fair authoress inclines 
to the affirmative, and actually goes so far as to print the 
following, for which, had it emanated from the editorial 
pen, we should shake in our editorial shoes: “Women 
can master the exact Bcience of harmony, thorough bass, 
counterpoint and all.; but, as somebody said of a won¬ 
derful German girl who spoke fluently in seven lan¬ 
guages, ‘ She can’t say anything worth listening to in 
any one of them.’”—The Keyboard. 
I wonder.if ever a Bong was sung a 
But the singer’s heart sang sweeter? 
I wonder if ever a rhyme was lung 
But the thought surpassed the metre? 
I woudor if ever a sculptor wrought 
Till the cold stone echoed his ardent tiiought, 
Or if ever a painter, with light and shade, 
The dreams of his inmost heart betrayed ? 
. - 
NOTES FROM Aj PROFESSOR'S ILEOTURE. 
health! and musicianship. 
I BEGIN with the sad confession that! in our busy, rest- c 
less, nerve-wearing existence too little! attention is paid t 
to the blessing of health, and that, compared to the v 
ancients in this matter, we are thoughtless barbarians. 1 
I am aware that our scollege boys play base-ball, ride e 
'bicycles, and row boats, but I still assert that we are all i 
lools in the matter of health. , 
A healthy body is the foundation on which all good t 
intellectual work is founded; there are exceptions to t 
this rulp, but is it not possible that geijiuB which does so i 
much valuable work under tho strain of illness would 
have done better work under tho invigorating influence i 
ol health ? j. . 
I state, then, that all good art work iis the outcome of 
health, and cpnversely, that every departure from health 
is a departure from good art, and I would UBk every 
student of art to remember this immutable law, that 
every ill treatment of the body is infallibly followed by 
deterioration of thought and of feelidg. 
The human body, the human machine supplied with a 
proper amount of fuel in the form of food, will give out 
so much energy and no more; if you use up an over 
amount of this energy in one direction, there is a lack of 
it in another direction ; for example, if you use up the 
greater amount of it in producing thought, you :do not 
leave enough for the supply of muscle; and health, 
please remember, Ib the sum of all energies. 
Every motion you make, every thought you think, 
every emotion you feel, is destructive of a certain 
amount of tissue, which must be renewed by the nutri 
tious elements of the food circulating in the blood; 
cease to supply the blood with nutriment, and the brain 
iB powerless to think, and the muscles are powerless to 
act. Supply the blopd with nutriment, but divert the 
gi eater part of it to some particular organ, tod you 
starve all other organs. i . I 
i 1)0 y°u understand why the prize fighter is not a 
thinker?. Heredity, of course, counts for a good deal, 
but if you take the average man and bring him up as a 
prize-fighter you will give him strong i muscles and weak 
brain. A similar' state of affairs obtains with the ambi¬ 
tious student; he strengthens his brains at the expense 
of his body, hut notice the difference; Nobody!expects 
a prize-fighter to be a thinker, and if his brain impover¬ 
ishment reaches to the point of imbecility, he may still 
remain the strong, healthy animal. On the other hand, 
a healthy thinking system depends on a healthy animal 
system. If you keep on Impoverishing the body at the 
! expense ,of the brain, a condition is finally reached 
when the brain sympathies with the body’s weakness, 
and when it ends by being destroyed with the body. 
The brain may be destroyed to a certain extent, and the 
body still live; but a live brain is impossible in a dead 
body. You are an animal before you are a thinker ; the 
animal may survive in the absence of the thinker ; but 
on this earth there is no thinker in the absence of the 
animal! . 6 
Health then comes first, and if it is necessary to sacri¬ 
fice health or art, I should advise you to sacrifice art. 
What becomes of your piano playing, Miss Artemis, if 
you have rheumatism in your fingers; what becomes of 
your singing, Miss Diana, if you have a chronic sore 
throat? Ai,d how many throats and fingers have been 
ruined through an ignorance or a defiance of the laws 
. of health. i 
Every defiance of the laws of health brings its punish- 
menton the artist. Eatja lobster salad in bed .to-night, 
.Miss Diana, and you will not Bing tomorrow as well as 
you sung to-day ; catch cold to-night, Miss Artemis, and 
I shall hear the sneezing in your piano-playing to¬ 
morrow. ■ : 
You cannot fool nature, even though you tell her the 
most plausible liesj; she will not even sugar-coat her 
pills to oblige you; |but although you are allowed to do 
as you please, stripes will surely fall on the backs of 
fools just the same. I I ' 
Strive, then, for health, and when yon get it keep -it; 
do not be over-studious at the expense of yohr health, 
but at the same time do not call laziness sickness. If 
I founded my ideal conservatory I would make it one of 
the requisites of admission that the students had passed 
a wo years preliminary study in physiology and hygi¬ 
ene. ■ I would not care if tffey confounded the vocal 
cords with the diaphragm, but I should vigorously insist 
, tbe/’ 8hould know the train of evil that follows in the 
wake of defying the laws of health. Be ambitious for 
health as well as for fame, for dyspepsia is a drawback 
even to genius. If you intend to become professional 
artists you must become ascetics in the matter of pleas¬ 
ures. . Ask the famous opera-singers how they pass 
their lives, and he astonished at the vast difference be¬ 
tween what you have imagined and the reality. You are 
amateurs, however, and greater latitude is allowed you. 
And yet you would be amazed if you knew how many 
so-called luxuries there are which you could do with¬ 
out, not only to the benefit of your health, but to your 
intellectual and emotional profit. Some day I intend to 
devote an entire lecture to pies and iced water as potent 
enemies of that higher life which we are all so anxious 
tojlive. While waiting I have, perhaps, Supplied you 
with some present material for profitable thought.—P.W. 
—Leader. 
. (REFORM NEEDED. 
While music opaques a high position in the minds 
and hearts of many people, there can* be no denying the 
fact that it is looked upon with disregard, not to say 
contempt, by many more. The reason for this cannot 
bej laid to the art itself, but the conduct of many of its 
votaries is such that people are led to sneer at the pro- 
fession they represent. Just as many people reject 
Christianity because there are hypocrites in the churches, 
so they make light of liiusic because some musicians are 
not what they should be. If music ever attains the posi¬ 
tion of dignity and respect in the minds of the people 
that it ought to occupy, several reforms must be inaugu¬ 
rated. These reforms must begin in the house of its 
pretended friends. Music must be freed from some 
abuses that are altogether too common. 
First, those who make music their life-work must 
learn that they must be true men and women in char¬ 
acter, Because some geniuBeB in the past have been 
lionized on account of their geniuB and in spite of their 
mpral laxness, others have concluded that they would 
not be regarded as great unless they were also notori. 
ousTyimmoral. The fact is, the world is coming to a 
higher standard of morality every day, and what would 
be winked at twenty-five years ago will not be suffered 
now. What would be condoned in a Byron will be 
weighed and found wanting to-day. Nor will it be ex. 
cused, in a man because he pretends to be an artist. If 
music is to be held in high regard in this closing decade 
of the nineteenth century,musicians must look well to 
their morals and their manners. 
Another, thing that serves to place-music on a low 
plane in the minds of many is the fact that musicians 
are regarded as narrow. They are too often men of one 
idea. They , are hobbyists—cranks. DoeB one play or 
sing with more than ordinary ability, then he rests con¬ 
tent with that alone. He can do nothing else, he cares 
for nothing else. If you engage him in conversation he 
can only talk about his specialty, or, rather, about, his 
special self. -Musicians must learn the necessity of 
being broad if they would have the public look upon 
music as worthy of thoughtful and Berious consideration. 
If to be a musician is synonymous with being narrow, 
then we may expect contemptuous treatment from the 
world for music. It has come to pass that even farmers, 
mechanics, and artisans take their course of college 
training, shall less be expected of one who expects to 
make the “art divine ” a life-work? 
Again, there must be an improvement in' the mutual 
relationships of those who follow music. Have you ever 
known one singer who aspires to public recognition that 
would say a kindly word about another singer? Have 
you ever read te the papers where one pianist or violin¬ 
ist wrote a eulogy upon his fellow-artist? Did you ever 
hear tell of a pupil who went from one teacher to an¬ 
other who was told that his instruction bo far had been 
just exactly right, and that he had been well taught? 
But it may be said that envy and jealousy are common 
to mortality, and not peculiar to the musician. The 
statement may be somewhat true, yet so long as the 
worM at large looks upon the musical craft as more than 
ordinary guilty of these things, there must be some 
special grounds for the conviction, and the profession 
cannot expect to be looked upon with that distinguished 
consideration that we all should earnestly desire 
BK 6 tlme 8Peedilycome when .being a musician 
ha i be synonymous with being a true, pure, broad, 
cultured, liberal man or woman.—ifeto Messenger. 
AN ACCOUNT OF THE GAVOTTE. 
The gavotte, or gavot, originated in the dance of the 
Gavots, or men of the Pays de Gap, who inhabit a town 
o, that, name in Upper Dan;,liny, in France, un says an 
exchange At a certain period, as'a socitil dance, it is 
very much used. 'A celebrated contemporary of Handel, 
named Mattheson (1081-1764) says, with reference to 
the gavotte, “ The expression should be that of a right 
jubilant joy.” The “ jumping ” movement is a particular 
feature of it, and by no means the- “running.” All 
gavottes are not accompanied by the musette, the par¬ 
ticularity.of which is that the fundamental ,or “ drone ” 
bass never changes, thus imitating the quaint,' monot¬ 
onous sound of the bagpipe ; but the addition of the 
musette affords variety, thus relieving a composition 
which may have.to be constantly repeated of a monotony 
which after a time would otherwise become somewhat 
tiresome. - Cotgrave calls the gavotte a kind of brawl, 
danced by one alone. Arbnthnot and Pope, in Martinus 
Scriblerus,, remark : “ The disposition in a fiddle to play 
tuneB in preludes, sarabands, jigs, and gavots are real 
qualities in the instrument.” Littre says its original 
peculiarity as a danse grave was that in it dancera lifted 
tueir feet from the ground, while in the former danses 
graves they walked or shuffled. The gavotte must begin 
on the third beat of the bar, and finish with half a bar. 
The muBette, which may be called a second gavotte, is 
generally similar in construction, and although different1 
somewhat in form, for the sake of variety, should be 
built up, as far as possible, on the central idea of thefirst 
gavotte. The best known illustration of a gavotte with 
a musette founded on its op'ening phrase is written in the 
period of 1686-1760. For the sake of variety the muBette 
is written in the major key, which is great relief to the 
ear, especially when the careiuily-marked nuances are 
attended to by the playel. Among those wjio have left 
specimens of this class of composition behi;nd them are - 
Arcangelo Corelli (1651-1713), Jean BaptiBte Lceillet, 
Francois Couperin,. Jean Philippe Ramean, Johann 
Sebastian Bach, George Frederic Handel, Jean Marie. 
Leclair, Martini, J. Exaudet, Gluck,- Kirnberger, and 
others who have flourished and enjoyed a greater or less 
renown from the first date down to the beginning of the 
ast cent nry. 
—Some observations on pianoforte teaching made in 
his annual report by Prof.Waetzoldt, director of the Royal 
Elizabeth School in Berlin, have attracted much atten¬ 
tion in Germany. He says: “ It may be affirmed that 
the home music practice of girls is more responsible for 
this nervousness and weakness, from which many of 
hem suffer,,,than the much-blamed school. Pianorerte 
teaching shonld notbeginbefore the twelfth year. More¬ 
over, music should only be studied by healthy girls, mus¬ 
ically gifted, of whom it may be expected that their play¬ 
ing will one day give pleasure to their fellow-creatures. 
Of one hundred girls who learn to piny the piano, ninety 
attain after years of labor to only a certain automatic 
skill, which not only possesses no relation to artistic 
execution, but is even destructive of the capacity for 
genuine musical expression. The endless cjlaims made 
upon the time and strength of growing girls by teachers 
of music must be stoutly resisted by parent s and school 
authorities. It is neither necessary nor desirable that 
we should have mediocre or bad pianists, bu t it is neces¬ 
sary that onr girls should remain fresh at.d healthy in 
body and mind. ” 
The Professor goes on to insist that when in the case 
of sickly girls alleviations are sought from; school bur¬ 
dens, instructions in piano-playing should be. one of the 
first to be given np. ~ 
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LISZT AND OHOPIN. 
There was a time in which the piano was a species 
of religion. When the aged Field was on his death- . 
bed, his friends, not knowing what to say in order to 
prepare him for the last great change, asked, “ Are you 
a Papist or a Calvinist? ”■ 
“I am a pianist,” responded the dying artist. 
Among the adepts of this new religion, the most 
celebrated were, without doubt, Chopin and Liszt. A 
great many censure Liszt for his indescribable pre¬ 
sumption, his grand charlatanism, for the conduct of 
his heroes of romance, for his strange musical theories ; 
in spite of all, the superiority of the artiBt is in asking 
the world rapidly to forget the weakness of the man. 
Liszt has been, without doubt, the true lion of the 
piano. All the great artists whom we have interrogated 
on the subjeelTTlhopin excepted, have made the same 
response: “ Oh! Liszt is the master of all.” We have 
seen talents more pure, more perfect, more sympa¬ 
thetic; but no one has had, in the same degree, that 
electric power, that musical magnetism that impassions 
and entrances an audience. Liszt was many times but 
a mediocre in playing, when he was troubled, ill- 
disposed, or a prey to over-excitement; but when he 
wished to play, when he had concentrated all his 
powers to make a grand stroke, and held his musical 
poem in his head, in his heart, in his fingers, in his 
nerves, he launched like a thunderbolt over the trem¬ 
bling audience, and produced effects which no other 
artist has produced, except Paganini. Schumann has 
said of him with a mixture of admiration and irony, 
“ He is as brilliant as light, grand as a thunderbolt, 
and leaves after him a strong odor of brimstone.” 
We have been accustomed, for many years, to hear 
Liszt and Chopin, but never have we enjoyed their 
playing as during the year'] 84-. It was during my 
stay at Castle B., near the right bank of the Noir. One 
night the guests were all assembled in the great draw¬ 
ing room ; the large windows were open, the light of 
the moon flooded the rooms with a golden light; the 
songs of the nightingale and the perfume of mignonette ' 
were borne on the breeze into the room. Liszt 
played a nocturne of Chopin’s, and, according to his 
. custom, he enlarged the style, and introduced trills, 
tremolos, and so forth, which were not in the original 
compositions. Several times Chopin showed signs of 
impatience. At last he approached the piano, and said 
to Liszt in grave English : Will you do me the honor to 
play a piece of mine as it is written ? No one but Chopin 
has a right to change Chopin.” 
“Oh! well, play yourself, then,” said Liszt, arising 
from the piano. 
“ Willingly,” said Chopin. 
At that moment the light was extinguished by a large 
. moth which had flown into the room. They wished to 
relight it. “No,” cried Chopin, “the light of v,he 
moon is enough for me; extinguish all the tapers!” . 
Then he played. He played an entire hour. It is 
' impossible tp describe the effect. There are emotions 
that we feel and cannot describe. The nightingales 
tried to rival him with their song; the flowers were 
‘refreshed with water divine. Those sounds came from 
heaven. The audience were in mute ecstasy—scarcely 
flared to breathe ; and when the enchanter finished, all 
eyes-jwere filled with tears—above all those of Liszt. 
He pressed Chopin in his arms, and cried :— 
“ Ah, my friend, ’you are right. The works of a 
genius like thine are sacred ; it is a profanation to 
J,ouch them. Thou art a true poet, and I am only a 
buffoon.” 
“ Come, then,” replied Chopin; “you know that no 
* one can play Weber and Beethoven like yourself. I 
pray you, play me the Adagio in C Bharp minor by 
Beethoven-r-play it slowly and seriously, as you can 
wfien you wish.” 
■ Liszt played the Adagio with all his soul and all his 
will. Then he manifested to the audience another 
kind of emotion. They wept, they groaned, But they 
were not the tears that Chopin had caused to flow ; 
they were cruel tears, of which Othello speaks. The 
melody of the.second artist did not touch the heart, 
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ns the first had done ; it was like thje sharp thrust, of a 
poniard. It was no longer an elegjy—it was a drama. 
In the meantime, Chopin thought lie had eclipsed Liszt 
that evening, and boasted of it, saving, “ How he was 
vexed! ” Liszt understood him, and determined to be 
revenged, spiritual artist though hei was. ' And hejre is 
what he improvised. Four or fi-^e days , after, the- 
company were all assembled abopt the same hpur—- 
“a short time before midnight.’’| Liszt entreated 
Chopin to play. After a great deal of persuading, he 
consented to play. Liszt then demanded that all the- 
lamps and tapers should be extingjuished. They put 
down the curtains, and the obscurity was complete. 
It was a caprice of the artist, arid they did as he 
wished. At that moment, Chopin! went to take his 
place at the piano. Liszt whispered some words 
rapidly in his ear and took his place. Chopin, far 
from dreaming what his comrade wished to do,'seated 
himself without noise in a neigborihg armchair. Then 
Liszt played all the compositions that Chopin ] had 
played at the memorable ^oiree, of which we [have 
spoken. But he knew?how-to play, them with jsuch 
exact.imitation of the stjsje and manner of his rival,, 
it was impossible not to fie! deceived. The samei en¬ 
chantment, the same emotfpn. Whin, the ecstasy was 
at itB height, he quickly lighted the tapers at thei side 
of the piano. There was ; a cry of surprise ini the 
assembly. ■) ; * • . ''T *’;'*■;* vf ■ 
“ What, was it you ? We thought it was Chopin.j” 
“ What sayest thau? ’■’ said he fa his rival. . i‘ 
“I say, like all the rest, jl should have thought it 
was Chopin.” ■:jo' | i ■ 
“Then seest thou that Liszt cambe Chopin, when he 
wishes ? But Chopin—can he be Liszt? ” i . 
That was defying him; but Chopin would not,] and 
dared not, accept. Liszt was revenged.—Louis J.- 
Richards, in the Pianist. 1 i 
SUGGESTIONS FOE* MUSICAL PEOPLE. 
An important suggestion is in regard to the care of a 
piano. Presuming that you have a good instrument, ond 
which you prize for its work chan ship and finish, ds Iwell 
as for its musical qualities and companionableness, it is 
worthy of careful treatment.. You should keep it in a 
room where the temperature varies as little as possible, 
It should not be exposed to a fraught or damriness 
from a window, door, or outside wall, and it should not 
receive the direct rays of heait from the register or stove;* 
or the hot sun of summer. I j • | 
The air of the room should not be too dry. -j 
Potted plants in the same room with a piano will sup¬ 
ply about the necessary amount of moisture. 
Dusting a piano is a matter of taste, but it Bhoulp be 
done with a chamois skin or silk cloth—never with a 
feather duster or a woolen cloth, j I 
It is, however, quite important that the keys of the 
piano be kept clean. The insensible perspiration of the 
fingers combined with the unavoidable atoms of dust 
produce the soil sometimes seen upon the ivory Iseys. 
A cloth dampened with water, or water and alcohol, 
will remove this effectually. 
If it can be avoided it is better not to place books, 
music, or bric-a-brac upon the piano, as it tends to 
deaden the tone of the instrument, and often causes sym¬ 
pathetic rattling and jarring that is sometimes mistaken 
for a defect in the piano. 
We do not care for the ornament of a piano scarf, 
though that is a matter of taste. 
While it is commendable to see music and books worn 
, out in service, we do not like to see them destroyed by 
careless or rough usage. Keep the music on a stand, 
stool, or music-case conveniently near thepiano. 
One can judge of a pianist’s musical-^taste by observ¬ 
ing his collection of music. One/is sometimes filled 
with regret to see the musical pabulum upon which some 
households are fed, consisting, perhaps, of “Russian 
March,” “Maiden’s Prayer,” “Arkansas Traveller,” 
“ Iron Boots Quickstep,” “ Silvery Waves,” etc. j 
A musician is in some measure judged by hja reper¬ 
toire. See to it that it is all that could be desired. I 
It is well to give some care to the appearance of the 
hands and finger-nails. The hands should be free from 
soil when- displayed upon the keyboard, and the nails 
reasonably short and tree from black rims. : j •: 
While at’the instrument avoid all unnecessary move¬ 
ments. Do, not sit with your back to the keyboard at / 
any time, and; if possible, do not turn your back to your 
„ a . ors vhile pi iyii g. 
See that your music is in order uponi the rack before 
beginning to. play. , 1 ’ ! 
It is better not to roll sheet-music for carrying, but 
place, it between, the lids of 'a folio. . . * - 
When one is asked to play or sing, if he intends to 
comply, it is better taste to proceed at once without hes¬ 
itation, excuse, or preamble; afterward do not remain 
at the instrument for further invitation. If the desire 
for more of your music is sincerely expressed you will 
be able to perceive its genuineness, and, if possible, 
respond. ■ 
It is courteous for a gentleman to offer to turn the 
leaves of the- music for a lady while she is playing, but to 
do this well without hindering rather than helping the 
performer requires no little tact, and ease of manners. 
One should be quite sure that he can follow the music 
so as to turn at the right instant, and without displacing 
the leaves and embarrassing the player. ;.V ■ '*:*; , * 
. Duet playing is very profitable and entertaining prac¬ 
tice, but .many persons are not successful in the role ' 
of accompanist. A dispute often arises over the selec¬ 
tion of the parts, prime or secondo, first or second piano. 
In duet playing one needs to exercise much patience 
and forbearance, and not be disponed so criticise or dic¬ 
tate to the other. 
Criticism of another’s performance is sometimes ben¬ 
eficial to both the critic and the criticised, but one should 
be sure that he ia thoroughly well qualified to fill the, 
role of critic and to handle bis subject with success, and 
then it should be done in a kindly spirit, with the sin¬ 
cere intent of benefiting rather thau Injuring, 
Discriminate applause is appropriate and expected in 
the concert-room, but should not be boisterous or ill- 
timed. 
Never omit a movement or passage from a composi¬ 
tion because it is more difficult or less pleasing to you 
than the rest, as is the custom with some players who 
are more sentimental than serious, and are in no sense 
devotees of the art fo# art’s sake. It is in bad taste, 
an'injustice to the author, and may easily be detected 
by even mediocre critics, and so will do you the discredit 
of at least being frivolous.—I. J. Cogswki.i, in The Mu- 
sical Visitor. 
THE LEOTUEE EEOITAL, 
With the growth of an interest in good music, there 
has come about a widening of the field of the ambitious 
teacher of music, and the fashion of the musical lecture 
or lecture-recital. 
There are, I believe; many communities where people 
are not bored and wearied by the quantity, of good lec¬ 
tures that it is their duty to hear, or, where the opportu-1 
nities for musical culture are nbt many,; that Would find 
pleasure in a course of musical lecture-recitals arranged, 
by young women who can talk interestingly arid intelli¬ 
gently on some' musical topic, and at the same time 
illustrate their subject with music well rendered. 
The usual way to give such a recital is to choose some 
great composer, give his biography and passages from 
his best-known works. The history of music, its differ¬ 
ent forms and their growth, photographs of the compos¬ 
ers and their masters,—these and many other particu¬ 
lars of interest will occur to the enthusiast who desires , 
to undertake a number of such recitals, say from six to 
ten or twelve. 
In order to insure the success of such an enterprise, 
it is best to start a subscription-list. The music-classes 
in girls’ schools are often glad of the opportunity offered 
' by such a course of lectures, if they are what they should 
be.—Record. . ' 
—Music, even in the most harrowing moment, ought 
never to offend the ear, but should always remain music, 
i which desires to give pleasure.—Mozart. 
PHENOMENAL VOICES. 
Tiie singing in Russia—rthat is, in the Russian Church 
-—is confined entirely to then. All the monks are singers. 
For a thousand years Russia haB been searched for the 
best voices among the monkB, and they are brought to tie 
most important centers, i As no person can become a 
priest in Russia who is not the Bon of a priest (the parish 
priests being married), in nearly all the training has gone 
on from age to age: i i i \ 
Bass voices in Russia are of i extraordinary depth, 
some of them so deep and powerful that they have 
special parts assigned to them an octave below; the real 
part. These are called “ioctavists.’l It is not uncom¬ 
mon to find those i who can take the F below the C. 
Most of these bass voices come from North Russia. It 
is an interesting fact bearing on climate (that.contraltos 
of unusual depth and resonance are found in that part 
; also, *;T ' . j ' j 
The Imperial Chapel in Stl Petersburg has a choir (the 
finest iin Russia) of ones hundred and twenty- voices. 
The members of it have no other business-, and preserve 
their voices with the utmost care. (Everyday they study 
vocalization for an hour and a half under Italian masters ; 
besides this, they receive regular instruction in church 
8t,yle|under native teachers. i r 
Nq ichurch music in Russia cambe printed Or per¬ 
formed until it has first ..received the sanction of the 
proper authorities, i The general church chants in Russia 
are akin to the Gregorian, being unbarred melodies des‘ 
. titute of rhythm. There are eight of them in use, which 
« e eh ng jd e ver y week. I | 
>' VomMoltke, the igreat iGerman general, recently de¬ 
ceased, was a connoisseur of music, and he asserted 
that ‘i‘ the music of the Russian Church is as far removed 
from (the meagre hymns of Protestantism as from the 
operaitic music of the Roman Catholic. Church.” We 
have llost no opportunity to hear ithe best i music the 
cathedrals, and churches of all religions have to offer, 
including the Jewish synagogues, and have never heard 
anything so distinctive, impressive, compact, and mass¬ 
ive, npr any single basso equal to,that of the priest who 
was celebrant at the memorial service to Peter the 
Greats in St. Petersburg, or (excepting Mme. Alboni) a 
contralto equal to that of a woman who sang in the 
Russian Convent on Mount Tabor, in Palestine.— 
Christian Advocate. * f 
[We commend the'following article to thejeareful reading of both 
students and teachers.—-Ed. Etude.] 
WOE^E THAN WASTED. 
T.f the time that ndany of uswaste I in ■ making up our 
minds over little matters could be employed in doing 
, something really useful, how much more would we be 
able to accomplish L'As with most bad habits, the habit 
of indecision in little, eyery-day affairs is the easiest 
thing ip the world to acquire. We think so much of the 
small duties of life; that they get to assume the most 
formidable proportions, and in deciding wljat we shall 
do about their: we leave ourselves little time for greater 
and more serious things. ' 
How jwe envy those people who have the knack of ac¬ 
complishing a great deal without apparent effdrt. We 
look at them in wonder! and vainly wish that we might 
discover their secret. [It does not appear difficult. 
“ Why,’j we ask ourselves, “ cannot we dp as much as 
they?” But, strive as we may, we never seem to suc¬ 
ceed. . j ■ J j- : i .' 
The secret is not a; hard one to find, but it is a bard 
one for us to put into practice, at first!, if we have been 
of the hesitating kind. They Ijave learned to make up 
their mi ds quickly, and then neverl to permit them¬ 
selves to have any doubts as to the wisdom of their deci¬ 
sions.. They do their, work systematically, and put into 
each working moment the! best that isin them, without 
thinking pf the result They are the.people who rise at 
the same time each morning, and takfe up their daily 
(asks at the same hour every day. They are the crea¬ 
tures of habit, but their habits are nearly all good ones, 
that lead them in the (lirect line of that which they are 
striving tp do. I [ 
thee etude. 
There is no one factor of success stronger than that of 
having acquired good habitB of work. Having once 
iormed these, we are left free to look beyond the mere 
details of the work, and to see how best we may accom¬ 
plish thaj; which we have undertaken. It is like playing 
thepiano. At first we have to study the music and the 
keys, ancj each note we strike requires a separate and 
distinct qffort of the will, but in a little while we begin 
to read t|ie music readily, and as our fingers wander over 
the keys we are not conscious of guiding or directing 
them, j 
And this is the way we should learn to do our work, 
whatever: it' may be. The details of it should never 
trouble us, but they should become as a second nature. 
We should be so accustomed to beginning the day at the 
same time each morning, that when an exception occurs 
we would! feel somewhat at a loss. We should be hardly 
conscious of taking up each separate task, but should go 
to it as a -matter of course. There is necessarily in most 
of.our lives more or less of routine. The same things 
have to be gone over day after day, and, so far as they 
themselves are concerned, it makes little difference in 
what order we do them, so long as they are done. But 
for our oyn sakes, we should, as soon as possible, adopt 
an invariable rule of proceeding in regard to them, never 
' departing! from it until we become unconscious that w.e 
are following a rule. 
At firstjglance it does not Beem of much importance, 
i But think! what would be saved by it. Suppose each day 
We did the same things, but in a different way, hap¬ 
hazard. ; ; As we finished one we would have to stop to 
think whiph one we would better do next, and so on 
until all ^vere completed. How much time would we 
have wasted, how much trouble ' expended, and how 
more tired would we be when w.e had finished ? On the- 
other hand, having once got' the duties of the day to ar¬ 
range themselves for us^we soon find that they have be¬ 
come much easier. The days have become longer, and 
we begin to find time for the thousand and one things we 
have always looked upon as being quij-e-beyond the reach 
of our busy lives.—Harper’s Bazar. 
- HOjW 00MP0SEES AEE INSPIEED. 
j' BY'WILHKLM K1ENZL. 
The creaiting'or compoain’g. by 4 musician is the great- 
. est puzzle to the layman. .How often the-question was 
asked of me, “How do you manage to hold on to a 
musical thought and to put it on paper so anybody can 
play or sing it just as you had thought it out ? How, 
where, and (when comes to you a musical impression—a 
melody? ijlow is it possible with one thought to encom¬ 
pass all thq instruments of an orchestra and to make 
note of.it all? Do you have first the musical idea, 
and then lojok up a text or poetry for it, or is it vice 
versa t ” ■ j 
. For such! inquiries it is‘ very hard to give correct 
answer, especially if it is to satisfy’ the questioner. 
Such questions are seldom asked of painters, sculptors, 
or architects!.' While the creative action of these artists 
differs not frpm that of a poet or a musician, outsiders 
harbor the icjea that it is easier to paint a picture than 
to compose a symphony or an opera. This childlike 
view can be understood, inasmuch as the musician is 
..the-only artist who does not.borrow bis forms from his 
^UHjoundings, but from his inner self.. 
The way file composers receive their first ideas is as 
different with} each individual one as are the physiogno¬ 
mies or handwritings of the people in general. With¬ 
out external jmpression there.can be'no creative ideas, 
3 although it rhay not appear to be so. If is even pos¬ 
sible that such iDgrained idea comes tman artist without 
his knowledge, a§Jshis may happen while he is in dream¬ 
land. But exterior or inner life experiences are always 
the Incentive for creative work.. It inay be of interest 
to lparn something of the different manner in which old. 
or contemporaneous musicians compose their music, 
also iheir habits while composing, and of the external 
ihflubnces which were necessary to do the work. 
To get into (he right mood Sarti needed a large room 
lighted softly with but one lamp. Pa dr composed his 
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largeat works (“ Sargino,” “ Achillous ”) while talking 
to strangers, quarreling with his wife, punishing his 
children, or contending with servants. Salieri walked 
through the most frequented quarters of the city with 
slate and pencil, to be able to note at once some happy 
impression ; he waB always chewing candy. Gluck, in 
order to translate himself to Tauris or Erebns, wanted 
the fresh air of the meadow, flooded in sunshine and 
'sipping champagne. CimaroBa preferred to work while 
in joyous company, surrounded by noise; in this way 
resulted hiB “ Secret Marriage,” and this is a reminder 
of Mozart, who wrote his exquisite E fiat major trio for 
piano, clarionet, and viola in a bowling alley during a 
lively game of ninepins, hence the name Bowling Alley 
Trio (Kegelstatt-Trio) by which the composition is often 
called, or of Schubert, who wrote the sketch of most of 
his dances and songs in the inn in the midst of a cheer¬ 
ful crowd. Paesiello composed only when .in bed ; his 
best work, “ La Molinara,” was^ written in that way. 
This makes me think of Robert Hamerling, who often 
received me at noon while still in bed, with the explana- 
• tion that the muse came to him more readily in that po¬ 
sition. The cause for this may be physiological, as the 
recumbent position of the body undoubtedly is favorable * 
to the activity of the brain. 
According to Schindler, it was in the bath tub, early 
mornings, where Beethoven received his highest inspi¬ 
rations. Zingarelli, who composed while sitting at the 
piano, always sought previous inspiration by reading 
some church work or Latin poet-; after that his work 
progressed with giant strides. Haydn sat quietly in his 
chair thinking, but it was indispensable that a ring given 
him by Frederick II was on his finger, so that his 
thoughts could become clear and unfold. 
Various are the accounts of how .decided inspirations 
were begotten for the composition of some works. Carl 
Czerny reports that Beethoven received his musical idea 
for the scherzo of the Ninth Symphony from the. chatter 
of the sparrows in the garden. Another version has it 
that Beethoven sat long into the night in the open airj 
when the thousands of glittering lights gave- him the 
idea for the scherzo. It is told of We^er f“e re' 
ceived his inspiration for the march in “ Gberon ” by 
seeing in a beer garden the chairs piled one on the other F 
Goldmark is said to have been impressed by the song 
of a lark-at Garlsbad for the singular and bewitching 
call of Aslaroth in the second act of his “Queen of 
Sheba.” These matters are not to be laughed at. Ex¬ 
travagant as they seem, they contain the elements to 
make them important. 
There exist physical secrets which cannot lightly be 
brushed aside. Fechner has thrown a light in his 
“ Phychaphysik ” on these singular.evidences, which to 
sober mankind appear crazy, or at least fathomless mys¬ 
teries. Who can decide what combination of direct o'r 
indirect impressions and thoughts have beenthe under¬ 
lying idea of Richard Wagner’s creations? predi¬ 
lections for'silk and velvet, for rugs and curtains, and 
for their decided colors is well known. His study at his 
last home in the Palace. Vendramin at Venice was 
wholly in pihk. 
It would be going too far to enumerate the many im¬ 
pressions that .were necessary to musicians to accom¬ 
plish their work. But of this we are certain : that they 
needed them and that they were individual with each of 
them. On this one’s mind acts the roaring of a stream, 
the noise of carriage wheels, of machinery, the ticking 
of a clock; on another only the greatest quiet and soli¬ 
tude will produce the right frame of mind for the repep- 
tion of ideas. One wants sunlight, others the night. 
Many can only work in the morning, others again 'only 
in the evening.—Ntue Deutsche Rundschau. 
—Amateurs give us so much trouble because they are 
creatures of two fold character; necessary and useful, 
when with a sincere interest they combine unassuming 
reticence; but contemptible, and to be disparaged, when 
they are bloated with vanity and conceit, anxious to 
push themselves forward and give advice. There are 
few artists whom I respect more than a first-rate amateur, 
T loco th on ' /-I I Vi n 
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GLEANINGS. 
—At his benefit a popular singer in an opera house of 
a Rhenish town, deeply moved, put his hand on his 
heart and exclaimed: ‘‘Never shall I forget what I 
owe this town and its inhabitants.” And the leading 
beer-saloon keeper arose and said at the top of his 
lungs: “ I hope not.” 
—Adelina Patti confided an amusing trouble to an 
interviewer. She is pestered with the offer of children. 
“ People,” she says, “ seem to have: a perfect mania for 
wishing me to adopt their children. ! I can assure you I 
am perpetually being offered babies ; hundreds, I should 
think, in the course of the year. Only on Saturday a 
fond parent wished to hand over to me his new-born 
twins.” ‘| A week before,” added her companion, 
li Mdme. Patti received a letter offering her a girl, and 
asking that the matter should receive her immediate at-, 
tentipn.” ■ 
—I think I may justly claim to have sung to audiences 
representing larger sums of money than any other 
artist now living. During my first engagement with Mr. 
Abbey, I sa.ng to $12,350 at one concert in Boston at the 
Mechanics’ Building. During that same engagement 
with Abbe^, I sang in -twenty-two concerts and twelve 
operas to a total of $226,000. During an engagement 
with Mapleson in San Francisco, Mme. Etelka Gerster 
and myself being the prima donnas, we saiig to 
$162,000 at eighteen performances, an average of $9000 
to each performance. These figures represent the 
largest receipts ever drawn into a box-office by the same 
number of performances, and seem fabulous to those 
unacquainted with the theatrical business. —Adelina 
Patti. 
—The organist was called before the music committee 
for a reprimand. “ We don’t doubt,” said the spokes¬ 
man, “ that you know your business and can handle an 
organ ; but to tell the truth we think—have thought for 
Borne time along back—that your pieces are too much 
like the opccy (with the accent on the second syllable), 
apd seems tq us the house of the Lord ain’t exactly the 
place for op cry music.” 
Do you mean that my selections are too operatic ? ” 
asked the amazed organist. i 
“ Well> yes, that’s about it. Now, for example, that 
solo Miss —- sang last Sunday morning—way up,, then 
way down—that’s the kind of music we object to in the 
house of the Lord.” 
“Last Sun day 1 Miss ——’a solo 1 ” answered the or¬ 
ganist, think ng back. “ But, my dear sirs, that was, * I 
Know that my Redeemer Liveth.’ ” 
“Well, we don’t know anything about that, but what 
we’d like is gome good hymn tunes. A good rousing 
opening piece like ‘ Hold the Fort,’| we don’t object to ; 
but the op6ry music,- as we said before, we don’ s feel 
satisfied with it.” ' 
It is not to any amount of material splendor or prqs- 
perity, but only by moral greatness, by ideas, by works 
of imagination, that a race can conquer the future. 
/ Till America has learned to love art, not as an amuse¬ 
ment, not-as the mere ornament of her cities, not as a 
superstition qf what is comme ilfaut for a great nation, 
but for its humanizing and ennobling energy; for its 
(.power of maMng men better by arousing in them a per¬ 
ception of their own instincts for what is beautiful and 
therefore sacked and religious, and an eternal rebuke of 
the base and worldly, she will not have succeeded in that 
high sense which alone makes a nation out of a pedple 
and raises it from a dead name to a living power.” We 
wjsh these wo|-d3 of Lowell’s in the Century could be em¬ 
blazoned in letters of. fire in our.commercial marts, h ills 
of justice and administration, so that they may take root 
in' the hearts of those people, who, as the same wr ter 
says, “ can talk and feel as if this were the after-din ier 
time of the world, and mankind were doomed herea ’ter 
forever to that kind of contented materialism which 
comes to goojd stomachs with the .nuts and raisins.” 
These words are pregnant with meaning and full of 
force to the many who see music and concomitant arts 
patronized and worshiped simply as a fad. 
The composer of “FauBt” gavel an apt illustration, 
the other day, of how discoveries are brought about by 
the simple logical deductions ofithe scientific! mind. 
M. Gounod was present ;at an exhibition of the phono¬ 
graph in Paris. An idea occurred to him, and (after a 
moment’s thought he informed the audience that if the 
cylinder, on which a tune had been recorded, were 
revolved faster or slower; the music would be trans¬ 
posed into a higher Or a lower key, as the case might be> 
The experiment was at once made, and M. Gounod’s 
conclusions, which were of Course based on theilaws Of 
musical vibration, were found to be perfectly correct.— 
The Keyboard. 
” —Sir Arthur Sullivan, speaking of thoroughness in 
art, paid to an interviewer a!few days ago: “I remem¬ 
ber once, in my earlier days, I was doing some little 
stage music for an opera at Covent Garden,; add was 
worried because it took me so long and gave me s'o much 
trouble. I could not do it superficially. It was only a 
little thing, and yet I felt I had to put my whble being 
into it. I took as mu6h pains with the orchestration as 
if it had been some greaj^work, a symphony or lan ora¬ 
torio, and the consci(?usnelis of this bothered me, and I 
one day said as much to^jB.everley—-you know, th'e great 
scene painter. He was t^jen doing some work fjar Cov¬ 
ent Garden. His reply' has stjack to me ever since. 
1 That is how it should be.' If I had to paint a brick wall 
I should take as much trouble over it as if it were a 
miniature of the Queen,’; That is; the spirit in which to 
set about life.” K I . 
A writer has arisen whqho/ds that so-called classical 
music exists upon nothing jbut the! vanity of human na¬ 
ture, He is probably “poking fun,” but there is just 
enough of truth in some of his remarks to makei the hit 
a nasty one. An example: “No one will admit that 
he does not desire.to enjoy classical music. Everybody 
desires to: They have heard critics who do not enjoy 
the classical rot poured .upon the world, any moke than 
the commonest laborer, i say that beautiful songs are 
mere balladB and not music. ThelcriticB have told them 
that a series of thumps add wild (piano beatingL make 
up classical music, and that if they study a long time, 
and have any music in them, they will understand and 
enjoy it.” j * ' 
Another: “Then when a reputed musician comes, 
who is well advertised, the social world, filled with 
vanity and the desire for appearances, rushes forward, 
fills great music halls, and makes believe that such 
music is grand and enjoyable. '■ They hear a sweet strain 
in the great musician’s playing ; they begin to think that 
it is pretty, when all at once it is broken off by a series 
of wild rot that is no more'musical than a cracked door¬ 
bell. They credit the latter as being classical, and ap- 
’ plaud it because some one; else applauds it. They don’t 
enjoy it.”—London Musical Times. 
“English Minstrelsy, a National Monument of 
English Song,” Vol I, has just been issued in Edin¬ 
burgh. Its editor iB the well-known writer, S. Baring- 
Gould. It is to be completed in eight volumesJ and is 
to include the favorite soDgs of all classes of the English 
people during three cedturies, ending with 1840. After 
an eloquent tribute to the late William Chappelle for 
his labors in this field,’ the prospectus, enclosed with 
the volume, says correctly that “ ‘ Popular Music of 
Olden Time,’ neither in the .first nor in the latest edi-. 
tion, represents the living music of the English people.” 
As showing the scope of the present work, we mky. make 
a further quotation: “As a national moDundent of 
English song, it seems only juBt that the music of all 
classes should be included, that it should not confine 
itself to such songs as have been written for the harpsi¬ 
chord an4 the piano by skilled musicians, but should, 
include also the lark and thrush and blackbird song of 
the plowman, the thresher, and the milkmaid.” 
There is an historical sketch ofiEnglish national song, 
profusely illustrated, follqjved bynotes to the songs con¬ 
tained in the present volume, which range from tradi¬ 
tional ditties to Simon the Cellarer,” and “Tie Bay 
of Biscay.” The voice parts are given in both the staff 
and the tonic sol-fa notations, thereby much increasing 
the usefulness of the publication, I 
HINTS AND HELPS, 
—Common sense is not,as common as it Bhould be. 
—Are you thinking of doing great things some day, 
then you would better begin to-day. 
—To recognize and acknowledge true greatness in 
ierf i stepping-stone to at ou Ives 
Whatever is sought in man is generally found; but 
he who seeks for the good is the more richly rewarded. 
Look well to the company you keep, and let your 
chief ambition be to excel in all that is noble and 
worthy. . . , ■ i 
—“ Many a man of genius,” said Haydn, “perishes 
because he has to gain his bread by teaching instead ol 
dt ■' ting himSelf - its ly 
Careful Listening.—I am convinced that many who 
think they have no taste for music would learn to appre¬ 
ciate it and partake of its blessings, if they often listened 
to good instrumental music with earnestness and atten¬ 
tion - Fer ihand Hiller. 
—Dvorak is a most: exacting teacher. None but 
pupils with genuine talent, backed by pluck and pa¬ 
tience, can stand the exacting demands and punctilious 
requirements of the critical master. Those who hold out 
under his brisk work are thoroughly trained. 
Living for the Ideal.—How beautiful a period in a 
young artist’s life is that when, untroubled by thought 
of time or fame, he lives for his ideal only; willing to 
sacrifice everything to his.art, treating the' smallest de¬ 
tails with the closest industry.—Schumann. 
—-The kind of tact that many musicians need is con¬ 
tact. They haughtily hold themselves aloof from pupils. . 
parents, and public until they freeze them out. Then 
they wonder why they tic not succeed ss well as a. less 
competent musician who is mom genial and social. 
Hiller’s words are, in their correct application, 
I ..if. "me >. jo iple mu opens up th* iii 
. realms of absolute beauty, and the noblest aspirations of 
the higher life 5 others can enjoy but “ the mere concord 
of sounds,” and to such it affords no higher or greater 
pleasure than chin-tickling does to a cat.—The Keyboard. 
' —The following true story is not encouraging to young 
organists who desire to play high-class voluntaries. One 
of our younger organists essayed Bach’s “ G-minor Pre¬ 
lude and Fugue ” as an out voluntary lately. When he 
was well into the fugue, a choir boy whispered in his 
ear : “ Please, sir, everybody's gone, and 'the pew 
opener wants his supper, and says, will you please turn 
out the gas when you’ve done 1 ” 
Herr-Pauer, the eminent authority on pianistic mat¬ 
ters, is responsible for the following pertinent and sensi- 
' ble remarks: “ The ignorance of too many of the present 
pianists with;, regard to the construction of the instru¬ 
ment on which they perform is deplorable. Whilst 
every player on the flute, oboe, clarionet, bassoon, horn, 
violin, or ’cello is intimately acquainted with the inter¬ 
ior of his instrument, few pianists are able to describe 
the distinctive peculiarities of a Vienna, half-English, 
or English mechanism, to appreciate the difference be¬ 
tween the actions of an Erard, a Pleyel, a Broadwood, 
a Steinway, or a Collard grand.” j 
We are naturally imitators. As a rule an imitation 
falls below the ideal patterned after. Hence the neces¬ 
sity for a pupil’s having good ideals constantly before 
him. Have you never seen a child learning to write in 
a copy-book? At the top of the page is the copy for 
him to imitate. PerhapB. he does fairly well the first 
time. Very often the second time he will look at his 
own first attempt instead ot the original copy. And so 
he wijl go on copying after himself.to the bottom ol the 
page, and in each successive line he goes on increasing 
his faults instead of correcting them. So in his musical 
ideals, unless the. teacher keeps constantly before the 
pupil’s mind true: ideals, he will go on day after day 
copying himself and developing faults instead of grow¬ 




THE AMATEUR MUSICAL SOCIETY. 
BY C ORA STANTON BROWN. ) v \| ,;W:. 
In answer to requests for programmes ol meetings we 
offer the following, hoping they may prove suggestive. 
These have been successfully given :—* I f 
(1) First Classical Period. 
Papers : “ The Seale ; ” “ Italian Church Music? ” 
Illustrations: “Alla Trinita Beata.j’ Cantiqhe, 15th ■ .century - a ■!;.. ■ -i 
“All Glory be to God on High,” Gregorian Hymn. 
Palestrina (1521-1594), “ Siabat Mater,’,’ 1655, 
Allesandro Stradella (1646-1678), Sacred Aria^ 
Paper : “ E u-lv Instrumental Music.”, ! i 
Illustrations: J. S. Bach (1035-1750), Little Preludes 
(For eomnarative study) Chopin, Prelude. ■ 
G. F. Handel'(1685-1759). “ Allemande,” XlVih 
suite; “ Sara Vaude,” Xrth Suite. I 
Aria from “ Rinaldo Courante, XIVth Suite. 
B ich, “ Bourree.” 11 Id Suite. 1 j 
T. P Rameau (1083-1764), “ Righiidon ” 
R,ff (1822-1888)Rigandon.” 
Paper : “ Folk Songs:”' 1 j I 
Illustrations: “ Black-Eyed Susan’.’ (English). 
“A Russian Melody.” : T- I 
“ Battle Prayer ” (German). I 
“ Suabian Waltz.]’ 1 ■■■" j I 
“John Anderson, My Jo.” 1 
“ Bonny Doon.” 3 1 
“ Cornin’ Thro’ the Rye ” (Scotch). 
“ The May Breeze:”1 -,i ■!■■■■■ 1 
“ My Pleasures all: Forsake Me’’ (Italian). ! 
‘‘Der Hirst’’(Schwedisches Lied)1. i 
Paper: Early Instrumental Music.” 1 ! 
Illustrations: Gavotte (Old French); composer un- 
. known. . n, ■ • 1 
Gavotte, Corelli (1653 1713) ! I ! 
Gavotte, “ Le Tambourin,” Rameau. 1 
Minuet, “ Gigue,”i Bach. ! 
Fugue, Bach. . . I : 
(3) Transition Period: , 
Paper: “Ancient and Modern Ballad.” 
Illustrations : “ Xarifali”i (Old Spanish): 
“ There’s No Room for Twa.*’ I I 
“ Somebody ” (Old Scotch). | 
“ Du bist. die Rub,” Schubert. ! | 
“ An Old Garden,’]’ Hope Temple, i j 
Paper: “ VonWeber, Field, Moscbeles.]” | 
' initr tions• i| ! 1 
Von Weber (1786-1326), “Momento Capriccidso,” 
: 'Op. 12.' ' ' ;l.' 1 ! I 
John Field (1782-1837), two “ Nocturnes,” Nios. 5 
and 15. • jr ; - I - 
' Ignaz Moscheles (1794-1870), “ Grand Duo.” j 
(4) Modern French Composers. 
Paper :. "...i:-, ■ ;ji: ■( . 
Illustrations: 
Renard—Berceuse. • j 
Gil-let:—“ Loin du Bal.” 
Gounod—“ Sing, Smile. Slumber.” i 
Report of Current Musical Events. 
■ Reading. ■ j I ■. ! - 
A. Thomas—“Dost Thou Know the Land?” Mig- 
non’s song. ■ ■ 
Godard-—Mazoarka. 
Chaminade—Scarf Dance. ' 
Delibes—“The Nymphs of the Wood.” 
Saint-Saens—Symphonic Poem, “Phaeton.” 
LETTERS TO PUPILS, 
Paper: “ Musical Societies and their Influence on Musi¬ 
cal Art.” | 
Report of Current Events: 
.Reading,. , ■.(: “ - -- 
Vocal—Ballads. 
Sullivan (1842), “There Sits a Bird op Yonder 
Tree.” | 
Jordan,'“ Only a Troubadour.” 
Hatton, “ Ballad of the Weaver.” = 
Moore, “The MinBtrel Boy.” 
Barnby (1838), " The Beggar Maid.” 
Instrumental. I 
Variation :" I 
Handel (1686-1769), [“ Harmonious Blacksmith.” 
Mendelssohn (1809 1847), “AndaUte and Varia¬ 
tions.” On. 83 aij 
Schubert (1797-1828), “ Impromptu,” No. 4, 
Nocturne: 
Field (1782-1837). No. 5. 
Chopin (1809-1849). Qp. 56, No. 1. 
1 BY J. S, VAN CLEVE. 
s. W.—Yc^u ask why, in the best modern editions of 
classical music, the letters H. S./S. S., R. G , and S. L. 
occur. I will reply, first, that these expressions corre¬ 
spond to certain German words, viz. : H.S., Hauptsatz, 
paralleled b^ P. S., or Principal’. Subject (English) ; ] 
S. S., Seitenfiatz, or S. S., Second Subject -(English) ; 
R G., Riickgang, or Return ; S. L,, Sehluss, Conclnsion! 
These expressions are added to the music by the editor 
to aid the studeht in dissecting and so detecting the 
construction of the music. And this leads me, second, 
to the remark that music is produced by the construc¬ 
tive imagination, and is built up by certain laws of selec¬ 
tion, rejection, contrast, and proportion, just as a poem, 
a drama, a painting, an oration, a cathedral, must be 
built up, The process of mind which the student goes 
through with 4 exactly the reverse of that passed through 
by the composer. The composer begins by conceiving 
an idea and then clothes this idea in tones; the student 
begins by acquainting himself with tones, and then by 
tracing these inward, as along the filmy threads of a 
spider’s web, he finds at, last the center and catches the 
law of construction. The perception of formal beau'y 
is one of the highest pleasures derived by the bodily eye 
when beholding nature, and, similarly, it is one of the 
highest forms of pleasure Which the mind derives from 
the contemplation of abstract things, such as poetry, 
eloquence, music, and the like. I add this further re¬ 
mark :j Till you have t/ained your mind to detect and 
trace the pattern in a piece of music you a're wholly inca¬ 
pable of a really intelligent reproduction or interpreta¬ 
tion of;it. If a piece.of music is to your mind only like 
Hamlet’s letter, ‘1 words, words,words,’’ a mere pleasant- 
spundihg collection of tones, tones, tones, without co- 
heTence, or any varying degrees of relative importance, 
your playing will be tame, forceless, dead, a mere wax 
doll, a paper flower. It is when you feel not only the 
accents of the measure but the prominence of the tone- 
figures, and, beyond this, the relative importance 'and 
relation of each, sentence, .that you can fully reproduce 
the. composer’s ideas. Beethoven, Wagner, Bach, and 
Brahms all had a wonderful sense of relative propor¬ 
tions, and with a sublime adherence to ideal beauty, 
they gave due regal honor to their leading tboughts and 
cast all things into just ranks and gradations. When you 
next study any of the classic pieces of Beethoven and 
Mozart, in the Lebert & Stark, or any other good edi¬ 
tion, be sure to memorize, with conscientious attention, 
the marks of division in the piece and deliver it accord¬ 
ingly- ' 
L E. S.—You ask me to define “ Pure Music ” and 
“ Programme Music.” Anything approaching to an 
adequate answer of this important question of musical 
esthetics would require an elaborate essay. I will put 
the matter in a few sentences as well as I can. By 
“Programme Music” is meant that kind of musical com¬ 
position in which it is attempted to imitate something 
audible in nature, to suggest visible objects, or so to pre¬ 
sent a series of feelings that a story will be outlined, or 
the peculiar traits of a character mirrored. Take, for 
example, the “ Danse Macabae,” by Saint-Saens, where 
the dancing of ghosts to a spectral fiddle, and their 
scampering away at cock-crow-, is represented by the 
. orchestra. The crowing of thb cock is ludicrously imi¬ 
tated by the oboe in a solo pliraseV The oboe has a 
singular nasal sound, especially when heard alone. An¬ 
other example of Programme Music, which is more ideal¬ 
istic, is Beethoven’s Pastoral or Rural Symphony, the 
“ No. 6 in F Major.” Many of [the little piano pieces of 
= Schumann are Programme Music. “ The Hunting Song,” 
“ The Happy Farmer,” ‘‘ Knecht Rupreeht,” and “ The 
First Loss,” in ^e “Album,” aind “ The Poet Speaks,” 
“The Child Falling Asleep,” “The Begging Child,” 
and “ The Rider of the Hobby Horse,” in “The Scenes 
of Childhood,”: are cases in point. Mendelssohn’s 
“ Overture to a Midsummer Night’s Dream” is another 
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of their form and the way in which they stir the inde¬ 
scribable feelings that lurk in our bosoms. Such are 
the fugues and inventions of Bach, the sonatas and 
fantasies of Mozart, the compositions of Beethoven for 
the piano, more than half the works of Chopin, and 
others. p ’ 
S. R. D. You ask‘me to define the expression, 
Language of Mus.e.” And you ask me, furthermore 
it music is a universal language. In reply to your first 
q“e®tl0D ] 70uld say that the expression, « Language 
of Music, ’ is one of those vague, semi-poetic, philoso¬ 
phic ways of talking about music which may either 
mean very little or a great deal, according to who uses 
it. The language of music simply means music m a 
mode of expression pr a bridge by which the ideas of 
one soul may pass over to another. As to music being 
a universal language, I am inclined to say, “ No, it is 
not ’’ To be sure, pure music,, that is, instrurn’ental 
music without words, may Bound the same in the ears 
of a German, a Chinaman, a Norwegian, and a Feejee 
Islander.. But while each of these men recognizes a 
certain kind of sound as a musical art, it' is certainly 
not true that the same music would be equally under¬ 
stood and relished by the four. men. It is in my opinion 
possible to divide the art of music, or the art of juaing 
sound to produce pleasure, into fully as many subdivi¬ 
sions as are made by the conventionalities of articulate 
speech. I do not, therefore, think that music is in any 
very important sense a universal language, although 
certain fundamental elements of it are universally re¬ 
cognized. A shriek, a sob, a soft, coaxing voice, or eJ 
loud burst of laughter, may be understood the world 
over. But music rests upon the idea of construction 
and from the time when a savage puts together two 
thumps upon a hollow log with regularity up to Beeth¬ 
oven’s “Ninth Symphony,” and Wagner’s “Tristan and . 
Isolde,” music exists in hundreds of degrees adapted 
to every conceivable shade of human intelligence. 
PIANO IN SMALL PARLOR. 
RY CLARENCE RAWBON. 
In a small parlor is almost always found—pot a grand, 
but an upright piano. The piano is generally found with 
its back flat against the wall; and if there is a niche it 
will be found in that, cooped up, to make sure it stays 
in its place. f 
Then, too, the piano is probably found covered with all 
Borts of -bric-a-brac, or piled up with music ; and it is 
undoubtedly standing on a carpet made soft by padding: 
The piano Bhould be, if possible, from six to twelve 
inches from the wall. The further the better, and when 
the carpet is put down, do not have any padding under 
it where the piano is to stand. The more solid the 
foundation, the better the tone. Do not put the piano 
in a niche. It is like making a person sing in a corner 
against the wall. 
The more free the piano is from fancy articles the 
better. The person that loves Mb piano will not cover 
its top with-brjo-a-brac and music. ]‘ 
The pressure on the pedal makes a decided difference! 
in the tone produced. With a shoe that is a “ snug fit ”j 
the pressure is more firm, and the tone more full and 
resonant. 
Eugene Ysave, the Belgian violin virtuoso, will give 
six symphony concerts in Brussels next Benson and will 
wave the conductor’s wand over an orchestra of his own 
selection. Mrs. Jan Koert (Selma Koert-Kronold) has 
been engaged as solo singer for two of these concerts.. 
- Ysaye heard Mrs. Koert sing here and was charmed with 
her artistic work. - 
The. relatives of the late Franz von Supp6 deny the 
statement frequently made that be was of Slavic descent. 
They say that the Supp6s were originally Germans, who 
emigrated to Belgium. To prevent the French from pro- 
fine specimen of music which is both programme and nOuncing their name “Sup,” they put an accent on 
ideal musier- Over, against the programme music we * the e. Supph’s grandfather emigrated to Creinona and 
find those compositions which charm ub by the beauty later to Spalato where Franz was born. 1 
226 BE "PI Ml T XT 33 IS 
HOW I HEAD THE ETHDE. 
0, W. FULLWOOD. 
Therk is a great deal of instruction and entertainment 
to be derived from systematic reading of books and mag¬ 
azines. Especially is this applicable to reading The 
Etude. When I receive my copy I look over the 
shorter articles, and freely mark sentences and para¬ 
graphs that strikingly coincide with my opinions and 
experience in the teaching and study of music. After¬ 
ward I do the same with the more extended articles, 
making marginal notes, etc. These markings are for 
reference when making revieio or study reading ; thus I 
absorb the most useful articles to my individual profit. 
Among the first I turn to the “ Publishers’ Notes,” for 
I am always interested to see what new novelties have is¬ 
sued from that wonderful hopper, viz., Theodore Presser’s 
Publishing House, and the terse, newsy way the “ Notes” 
are written make them interesting reading. Then the 
“Musical Items” on the first page give an adequate 
idea of the musical happenings at home and abroad. 
The “Letters to Teachers” and “ Letters to Pupils” 
are mines of infortnation. In the early days of teaching 
it was a source of much encouragement to me to find 
that ideas and methods I had ventured to use, with fear 
p,nd trembling, we/re often endorsed or set forth in those 
“ Letters to Teachers.” It was a satisfaction to know 
I was safely treading in the footsteps of older and emi¬ 
nent teachers ana musicians. Indeed, all through my 
teaching career I have found the help of The Etude 
invaluable. |j 
The articles onj teachers’ experiences and different 
ways of dealing Iwith jpupils are helpful to a young 
teacher. A greater part of my advancement and suc¬ 
cess in teaching I owe to The Etude, for I was so situ¬ 
ated that I was forced to teach before I felt myself fully 
capable. But by study of musical works and constant 
perusal of The Etude I kept abreast of the times, and 
gave satisfaction to my patrons, and, consequently, to 
myself. The advertiseinents, too, are to be read with 
profit. It has foil many years been a “fad” of mine 
to read and study advertisements, and I have gained 
information and instructive recreation from it. The 
“ads” in a musical journal show how the country is 
making musical history, and give an idea of the neces¬ 
sity of being wide awake in the musical profession, as 
well as other lines of business, in this hustling age. 
My earnest advice to all students of music, and espe¬ 
cially to young teachers, is to be & permanent subscriber 
to at least one wide-awake, progressive musical paper* 
and read and study it thoroughly. It is an investment 
that will repay an hundredfold. 
they show an aptitude for any particular instrument they 
should be made to practice it, not to a strict degree at 
first, but by steady stages until it ceases to be a labor. 
To impose on their little ardent natures too severe a 
technical ground all at once is perhaps as disastrous as 
utter neglect would be. They must be carefully handled 
systematically. Let a child who has the capacity to 
work up between lessons three 6tu|des, but hates and 
dreads to do it, be given one instead. 
There now come the children who are apparently 
without any talent, who can hardly detect the diffefrence 
between one tone and another. One of-two things is 
usually done with these—either, haying no talent,: they 
are put under a pressure of study to constrain them to 
develop one, or alter brief trial theyj are given up as en¬ 
tirely hopeless. The best method of dealing with jthese 
children is seldom resorted to land lies midway between. 
Away far down in the most tunelessjchild’s nature there 
may lie a germ of music unsuspected by everybody else 
and undiscoverable to the child himBelf perhaps.until he 
has long passed the age of study. ; This little germ can 
be killed outright in early youth, and when it is killed 
it is usually the piano that ctoes it. . If all children, talent 
or no talent, were instrncleoan earlyi youth in the theory 
of music, were grounded, jn’ the figures of notation just 
as they are in the figure's j of arithmetic,, at whatever 
period of life this .little ger'in disclosed itself, they would 
be able to encourage it by theiretejchnical knowledge, 
instead of feeling that it is too latemid altogether useless 
because they are theoretically ignorant of music* i ■ ■■ 
There has rarely been a child boyn to whom an edu¬ 
cation in rhythm and the effort inf the mind to con'quer 
musical mathematics have hot provejd of immediate help 
even in other branches. Allchildrdn should receive at 
least this. If productive of no present results in the 
field of music itself, innumerable cases of precedence 
go to show that there is no possible foretelling. When it 
may become productive.1 Many a taste haB been known 
to blossom in young people after hearing a number of 
operas and concerts, and the ear has unexpectedly been 
opened to the beauty in variety of tone. T_ke thej child 
of no talent, teach it theory if only as a good menfal ex- 
erciBe, and teach it rhythm if only as an aid to harmony 
in poise and movement, then let the ear come if it will, 
theretjwill be method, of use also in other directions, 
ready to support it. Und'er no circumstances1 can it 
be well to neglect this theoretic musical education, 
which never taxes the patience as does a useless and 
monotonous practice, and which will prepare the bhild, 
should musical environment c|e>M0P talent later, to 
utilize it from the first. The ab’ove voices the opinions 
of some of the1 best musical authorities as reported in 
Harper's Bazar. ■ ; 
THE STUDY OF MUSIO. 
SHALL CHILDREN BE MADE TO STUDY MUSIC, TALENT OR 
NO TALENT? 
V . ■ 
’ In the matter of' music children may be divided into 
. three classes—those who have ability and industry com¬ 
bined, those who have ability without industry, and 
j /those who have ho native ability whatever. It isi with 
... the last two that the problem rests. For the children of 
gift and energy a smooth, path is clearly marked put. 
Some of the mostrRrely gifted children are determin¬ 
edly lazy in early youth,/ Such musical natures are a 
responsibility .tool often let go to shipwreck because of 
. want of proper insistence that they shall work. Parents 
make up their minds it is no use to drive them; that, 
despite, all their ear and taste, they can never be made 
td do anything. Efforts on their behalf are relaxed just 
■at the very point when a little strength of authority 
> might have secured a proper development of the child’s 
ipowers. It is an absurd decision that all children des- 
" fined to become anything in a musical way will have 
the natural disposition to work. More than half prob- 
■ . ably will not, and one of the most miserable of art 
■ cruelties is perpetrated in overlooking their musical 
possibilities simply because they are idle. Such children 
... should have their path imperatively .chalked out for 
them,, and it should be seen that they walk in it, If 
PHILOSOPHIC’ REFLECTIONS. I 
• : 7 ' ; ; . j - 
When a man has a theory of music! suspect his knowl¬ 
edge, when he calls in science for support I am suspicious 
of his sanity, and when he writes on principle I deny his 
inspiration. 
Music is the noblest of the arts only for an hour or so 
at the time; when we are most enthusiastic about its high 
aims and educational powers we are always thinking of 
others. In the heart of the most learned musician 
there is a large secret place in which simple tunes are 
lovingly cherished. When we are talking in our most 
lofty and loudest tones we imitate the Greek actors, we 
wear triple-soled shoes and a mask with a resonator in 
it. ''■['■.■. 
A large number of art lovers, including critics, fre¬ 
quently confound sensuousness wi;h sensuality; they 
praise like epicures and judge like Satyrs. 7/ j 
Sincere appreciation is generally silent; the person 
who leaat'understands a famous symphony is the one 
most likely to blister his hands by applauding. It is Mr. 
Shoddy and not Mr. Wiseman who be ws most humbly and 
most ostentatiously before a prinoe. 
How many concert halls and conservatories of music 
might be built by the labor expended in striking piano¬ 
forte keysi And yet there are cynic s who assert that we 
owe no gratitude to the pianoforte ! i 
Genius is the capacity for labor, bi it you must have the 
genius to make the labor productive. Labor without 
genius will make bricks, but not the Parthenon. 
Experience has so modified my youthful ambition that 
I no longer expect to come out first in the race, but am 
content not to come out last. I have discovered that 
what I took for budding wing feathers were only warts, 
and now instead of trying to fly I purchase an extra 
strong walking-stick to support me. 
In my art tastes I am called an old conservative ; it is 
only young people whomake the charge, and they become 
aged so soon that it is hardly worth the trouble of com¬ 
plaining. The capacity for absorbing is not the sign of 
broad taste, or a sponge would be the most esthetic 
animal in existence. The test of a man’s sanity in taste 
is what he rejects and not what he accepts. 
I am told that the world owes me a living, as it owes 
everybody else. The real value of this fact lies in the 
statement that the world owes me a living, and not that 
it has paid its debt. 
The man who seriously studies the faults of his own 
life cannot but be lenient to the faults committed by 
others. When I think that it is only an accident of 
locality that prevented me from being a bagpipe player 
1 can only pity those who are less fortunate. But, after 
all, kind nature always prepares the antidotes to her 
poisons ; if I played the bagpipe I should be enamored 
of the music of the bagpipe.—Leader. . \ ■ 
POINTS IN MUSIO TEACHING. 
While there is nothing new in the following, from the 1 
British Musician, the maxims' set forth for the teacher’s 
guidance are well put and apply to tutors in all depart¬ 
ments of music, and they are worth preserving. 
■ The key.to success in music teaching is to do instead 
of to theorize; written or oral explanation have their 
uses, but practical demonstration is better. 
Having a general idea of a piece of music, play it to 
the pupil—your performance is worth all the explana¬ 
tions tha were sver-sppk r written 
Translate your verbal theory into practice ; show hoW 
a scherzo differs from an adagio ; how an emotion of joy 
differs from an emotion of pain. - , 
To bestow correct expression, not merely the pianos 
and fortes, rallentandos and accelerandos, but phrasing, 
rhythmical feeling, and accentuation have to be noticed, 
and need all the care Bf both executant and teacher. 
The art of accompanying soloists is very difficult, and 
many otherwise fine musicians of talent and good stand¬ 
ing come to grief through it. Good practice in accom¬ 
panying is Becured by the teacher playing a solo in 
different styles ; the accompanists will then be prepared 
to fall in with any conception felt by the soloist, should 
they be called upon to accompany a stranger. 
Before placing a piece of music before a band, the 
teacher should study it thoroughly; make a mental (or 
better still a pencil) note of points where the pupils are 
ik 1 > ome grief, and so be pi ared to sho thei 
how to get over their difficulties. 
No two pupils can be treated absolutely alike, either 
in a purely technical or musical sense. The teacher has 
to think out the artistic path for each pupil, .and lead 
him or show him. the way through it. This requires 
thought, and the expenditure of nervous and physical 
energy. 
Teaching is nerve wearing. A vast amount of vital 
energy is, constantly being expended, not only during 
teaching hours, but iff the hours of private Btudy and 
thought, which must daily be done. 
An immense quantity of music, some which had not 
been disturbed since the time of Frederick the Great, 
has been discovered in the Royal Castle at Berlin, and 
found to comprise almost the whole of the music, per¬ 
formed at the Prussian Court from the middle to thb end 
of the eighteenth century. The work of sorting and edit¬ 
ing the collection has just been completed, and the cal a: 
logue consists of nearly 400 pages. It includes many 
forgotten operaB, a quantity of ballet music, early sym¬ 
phonies and chamber works, folk songs and dances, and 
a splendid collection of military music. 
PUBLISHER'S NOTES. 1 
Many are the abuses of the “On Sale” privileges. 
Among: them are ordering more than one copy of a 
work. The idea of the plan of “ on sale ”' is to send sam¬ 
ples of good teaching pieces and books for the inspection 
of teacherB, and all not used to be returned at end of 
season. If found suitable, as many copies as desired 
may be ordered on regular monthly account. At (he 
beginning of the season, if teachers desire a large, num¬ 
ber of ,copies of any work for winter’s use, it is not cor- 
i ect to order these “ on sale.” Longer time for payment 
can be arranged for such bills; but with on “ on Bale ” 
only one copy of a work iB expected to be sent. 
ft . ft 
•Jr * 
Another abuse is to order a la^ge bundle of music “On 
Sale ” and not use the muBic, but give a local dealer the 
orders, who in many cases has no account with us, and 
sends his order to other jpublishers. At the end of the 
season the music is all returned much damaged, and 
another has reaped the benefit that rightly belonged to 
us. .. -''A I 7/ 1 
• • *. i *. .7 ■ I 
\ -7'//,./' //;•//:.. 4.7.:/; ft ■■ ,7 j 
Another wholesale abuse is, to order everything “On 
Sale” and thereby escape payment of any bills until 
the end of the season and leave on our hands much 
undesirable stock. Common justice should; be exercised 
in the matter. The above abuses have so grown of late 
that we are obliged to call attention to them, which 
we trust will not be necessary again* . 
The fall season haB fairly commenced. The outlook 
for trade is, without doubt, better than- it has been for 
years. We have sent out more goods during the past 
month than ever before in the same time. Teachers 
more and more appreciate our efforts in their behalf; 
we cater to the teachers’ trade—the profession, not the 
trade; we give them better discounts on our own goods, 
and those of other publishers, where we can, especially 
foreign publications. Our liberal “ On Sale ” plan en¬ 
ables them to keep on hand a large stock of “ On Sale ” 
music an entire season, settling only at the end of the 
season. Special orders are to be paid for monthly. This 
does away with the necessity of a, local dealer and the 
consequent delay and extra expense. 
Write for our full line of late catalogues and terms, 
circulars explaining our mode of dealing in detail. etc. ' 
, Give us the names of any of your friends who are 
teachers. We can benefit them. 
* * 
■ * *■ 
The special offer of “Mansfield's Harmony.” is still 
open, the book not yet being in the market. This offer 
furnishes an excellent opportunity to obtain the latest 
work on harmony at the cost of paper and/ printing- 
only 50 cents, postpaid. The author is 6ne of England’s 
best theorists, and we can recommend this work as being 
the most practical and easiest understood of any work 
on the subject. 
J4. At . - ■ • ■ ft ft 
* ft .ft 
Do you want a bicyclen that will not cost you any 
money ? Try to get one by sending in sixty subscribers 
to I he Etude at $1.60 each. This iB a good offer and 
one within reach of any one who will make the effort. 
The bicycle we will send aB this premium is the regular 
high priced machine. Wei will send a bundle of samples 
to any who desire to raise a Club for this .purpose. The 
money must be sent in with the subscribers’ names. 
The entire club of sixty need not .be sent ini at one time. 
Credit can be given on our books for every batch Bent 
in. When the required number is reached the bicycle 
will be Bent by freight or express, at the expense of the 
receiver. We have madel arrangements for only ten 
machines. If any propose! trying for one df the ten we 
must know in advance, as we may not be able to make 
such liberal arrangement after the ten have been dis- 
l' sed f i i retit lins, | ) ■' : 
Teachers in smaller cities,, where great distances have 
to be traveled from one pupil to another/ will find a 
wheel most convenient and profitable. It is this class 
especially that this premium will interest. | 
. ' ■ . *.*■ % 
“ Mathews’ Standard Graded Course of! Studies for 
the Pianoforte,” in ten grades, and the pieces recom¬ 
mended as supplementary to the course: 
“ London’s Reed Organ Method.” . | 
Landon s Reed Organ School,” in three! grades, and 
the pieces supplementary. . J 
“Presser’s School of Four-Hand Playing,” in three 
grades, and the pieces supplementary. -■ 
These sets of studies no progressive teacher can afford 
to be without—-the testimonials we receive jirove it. If 
you do not know of them, let ub send them, any or all of 
them, to you on examination. 
# # * 
* -| ■* 
To systematize your work, use “Sefton’s MuBic 
Teachers’ Class Book,” devised to meet every want of a 
“usic teacher in keeping accurate and systematic ac¬ 
counts.' The. bills and receipts used in this work can be 
had separately, in packages of 1Q0 of either, at 25 cents 
each, subject to our usual discount. I 
* i . ■» | 
' .;#■"[# . 
Many a lesson is made interesting, and therefore betr 
ter remembered, by the use of an anecdote jin eonnec-. 
tion with the composer orj composition under study. 
Get “ Anecdotes qf Great /Musicians,” by wj. F. Gates, 
containing three hkndred of|the best to be fqund. 
Music schools or institutions studying musical history 
should examine “Lessons in Musical History,” by J. 
C. Fillmore, before deciding on a text-book. Almost 
universally used. 
* „ * * ft & 
W*e furnish free sample copies of this paper to any one 
seriously wishing to solicit subscriptions. If interested, 
send for Premium List and cash deductions. 
Four subscriptions at full price renews your own for 
one year. 
“Lmdon’s Reed Organs Methods” are th* 
-nest things I ever saw in that line. L. Q. Grinnell. 
“ Celebrated Pianists of the Past and Present ” gives 
much satisfaction. It is both entertaining and insfruc 
tive, and should be in the hands of every pianist or pupil 
No mus.cal library can be considered complete wftb- 
0Utlt< Wm. C. Jackson. 
The music received. Thank you so much for being 
so prompt.^ I find that I can deal at no place with the 
same satisfactory result as with you. I have seveial 
orders for The Etude which I will send in soon. 
Mrs. Frances Van Norstran, 
The value of “Touch and Technic” cannot be esti- 
mated and my pupib must use it, whatever the cost. 
Mrs. Emma Stahl. 
Your “Selections from Beethoven” has been re 
ceived and carefully examined. It certainly contains 
the very cream of Beethoven. It is all that the finest 
paper, engraving, and workmanship, combined, could 
produce. Trusting it may meet with its deserved sue- 
ceS8’ Alan C. Cunningham. 
I have been reading “Musical Mosaics,” by W. F. 
Gates, again tobay, and found many a.thought valuable 
to me. * Lthink it is the best musical book I 
have yet seen, and I have had access to several large 
city libraries. N. II. Roys 
• Ftrar copica of “ Gems from Beethoven” received. ’ 
1 he latter are, indeed, a charming selection from the 
great master’s works, and wonderfully cheap. Those 
W«-° nVe -jled to t&ke advantage- of yonr generous 
oiier have missed a great deal. Mary J. C. Wilson. 
All I ordered arrived in good condition and gives me 
j satisfaction, especially Landon’s “Organ 
Method’- and Hugh Clarke’s “Practical Harmony,” 
which fully deserves its name. Henriette Straub. 
I am much pleased with “Mathews’ Graded Course 
ot Studies. Each number is full of interest and worth 
to both teacher and pupil—while The Etude is a most 
valued friend. Lulu T. Holden. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
Enclosed please find $1 30, for which send me by 
return mail, if possible, one copy of “Landon’B Reed 
Organ Method.” I am a teacher of music, and this is 
the best work of the kind I have ever found. Please 
send at once to Miss Emma Hughes. 
I have received a copy of M. L. Brown’s “First 
Studies in Reading. Rhythm, and Expression.” After 
'an examination, I find them to be very nicely graded, 
and I believe they will be very useful studies for starting 
beginners. J. W7 Forquer. 
Just the other day I received a copy of that handsome 
book entitled “ Celebrated Pianists of the Past and 
Present.”" I have examined it quite well, and I am 
highly pleased with it, both as a piece of workmanship 
and as a book of useful information to the feacher and 
pupil. The material used in this book is of a very high 
grade, and the printing, paper, portraits, and binding 
are excellent, indeed* Every teacher and pupil should 
have a copy of this work. , J. W. Forquer. 
I for one wish to thank you for the numerous liberal 
offers you put forth in your inode of doing business. 
Every teacher and student in.the land ought to be a sub.x 
scriber of The Etude. Only by so doing can they ap/ 
preciate its worth. Mbs. S. Buffum. 
' I am pleased to say that 'f have always been treated 
with the utmost courtesy in all my dealings with your 
house, and have always spoken in the.highest terms to 
others of your prompt attention to orders, and of the 
fine opportunities one has, in dealing with you, to get all 
that can be desired in the musical’ line. 
Grace Barker Lattin. 
I am perfectly delighted with the “ Selections from 
Beethoven.” Mrs. I. E. Sayre. 
The “ Eight .Measure Studies,” by Wilson G. Smith, 
^are excellent. I am using them in my teaching with 
splendid results. Pupils like to practice them, which is1*? 
seldom the case with technical studies. They are espec¬ 
ially good in developing the strength of the fourth and 
fifth fingers, and if practiced in the right way, great im¬ 
provement in technic will be made in a short time. 
. Frederick A-. Williams 
I consider “Anecdotes of Great Musicians,” by W. F. 
GateB,' to be an excellent work, well written, and con¬ 
taining very interesting as well as instructive reading, 
F. R. Adams. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
NoHees for this column Inserted at 3 cents a word for one insertion 
payable in advance. Copy must be received by the 20th of the 
previous month to insure publication in. the next number. 
“ARGANISTS AND CHOIR LEADERS ARE AL¬ 
VA ways looking for “ something new.” I. V. Fiag- 
ler has just brought out two new and very interesting 
works. The organ work contains selections of moder¬ 
ate difficulty from the best German, French, and Eng¬ 
lish writers, and several new compositions by Mr. Flag¬ 
ler. The work is very attractive, beautifully engraved 
and bound. 
The “New Collection for Choirs and Soloists” will 
meet a great demand, as the music is not only of a high 
order, but not too difficult, for volunteer choirs and un¬ 
trained singers. These books are published by I. V. 
Flagler. For Bale by Theo. Puesser. 
PURVEYORS TO THE COURT. -MASON 
JL Hamlin have just received word from their branch 
house in Amsterdam, Holland, that they have been ap¬ 
pointed Purvevnrs to the Court of the Queen of Holland. 
The Mason & Hamlin Pianos and Organs are sold ex¬ 
tensively through Holland, and this recognition from. 
R yalty is gratifying indeed. 
QPECIAL OFFER. —SECOND BOOK OF 
“3 Sprankle’s “Elementary Studies” for the piano 
in Rhythm, Phrasing, and Expression. They'contain 
the best collection of short, pleasing, musical, and in¬ 
structive pieces ever published. All are carefully fin¬ 
gered. The selections are by Theodor0 Kullak, Liehner, 
Behr, Low, Snindler. and Concone. Etudes by Loesch- 
horn,_ BurgmiiUer, Brauer, and Lemoine. They also 
contain many valuable finger exercises. Price 60 cents. ‘ 
To introduce these studies “one” copy will be.sent to 
any address on receipt of five two cent stamps. Special 
discount to teachers. Send for circular. Published by 
Walter S. Sprankle, 220 East St. Clair S reet, Indi¬ 
anapolis, Indiana. ' 
WHAT DO YOU GET WHEN YOU PURCHASE 
A PIANO? 
“Crown" Pianos cost no more than other perfect 
Pianos, and yet they give in addition and without, extra 
cost the “ Crown ” Orchestral Attachment and Practice 
, Clavier, which gives the pianist the power to imitate 
perfectly the following instruments: Harp, Zither, 
Banjo, Mandolin, Guitar, etc., or as an accompaniment, 
to the Piano. This Orchestral Attachment is the sensa¬ 
tion of the musical world and can be had “ only ” in the 
“Crown” Pianos. These Pianos received the highest 
award at the World’s Columbian Exposition, and are 
endorsed by the leading critics and teachers of this 
country. Purchase the Piano which gives you the most 
for your money and which is guaranteed to stand the 
test of time and hard usage. 
'AMUSING AND IHSTEUC1IYE. 
MffSIBM. AOTI9S8. 
■A GAME FOR 1FEEY MUSIC; STUDENT. 
PHICE SS ©YS.„ POSTPAID. 
The game, which consists of 48 cards, can be played by 
any number of players. The object of the game is to 
impress on the mind of the players the important events 
in the lives of 48 composers and musicians. 
Address Publisher, 
THBODOBE PUSSES, 1708 .Chestnut St., Fbile.te, Pa. 
First Studies in Reading; 
Rhythm, and Expression 
■*PIAN0tF0 




BUY-OF THE FACTORY. 
We make !"■ 
Clifford PiciRo ai.<S 
Write-and See whai they 
sell for ,t the .''a ' „ 
Illustrated Cntelogi fre 
The Ann Arbor Organ Co.. 
Ann Arbo..', Adel.-. 
An instruction book for young chiljiren and beginners .— 
in learning the pianoforte. This important wort gives ^3 Staves, 24 Pages, 
special attention to thoroughness in foundation iworls,' 8 48 24 44 
ready note reading, correct fingerinlg, equal facility in 8 44 30 64 




| reading and playing with either hand-from both clefs,.to 
a clear knowledge of note and rest time-values, and to 
a right forming of the hanlsji and touch. i 
THEO. PRESSER, I/M Chesthut Si, Philada. | 
6-Stave Bootes are U% s S ladies*. 
8-Stave Bootes are 9% at § Incites. 
'HildiyourWajon loaSiaf 
.LIGHT.SOMETlMu,/ Sv jy 
■^^\frejh.alwaylC30V, 
METRONOMES, 
The best French Maelzel Metronome, “ J. T. L.” 
trade-mark. This is the genuine French article—im 
ported by us direct. 
We sell these at the lbwest price possible. 
@8.00 Met witteont Bell. 
@4.50 Met .with Bell. 
Express or mail changes not included. Send 40 cts. 
extra if to be sent by mail. Extra discount on quantity. 
Send all orders to j 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1208 n t t. LlBEI “ Dl8C0DNT rt; 1 FF- os- 
____■ t*. 1 _i - . These are unquestionably tho beat Music-Copying Boobs that are on 
. ... . ! the market at the present time. Tho paper has been mado especially 
SPECIAL B2a.ERpIS3Bp i . for these boobs, and is tho best quality ledger paper, standing erasures 
<§§ E £ - §y ? . 1 ‘ | f{ 4 th 3e or four tim he b are fa • illy * u ’ 
* ’ ' - *' • ' '* laub Music Paper of the name quality as in abov ok 3 ad 
With PartSwmlar Kefereasco to tho Bevelopjmeimt ol in 12 and 14 stavos,,Bize 22 x 14. Price 60 cents per quire, 
the Third, Fourth, anti Fifth Flngron# ' Be sure you get those made by 
. . . of each Hand. ,7- ■ ■ '■ /■' ' 
im TWO::BOPRs|RikCHv'$i*po,. / ' v »THEODORE PRESSER, i 
COMPOSED FOE fPIANOFOKTE BY ‘ / , 
WIL.'@ON;|s.' S jliTH. | ■ "! - 1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
They are highly recommended by Dr. Win. Maaon andi other ~~ ¥ ~~ T 
r1111"'V7.:..'6DilIlGBt'v,t6&Cil6r8.J:: 7 . xfTTl :*g*<g~n <r^a T""«h ■: 
JUBT 
TCI PillSSEBtf 
YOUR COPIES, ®F TH ETUDE. 
IP E1IIDE Bip 
' ' .. j
 ■ .,  
'V..7;'Y d ' -AY .'Al'Yv A. \- vTA.-' ;: l:V 
3”WST ISS TJ-IEj 3 
School ©f Four-Hand Playing, 
volume, HL 
' COMPILED BY THEO. PRESSER. 
- " : PRICES $1.00. - , ! 
1708 Chestnut SSp@©t, 
It is simple but eomiplate, ob.ba.Xi but dtuiable, ^ CONTBHTg.—^Belmecfee, Christmas Eve; Lachnea-, Marche 
T Celebre; lioeechhorn. Dance Hongroiae; Schabefft, Op.: 78, 
I ana beautiful in appearance. Menuet; 3feisraiIe!cieE,9 Minstrel Song ; CSsopiia, Funeral j It has a solid wooden back, which always keeps it March; Beteratoert, Maighe Heroique. 
Philadelphia, Pa. in shape, and it does not mutilate the contents. 
LAHDOf S WRITING BOOK 
FOR MUSIC PUPILS. 
PRICE 50 GENTS. 
% • I ■ ■' j ■' ; . ' 
This new book is a great advance on anything hereto-! 
fore published in this line. It gives a practical and 
easily'understood presentation of every writable thing 
in the notation of music. The book abounds in new 
' and ingenious features to interest the pupil. Every im¬ 
portant subject is treated from bo many sides that even 
/; thp dullest pupil can easily understand the subject under 
/ consideration. It is thorough, clear in explanations 
and helps, and particularly practical in the directness 
with which it exhausts each fact presented. Any pupil 
who faithfully works out its exercises will /be a correct 
and rapid reader of music, instrumental or vocal. 
h - .. THEObORE PRESSER, Publisher, 
[; j PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
The copies are instantly but, securely bound by the 
thin slats which run the lengtA of the periodical, and yet 
can be removed at pleasure. j j 
Each Binder holds twelve copies, or a Ml year’s sub¬ 
scription, of the Etude. - ' 
l Price, Postpaid, $1.00. 
a u si sal literature; 
HEADQUARTERS. 
The most extensive and varied catalogue of Musical 
liitarniure in the United States - 
The Musical Trade, the Musical Profession, aud the 
THEO. PRESSER, 1708 CtlBStnllt Si., Philada. Musical Public supplied at favorable rates. 
----—-—--[-—--1--- Send for our special Musical Literature List (104 
■ THIRTY . ' 
HOME RULES FOR MUSIC SIOQEITS, 
Practical Advice, Hints, and Suggestions 
for the Young. . 
BY HBfi MA. 1ST 1ST HAC OHA. 
’ / PRICE 5 CENTS EiLCH. ■ T| ; 
THEODORE PRESSER, 







M 1 it 1888, |- 2.50, 
u \ if 1889, - 2.50, 
it ft : if 1890, 2.50, 
ll , tf ; if 1891, - 2.50, 
ll ll j if 1892, - 2.50, 
it a j ft 1893, - 2.50, if 1894, ■ . 2.50, 
_ e have a few )f the later volumes not bound. Price $i.6o, poet- important ones have been eliminated. 
Thpse volumes contain from 18 to 20 dollars worth ol muaio in Address Publisher, 
each year. The various artioles give a great amount of information 
of permanent value. It is a peculiarity.of The mnde that its dfltaw. 
articles are of substantial and lasting worth, 008 CMESTtllH Hi 
i:)D ©ivins correct Metronomic Markn uftc 
From the Vop Biilow Edition. ^ Maelzel Standard, together with the 
'PRICE 81.BO. FIRBffil.Y BOUND. . True Tempos of all the Danoee. 
LIBERAL DEDUCTION TO THRU ‘ROFESSION. _ 
The Volume contains the choices of the Yon jBiilow These instruments have been especially mannfat 
editions, which are published in iiheet form, m four . m j „ 
books. This abridged edition can 1 >e used in most cases for The Etddk’ an^wi11 be f as a premium fco ai 
for the complete work. Only the n OBt difficult and un- sending two subBcnbers. Address 
i rt t   li i t  1. ! 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
pages), mailed free to any address. 
Correspondence and personal visitation invited. 
CM1KLE& SC’KlISSF.irS 
. ‘ 153-157 .Fifth Aveiine, NEW IORK. 
Mention Tub Etude./ 
POCKET METRONOME. 
ilHI. MEBIEBI, IDT, 111 IIEiPEISIIl. 
Price, Niekel-plated, 60 Cents, Net, Postpaid. 
G g the s a er th® 




for The Etude, and will he sent as a premium to any one 
J
’i’Mim, Fiisiiia, 
I7Q8 HG8 NUTBT.,PHILADELPHIA, PA 1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
.jirHCE , :KTE"^7r SOCIETY 
• j )[ THE POLLMANN-AMERICAN •. . - 
mandoline-Ibanjo 
PosiliyelrHolMi Lie it. ! TBADE MABK' I 
Banjo Players can per- 4 
form on the Mandoline- 
Banjo, as iGu itar Players j 
can perform on the Man¬ 
doline-Guitar, without any, ! 
practice whatever. 
liiiiiii 
,|| | Foij Prices, Information,.etc., calf.on or a<9<fofes» 
A"JF ijs Ol L M \|NN, 7 a; d 72 Franklin St., New York City. 
Hall# & Davis’Pianos, 




when yon know that you can offer d first-ciaas inst rument, and are fully 
able to meet your competitors at a Yeiy.low price. 
tlarl . FIsicher’B ^iUITAES, . MAMIlOMWS, andi 
BANJOS are of the finest workmanship, possess a fine tone, and a 
correct scale, j ' 1 , i 
Jlf you desire a Violin, VioIA, jCello, or Double Bass, a 
Flute, Clarionet, Oboe, or Bassoon, a Cornet, Trom- 
bone. Creneli Morn,or t una, llrnnis, or!Cymbals,—in 
fact, anything njthe Instrument linis,-|-yon will find my stock most re¬ 
plete, and I can boast of having the most extensive assortment in the 
United States, j | ... j j '' -y j .. - j | ,i. 
I represent the most noted European inBtrumont manufacturers, such 
as F. Besson «& Co.,: London; BufSet 4 Co. (Evette & 
Schaefer), Paris'; Collin Mex'ihJPariB; Ttoeo. 5®. Heber- 
lein, ©ernaany,; E. Itistterfitianseii, Beriiis, and others. 
My own make|U Keliable ”i Bnnti Hnstrnmenta are favor¬ 
ably known in [this country for fine quality and cheap price. 
Readers are rhyited to send for catalogues and discount, as it will pay 
them to make a comparison of price snld quality of goods offered. 
©relnestra and/Band ]l?IEnS|fc, also music for every instru¬ 
ment known.;, Catalogues free oh applacatioh. t 
. .. - o: 
6 and 8 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY. 
PBICB 25 CEMTS. 
Price 25 Cts., Net, Postpaid. 
A writing tablet containing 100 leaves, 7 x 10J inches 
in size, ruled jwith the staff for writing music. 
A practical and useful I article for both teacher and 
student, an 1 especially vaiua.ble in the class-room for 
writing illuEtrations, giving some little additional exer¬ 
cises, etc,,«tc. .;. , ; 
The Synopsis of Harmony, whichjis included with this 
pad, by Dr. Hugh A. Clarke, of the University of Penn¬ 
sylvania, will be found of great service as a reference 
chart-' . 1-| f ■ I" j! ■ ' .t. ■ 
The paper is of good quality, and to have one of these 
pads at hand will not only be a great; convenience, but a 
matter of economy in the saving of 'high-priced manu¬ 
script paper. Published by j P 
THEO. FRESHER, 
1708 Chesmut Street, > Pliiladelpliia. Pa. 
.Eight |&9easure Piaio Studies. 
WILSON G, SMITH. Op. 60.: 
In Two Boolsu. Price! 81.00 eaicli (Sheet Music). 
THE LATEST AND BEST WCEI PSOM THIS OMSINAL COMPOSES. 
These studies are intended for daily practice and for 
the special development and equalizing jof the third, 
fourth, .ansi fifth fingers of each hand; They will mate¬ 
rially modify the monotony,of practice, and add musical 
interest to an otherwise perfunctory task. Supplemen¬ 
tary to the I author's Scale Studies! Op. 65, about the 
fourth grade! of difficulty.! I 
THEODORE PRESSER, Pashlisher, ■ 
'! ' ' PMiliABBLPIIIA, PA. j 
The Introduction furnishes a concise outline of musical biBtory as a 
baeKgronnd for the chronological record of events given in the suc¬ 
ceeding pages of this pamphlet. This booklet of-32 pages gives a brief 
clear ineDtidQ.of the date of birth and death,'with the special work 
[ and place in the development of • musical art, of every noted musician, 
j and of the first production of famous works of music, oratorios, operas] 
etc., and of the organization of famous musical societies, schools, etc. 
This pamphlet will be valuable to the student and teac her in that it 
gives the salient facte with which every musical person should be fami¬ 
liar. ATo the teacher it will be found helpful in presenting at a glance the 
anniversaries of all important data in musical biography and history in a 
form, which will.enable him to mention thtem in his daily, lesson giving. 
Settled for the Piano. 
By 
. ‘ OHAS. W. LANDON. 
I c- —!— -i  
' 'PRICE $1.50.’-’ 
! This work is[ especially designed to meet the 
! want of the popular student with mediocre ability. 
| It contains all the ideas of recent pianoforte play¬ 
ing. The author is a well-known practical teacher, 
and author of a similar work for the Reed Organ, 
which is now generally used for instruction on tha,t 
instrument. It [will be .well for every teacher to 
examine this nejw work. • 
IIIMOhs AID MSI STUDIES T 
: ■ FOE 
PIANO ’VB SEED OMG-AN. 
! BY GHAS. W. LANDON. 
! ! PRICE SI.GO. 
Perhaps the most popular set of Easy Studies ever issued. 
Observations of a. Musician. 
By] LOUIS LOMBARD, 
Price BO Ceipts, bound in Cloth. 
A neat and valuable book of special -value to musical students, but 
anybody can perusdLit with entertainment and profit. Though a 
first-class artist,- Loujs Lombard Is that rarity among artists, a prac¬ 
tical man, and pis advice and every-day philosophy are full of Bug- 
! geation and merit. He hits been an extensive traveler, and some 
j chapters communicate the results of his observations abroad. Mr. 
Lombard is thoroughly imbued with American ideas, which he 
happily applies in hrn efforts to cultivate his art among the growing 
generation. His little volume is a gem.—Rochester (N. Y.) Meratd. 
, THEO. jpRESSER, Publisher, 
1708 CHESTNU)T STREET, - PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
STANDARD GRADED 
-FOR THE- 
, B^STONs MASS. ■ 
More thiair 200' Pianos Sold to Schools Ever* Musician and Music Dealer. Two-cent stamp for prices, etc. | and Coll ©lies lh‘189I. CLOUGH, Sole fflamtfncSurer, 
j _!' ’’ - ’ ■ j i CLEVELAND, OHIO. 
a esTOisa 
CH ROMO LOGICAL HISTORY 
i OF the . 
Chief Musical Events from 1380 to 1894. 
BY C. E, LOWE. 
■ PIANOFORTE. 
Complete in Ten Grades. 
COMPILED BY 
WB S. Bb MATHEWS 
Price Each Grade $^00. 
These studies consist of standard etudes and 
studies arranged in progressive order, selected from 
the best composers, for the cultivation of 
TEOENIG, TASTE, and SIGHT-READING-, 
carefully ^edited, fingered, phrased, and annotated, 
and supplemented with complete directions for the 
application of Mason's “System of Touch and Tech-, 
nic,” for the production of a modern style of playing.' 
Mr. Mathews has had the help of other noted musi¬ 
cians and teachers, and they have taken the whole 
field of piano studies and selected therefrom such as 
are most useful for meeting every necessity in a 
teacher’s experience. Teachers will be delighted 
with the sterling musical and useful technical 
qualities of these etudes. 
There are ten grades, a volume to each grade, 
each containing about thirty pages. Every difficulty 
is prepared by being first introduced in its most 
sirhple form. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
I must express my great pleasure in Mr. Mathews’ 
new. piano book in ten grades. It is' the best book 
that ever came into the piano teacher’s hands. 
Mathews’ has brought light out of the chaos of 
piano instructors and pieces. Every grade contains 
the lessons appertaining to it, besides a list of class¬ 
ical and popular pieces of the same grade. Every 
piano teacher must have it, to succeed. Mr. 
Mathews, as well as Mr. Presser, the publisher, 
have given us a boon for which we cannot be too 
thankful. Geo. Doelkeb, 
The “Mathews’ Standard Course of Piano 
Studies,” with its valuable suggestions jas to suit¬ 
able pieces, will be a relief and joy to tired teachers, 
who heretofore have been obliged to spend much of 
their rest time reading over new music for then- 
classes. Mbs. M. K. Fkanham. 
I have received Mathews’ “Graded Studies,” and 
after carefully examining it, find the work to be an 
admirable addition to the preceding parts.. Mr. 
Mathews certainly deserves credit and praise for 
presenting such a splendid graded work to the 
public, and every conscientious teacher ought to 
examine and make use of it, as it advances the 
scholar very rapidly, also produces good players. 
E. Sfohb. 
l am very much pleased with the “ Graded Course 
of Studies ” by Mathews. It is just what is needed, 
and I, for one, will adopt it in my future work. 
Addle F. Lee. 
I am delighted with the “ Graded Course; ” it is 
by far the best collection of melodious studies, and 
the best selections for equalizing the work of the 
two hands that I have ever seen. They seem to 
please the pupil immensely. 
Mrs. Geo. WurLiAitsoN. 
230 THE ETTJD 
If Eiercises for SiM-Sinpi Classes, 
By W. W, GILCHRIST. In Three Books. 
There are many pxeellent works on the theory of sight-singing, but 
in the matter of reiterative exercise there has aiways been a great 
lack. Mr. Gilchrist's work, representing, as it does, the accumulated 
experience of years, most completely meets this want, a large amount 
of practice being given on each point as it comes up, and the whole, 
while avoiding eatphy melodies to lead the ear, being characterized 
by a very high type of musicianship. 
It is, as its name Implies, merely a collection of Exisnciaits. Theo 
reticai instruction! is left entirely to the teacher, and the exercises 
ARK ADAPTABLE TO ANY .SYSTEM, 
The exercises are so arranged that they can be used by eithet 
male, female, or m|xed-voice classes. 
It is, without doijbt, the largest, and most complete set of sight-singing 
. exercises ever published, and must soon become a necessity in every 
well-organized school where music is taught, as well as to every 
teacher. t •*"“ * 
Pries, Bjdok I.  .50 A. 
Bbofe I. .50 ' in............,..,.#1.00 
TH.EpO.DORE PHESSER, 
1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA 
GROVES' DICTIONARY 
Something New and R&markabl^I ’ Selected, List of Studies and Exercises 
---- IFOIK. HTI-iES PIANO, 
9USlCM.*DtfE9HN0ES. 
Invented by C. Vi. BUMM. ‘ lalrtE STSC0 PF & MARTEL, 
_:_ Oldest Established Publishing llonse, 
PRICE ' «» 75 CENTS ' ■■FOUM'IMEI),'IjBSEIPSEIIO, STIS). j 
—>—1— ’ I : New York Branch, 39/East:19th Street, 
;ame for every home.—Dcsirahie by yo mg aud old.-lixcellon- (i) Elemcnlary. (2) Easy. (3) Medium. (4) Difficult. (5) Concert. 
I  75 CE T S.- 
A game for every home. Desirable by yo 
for parties. ■ 
Figuring ip notes and rests is the feature 
So ingeniously is this game constructed th 
it is never.-felt as a burdensome appendage 
The instructive and amusing qualities of 
perfectly and harmoniously blended that thi 
form an everlasting source of enjoy ment,. 
Each Bet iij accompanied with instructions 
games possible: Block,Draw; All-Quarters, 
Tiddle-a-Wink. These contain! a wonderful 
concerning computation of note-values. ' 
The instructions explain also the value of 
any one may learn how to play this game, a 
figuring note-values. - : , c i ' 
of this game. | : 
d the musical matter ii 
the game have been, sc 
s Musical Domin'oes will. 
how to play theivariom 
Bergen,'Sebastopol, and 
amount of informatioi 
notes and rests, so tha 
id became proficient ii 
THEO. PRESSER, .. ; 
1708 Chestnu*'Street, Philadelphia 
r MBSieJjfX GAME. 
ALLEGfRANDO 
MUSIC! AND MUSICIANS. Instruction and Pleasure Combined. 
The only Complete Encyolopssais of Music .in 
the English Language. 
Bound in handsome Brown Cloth, Gilt Tops. Put up In boxes and 
sold only in complete sets. This new edition includes the Index. 
Price for 5 Volumes, (including Index,) $18.50. 
Price for' hjdex, , - A $2.50. 
A«Sels*©M TjHEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 CHESTHHT ST., PHILA. 
EASY METHOD 
FOR THE PIAKOFORTS 
ROMMEL 
PRICE 91.00.- 
This Beginners’ Instruction Book is a thor¬ 
oughly practical work. Every exercise has been 
tested for years in actual practice. It contains 
everything a progressive teacher might desire. 
There is nothing antiquated, nothing difficult, 
’ nothing dull, : ' - 
/. A SOjMETHING ENTIRELY NEW. ■ 
landons lesd Organ'Method. 
Price $1.50. By CHAS. W. LANDON. Foreign Fingering. 
fc....,' - f ■* “*77 :—--— . . ; 
Hliis Method is somethings entirely hsw. Every piece 
is, especially arranged for the Reed Organ. They are 
„ selected from the best composers. Bach piece is copi¬ 
ously annotated, analyzed, and every possible help given 
. the pupil as* to the best way of practicing and learning it. 
Pieces are carefully graded. Every difficulty is first 
prepared in an easy and attractive form. The Reed 
Organ Touch is dearly explained (a hitherto neglected 
feature). Phrasing is successfully taught. The whys and 
wherefores of .every point are clearly given. Many special 
. and beautiful Reed Organ Effects are folly illustrated. 
■ • Sand for a Sample Copy, , . •. • 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
’• j.170& Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
fl SPLENID SAME FOlt'EVEF Y HOME. 
This game consists |>f cards, on .which the different notes and rosti 
are printed, one on every card. After a numb sr are distributed] amohj 
the players, the cards are played in' succession and added together at 
they are played until the value ^f a whole tote is reached, when it 
counts one for the person who played the; last card and completed tht 
whole note. This gives a general idea '-only. Full directions,' witl 
rales for a number of different gaines, tables showing the notds, rests 
keys, &o., accompany the game. i 
Those learning to play the Piano, Organ, Vi fiin, or any other instrn 
meat; those who sing; those who,Wish to.read music faster ; in]faot,'al 
who are interested in music, need this sharmls g game. ] 
It teaohes the value of notes and rests. * ! 
The names of the notes, : 3 ' , 
The various! keys in which mnsio is 'WTirtsn. 
The different kinds of time. ,. i 
Practice in musical fractions. A 
The easiest way to learn to read mnsio. 
Yon learn, while playing an interesting gan®. I 
It is readily learned, even .by children. |. 
Tima devoted to.playing this game is not waited, sa in moat games. 
A splendid game for evening parties. 
A new departure—entirely unlike any other same. 
Parents can teach their children5 the rndime ito of mnsio, even if o 
musicians themselves. ■ 
Interesting to old and young, beginners and advanced alike. i 
Those intending to Study mnsio will find it i i their a vantage to pi 
this game a while before beginning lemons 3 i 
Prioe 50'Cents. ' I 
Address Publisher, !'' . ] 
. THE©. PRESSER. 1 -i i * I ’ I! 
[1.708 Chestnut Street, Ph!Iad©lplilaj! 'Pi 
Introduction.-to 'Studies in Ptasliig 
t , as i  st . 
f , ! ' 
it f i , if aoi 
i o  li . I 
i t i  ad t  t  laj 
FIRST LESSONS IN 
tasiai isical Weti) 
W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
PRICE $1.80. 
The author has brought together a valuable collection 
of little pieces, musical and poetic in quality, within the 
ability of children’s fingers and within the range1 of the 
children’s minds. They are taken from the most suc¬ 
cessful collections of this class of tone poems for] chil¬ 
dren the world can show. 
The pieces are all closely am 
etc. There is also, at the beginn 
a few chapters on the object 
using the work; Rudiments of 
Phrasing j What it is to Play v 
Subjective and Objective in pla 
The work is intended to prec 
umes of “Studies in Phrasing,” - 
the most popular musical text- 
in the country. Asa work of 
ness in teaching, the volume cai 
Hopfe, Jnl., Op: 75. 2G Easy and Melodic Fugues for the 
Pm pose oi Outthatiiig a Musical Ear and Understand. »g 
g).:. 
Siallibrenner, Pwd., Op. 183, Easy ami Piogressive 
Studies to Give Independence to the Fingers (2). 2 
Books.......... .....each 
Iiirehner, I'lieo., Op. 71.' 100 Easy Studies (2). 4 
Books... ........ each 
- The Same, divided into 2 Volumes. Brgitkopf Edition, 
Nos. 1283, .1384.............each 
Mice,“The Ornamcntic of tlie 'Classical Piano Music,” 
coinhuning the Embell’shinenta Used in Piano Compositions 
from J, S Bach up to Beethoven. Easy anil Oompreben- 
nively Explained and Illustrated by Numerous Examples. 
German Annotations only....;.... .... 
fiiesors*. Jiil. Materials for Mechanical Piano Playing (4). 
it E !• Br iti Edition, No 4 
-Guide for Piano Pupils in tile First Grade. A Collection 
i lent • • i gresan - *.,.•! 1 Mtci.iinical 
Exercises. Breitkonl Edition* No. 41)14..... 
Ii Biller, Hi., Op 08. 0 Little Pieces of Different Style for 
Instruction (2)................. 
r—-Op, 70. Mechanical and Technical Studies for Daily 
Practice in Lv.ry Grade. Breitkopf Edition, No. OHO. 
- Op. 120. Technical Virtui ao studies.intimliiig'i’iiroreti- - 
cal Instruction for Daily Practice (a), llreitkopf Edition. 
Vol. 557......... ..... 
——- Op. 105. ,15 Studies for Execution and Effective Render¬ 
ing (4). 2 Books.....each 
-T The Same, in 1 Volume. Breitkopf Edition, Vol. 080..... 
-- tjp, i4i. Studie*. on Popular Songs for Instruction and 
Delivery |3). 2 Books...........each 
—.- The Same, in 1 Volume. Breitkopf Edition, Vol. 081..... 
--— Op. 158. Studies in Form of Characteristic Tone Pic¬ 
tures for the JU lddle Grade....i....... ■ 
- Op. .165. Sonata Studies, consisting of Detached Move-' 
meats from Classical and Modern Masters, Adapted to 
Instructive Purposes C Books .. .eimh 
——- The Same, divided into 2 Volumes. Breitkopf Edition, 
Vole. 459, 400................ ... ......i.each 
- Op. Kill. The Technique of llio- Middle Grade. Pro¬ 
gressively Arranged.' In 2 Books...;....... .. .... eiicli 
-- fne Same, ini Volume. Breitkopf Edition, Vol. 982... 
otated, fingered, j 
ing of the work, 
and manner of 
Musical Form; 
ith Expression; 
ying, etc.: , ' , 
ede the two vol- 
vhich are.aihong j 
books now used! 
genuine useful-1 
mot be excelled. 
——— Op. 182. Little Velocity Studies (2). 1 25 
— - Op. 216. '.Exercises in Easy Runs and Arpeggios (2)!. 1 25 
—:’ Op. 221. 36 Melodies and ,Dances for Recreation (2).. 1 50 
—— Op. 234. . 24 Melodious Progressive Exercises (2).... 1 25 
—— Op. 288. 21 Easy Little Finger Exercises, Alternating 
with Entertaining Pieces for Recreation,-Progressively ,! 
Arranged (2)............. 2 00 
- Selected Studies, Progressively Arranged. 
Book 1. 36 Melodic Danqes, Op. 221. 
6 Little Pieces, Op 68. 
'2 Melodious Rondos,: Op. ,98. Breitkopf Edi¬ 
tion, 1^»1.1222........ 1 75 
Book 2. . 24 Melodious Progressive Exercises, Op. 234. 
! 12 Exercises in Easy Runs and Arpeggios, Op. 
216. Breitkopf Edition, Vol. 1223.-..... 1 25 
Book 3. 24 Easy Little Finger Exercises, Op..288. 
11' ttfe *8 city : • tdi t, Op. 1 1 , - , ,f 
1 Edition, Vol. 1224... 1 , , 
Iiratase. A., Op. 2. Trill Exercises (3). 2 Books]........each 1 Od 
——- Op. 4. PiecoB of Recreation Tor Beginners.L.. 1 25 
- Op. 5. Ten Studios. 2 Books (3).....v ....A....].-'. each .125 
-Op, 15. Ten Studies for tile Cultivation of the Left 
Hand (3). -'2 Books.....:............each 125 
— -•' Op. 25. First Lessons on the Piano, for Beginners I'D, 
Breitkopf Edition. Vol 941,............L.....1.....'...„ ..... 75 
-— Op, 31. 12 Studies for the Young (2).,...2 ou 
Kn.elin«r,, C., Elude School. A collection of standard 
etudes representing all styles of- Btudies in progressive 
order from the lower elementary grade up to thoBe of Cho- 
pin, lienaelt, and Liszt. 12 Books.....each 1 on 
Book 1. Lowest Elementary Grade, containing 42 exer¬ 
cises of Czerny, Wohifarth, Lecoupi ey, Vogel, Lemoine, 
Bartini, Krause, Kirchner, Seifert, Kirchner, 
Book 2. Higher Elementary Grade, containing 33 exer¬ 
cises of Czerny, Leuioine, Duvernoy, Wehrmann, Retn- 
ecke, Koehler, Lecouppey, Grenzebach, Tyson Wolff, Kirch- ■nsr. 
Book 3. Lower Middle Grade, 1st section,'containing 21 
exercises of Bertini, Lecouppey, Tyson Wolff, Doering, 
Parlow, Heller, Wehrmann, Kunze, Grenzebach, Krause. 
Book 4. Lower ilidd'e Grade. 2d section, containing 19 | 
\ exercises of Czerny, Tyson Wolff, Steibeli, Koeli er, He.ler, 
Doering, Reraecke, Krause, Duvernoy, Kolltuss, Kirchner. 
Book 5. Higher Middle Grade. 1st section, containing 
16 exercises of Cramer, Tyson Wolff, Steibelt, Kalkorenuer. 
Bouk 6. Higher Middle Grade, 2d section, containing 
18 exercises of Kirchner, Cramer, Czerny, Bertini, Scar¬ 
latti, 8. Bagge, Wolff’, Seifert. . 8 
Book 7. Piigher Grade, 1st section, containing 11 exer¬ 
cises of Cramer, Steiheltj Hummel, Bagge.. 
Book 8 Higher Gr,»de, 2d section, containing 12 exer- ' 
cises of Cramer, Sti ihelt.dementi. 
Book 9. Higher Grade, 3d section, containing 12 exer¬ 
cises of Glementi, Cramer, Hummel, Kirrluier. 
Book 10 Preparatory to Virtuosity,1st section, contain¬ 
ing 6 exercises ol < lelnemi and Hunlm 1. 
Bookill. Proparaiory to Virtuosity, 2d section,contain¬ 
ing 11,.exercises of Clcmenti, Tyson Wolff, Cramer, L. 
Berger, St. Heller. 
Bonk 12, Preparatory to Virtuosity, 3d section, contain¬ 
ing 11 exercises, of Kuehner, Steibelt, Deprosso, Seifert, 
Nicode, Raff • i j 
(To lie Clontliiiieil.) 
Clatfiloffunii free on application. Selections sent to 
Teachers anti Music Schools of pood standing. Corres¬ 
pondence solicited. 
BEEI'TMOPF ,<* ISllITEt, 
SO East lOili StreeSi, ISew ’k’orK. 
LATES1 PUBLICATIONS 
THEODORE PRESSER l7naro™m 
.j -L : t-.SWK 1708i CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, IN 
| I GRADE l|xj 
. ' ORDER BY • . 
NUMRHJt PNLY. 
16-54. Merry Andrew March. / 
Bright and spirited. Good for marching in school 
Tate ISt hMttIhfitSf0f f0r.Y and piaru>' k‘«a^° 1,1111 -lain cato, it has the Btep-aud-go quality. 
1055 Goerdeler, Richard. Silver Stream 
(La Riviere d’Argent.) Grade IV... 
COI1Ip03e,r always gives a1 pleasiDg nielodv 
i his piece has three light aud Bweet airs in the ffow 
ie^iindo? the a8uhUf Ut!e auggests. The 'notes ttejindor the “and easily for its grade Valualilp f,,r 
pracUciu^0 Ur6 8°meWliat hard lP interest in^*their 
1056. Goerdeler, Richard. Remem¬ 
brance Waltzes. Grade IV... 
They havo the genuine waltz swing, well marked 
rhythm, and clear phrueea. Tuneful and “ catchy.” 
1057. Webb F. R, Op. 71, No. 1. In Sep- 
jtember. Idyll. Grade IV.„ 
The melodies are gracefully clear and beautiful 
wrk'and 'Vlnm “ uU<i t0cCh Btu^ clear melody 
Chords whiM ni IIar a C,ne Pei:iod in pianissimo 
toulh ’ mSv fin6 C lance !for ll,e light-hand touch. Mr, Webb nlways gives a chante ami rpfinn/i 
coiijjpoBiUon to hia publisher. j d rehncd 





nT r I!1 Spanish flavor, sweetly pretty, somewhat 
out of the ordinary, yet delightful. The composer's 
piece! iS “ Bufficient guarantee of |the quality of the 
1659. Kern, D. Edgar. Waltz of the 
Graces. Grade IV.... J.” 
devfch!areTStly!no^ta7ea'fullandBOUkul. Sure to 
delight the pupil. It is a good waltz for dancing 
Ula’nL olear Phrases, marked rhythm] and easy to 
play, as no unexpected difficulties appear. 
1660. Peters, R. H. March Funebre. Grade 
Decidedly out of the ordinary. Rich land pleasing 
hilf !hnW1 yTT°r br’nging out a clear melody from 
Tt^l °rd.'S!UllU8ua] ?llord effects, yet not difficult. 
It is a good Sunday night piece for home playing. 
1661. Gautier L. The Castle by the Sea. 
Grade V...J.[.,„ 
Full of brilliant ; movement and life, and reallv 
'grandmso. Accompaniment represents the dash- 
,!,u rnT.l Whl 6 ihe rugged coment of the harmonies 
and melody suggest the turreted castle and the wild 
crag« of its situation, - 1 
1662. Snodgrass, L. D. ; The [SoLial Ses- 
sion. A Two Step Waltz. Grade 
wslT fast it is a polka. Not in the ordinary stylo 
Will please.pupils who enjoy a marked rhythm. 
1663. Heller, Stephen. Op. 1138, No. 9, 
Curious Story. Grade) V..|.......{ 
t-iAt»,ne Bf“.d,yi for,ii t-tn tiiiio. Variety ofj note, long) he, 
; triplets, eighths, dotted eighths, effhets with,'thebdot 
tulteu by a sixteenth rest, with sixjecnUts following 
on the aume beat,, long chords held dver into the next 
measure, etc. Besides its value ask sti’idy it is a de- 
lightfui piece of music.: Requires pi titstoful rendi; 
tion, but is eaaily appreciated. 
1664. Kirchner, Fr. 
Choristers. 
Op. 76, No. 3.' 
G rade 11. 
Little 
A fine piece of musib for home playing. Well 
within the ability of a very youiig pbpii. One of 
the fine pieces edited by Hamilton Macdbugall. 
Wilrn. N. von. Op,8, No. 2. Snow¬ 
flake Mazurka. Grade! ill.. 
Edited by T. von Westornhaged. Careful pedal 
marking, and special editing tkrohghdut. Helpful 
annotations. This piece has the Russian flavor, and 
abounds in unexpected-effects, yeii aldays delight- 
tully pleasing The phrases are clear and therhvthm 
is well marked. j - , 
1666. Schakoff, Ivan. 
Grade IV.... 
Cossstok Dance, 
!1670 HfL|de|; Or. F. The Harmonious ’ 
I Siite rSe v!!r.°.m the flfth 
PriDted , 
1671 S™^h’^lson(J' Op. 57. Roman- 
Gradb^168 f°r the Pianoforte- 
ssssaassr*'iU «*— 
60 
1672 Battmann, J. L. Op. 300, No 3 
Sonatina. Grade III..,.,,....,,.........' 
Annotated and edited by F. C. Hahr An excel 
dn fiMM Wofkd Ttfeel^l0lJS' 'Plenty 0f runs- and U8bl 40 nnger work. he Adagio is a- fine studv in short 
chords.for the light-hand touch. 7 °rt 
1673 Bach, Fugue in C Minor. Grade IX. 
This fugue is taken from the “ Clavier" of Bach 
of PianoSte&oUt! IX- GrBde of “Mathews' Course 
by Mr Mathews! lhis “ exc«'laatedition edited 
50 1674 Bendel, Franz. Good-night. A 
Song Without Words. Grade IV... 
A fine melody in the nocturne style. In the'key of 
I . teeiterchn!lDa1iDe'*lfEhtbtime' Contains some inter- ! locking chords in the accompaniment, 
50 i 1675 °P- 54, No. 3, March of ' 
• 60 i the Dwarfs. Grade V.. 
■ VXSS&ST*,0’ 
40 1676 D°rn* Edouard.' Op. 56. Angelus 
Bells. A Musical Sketch. Grade 
Edited and annotated by Chaa. W. Landon, This 
!rltlt‘iD-C°-?taln.B a descr,Ptive text, thus adding greatly to its interest with pupils. .■ “ 
40 1677. Snow, Samuel P. Faith. Grade III. 
for Mezzo-Sop^n0. Key of C, compass, mid¬ 
dle C to E on fourth space A good solo for home or 
' -expressive' Qulte out«f the common. Effective and • 
1678. Eyer, Frank L. Op. 8, No. 1. Christ- 
mas Rve. ^ From_ Christmas- 
4Q Sketches. Grade II.. 
[' Hf aV,aI work for the left hand. Abounds in the 
I mysterious content suggestive of Santa Claus and 
j too expectations of the coming morning* 
I 1679. Eyer Frank L, Op. 8, No. 2. The 
0 Children go to Sleep. From 
Christmas Sketches. Grade II. 
A charming little piece. The Lullaby Is in tiio 
melody as well ns in the accompaniment. A good 
piece for a little player to.give lit a pupiiB’ musleale. 
1680. Eyer, Frank L. Op. 8, No. 4. Christ¬ 
mas Morning. From Christmas 
' Sketches. Grade II,,... 
T!;ia al“° has descriptive text: “The children 
j 2,7.a^*8' Sjrl8, wIOi dolls. Boys with trumpets.” 
! . This is rather difficult for Grade III. The whole set 
I would be interesting at Christmas at home or at a 
pupils’ musicale. 
30 1681. Eyer, Frank L, Op. 8, No. 3. The 
Coming of Santa Glaus. From 
Christmas Sketches. Grade II.. 
. Full..<^,lifS. a0? excitement. Contains descriptive 
' rfxt', .l 'e Coutlng ot Santa Claus, He comes down 
the chimney. Santa Claus whistles a Christmas 
hymn as he fills the Btockings. He goes up the 
chimney, and he drives away.**. / . 
A spirited character piece, full of fire. No difficult 
passages. Good 1'or exhibition purposes! 
1067. Fondey, Charles F. Girard Gav¬ 
otte, Grade ill 
_A fine piece, Has a htstyand hearty content, vet; 
ot the antique flavor as suggested b^ the form, Gav- 
ottp. It makes a good .study for doited notes, clear 
phrasing, aud a light hand touch in Istaccato melody 
playing. 
1668 Webb, F. R. Op. 71, No. 2. The 
Boatman’s Song. barcarolle. 
Grade 111... 
A fine piece. Not difficult for its grndb; lies under 
the hand well. A; good; Btudy for bruigiug out tv 
melody from anmll chords.' It baa no ociaves. 
1669. Webb, F. R, Op. 71, N|o. 13.' The 
Murmuring River. A Bummer 
Fancy. Grade IV.1;.|.„|.... 
Tills is an unusually pleasing pioed. Not difficult 
easy runs for the left hand as well as fbr the right. 
This makes a good piaco for a musicdl e^aains with 
thd teacher’s pupils. j ] 
ORDER BY j NUMBER only. 
|1680' Dfy?: S°iv!'.,.s.°. .BI.u!...Thi- 
j- wHhepwt’&S& j Philadelphia! Jufy, 1894 m6r MusiC Stho°1' 
J1687. Hunt, G, W. Op. 5, No. 1.- In the 
; ^ Canoe. Grade III 
I 
| Gi ves good materia! for technical wSrk! ' 
°: 1682. Decker. Op. 17, No. 1. Cradle 
Song, Grade IV.,,,,,.... 
In the key of E. Not like the ordinary crddle song 
This has some special effects worth studying. An 
[) addition to the modern short Tone Poem style of j writing. : ■' - 
! 1683. Decker. Op. 17, No, 2. Album 
Leaf. ) Grade IV ,,,,.!. 
Graceful and pleasing. Calls for a light melody 
touch. Gives good practice in bringing out a light 
l melody froui chords. 
) 1684. Reinholdu Op.' 39, No. 4. Mar- 
| gherite’s Waltz. Giade II.;. 
- I'l-om tho;“ Inspirations for 'tho Young Musiciiin." 
Series; edited aud fully annotated by W, S B. 
Mathews. Well calculated to awaken the interest j .of a young player. 
y 1685. Lichneii, H.‘ Op. 4, No. 2. A Pleasant 
Morning Ride. Grade I,.. 
A sw.eet melody easily arranged. Fully annotated 
by W. S. B, Mathews. .A selection from the set, “in¬ 
spirations for the Xoung Musician,”- 
! A. 
: 1688 Richard. Trinity Bells. 
®m"ffn^fa!?°rd81 that i8> Ch0rdB 
' 1689- Fu^rt°n,May. June Rose Reverie, 
2D ; v and Pleasing melody as a theme, followed bv' 
; IIoj!e*’’°8tv 1 e8°1 TUG!SI after„t,he ^brated “Last 
atTgecZlof Wl11 be greal!y enJ°^d by 
I 109°- Ja“k.®Witr?’ Serenata Zingar- 
1 esca. Grade V. 
20 Suporior in every way. Entirely out of the oniV 
f**7alnd exceedingly delightful. There are two pieces 
in one, hrst a slow and plaintive serenade, followed 
by a mazurka-like movement, ending with the min- 
wl melody. It is not technically difficult, not ujore 
ciati to^niovlf?1, bUt tak®i8 ,the more matl>re musi¬ cian to enjoy its uncommon delights 
60 1691. Schumann. Autumn Leaves, and 
Avowal of Love. Grade V„. 
t0De P°,e“s °f the finest from Schumann 
Easily appreciated by any really muBical ounil Not 
technically difficult for the grade given EH?ted and 
™a«<i by Charles W. Landong fThe fi»t ta from 
Op. 99, No. 6t and the latter from Op. 9. 
50 1692. Battmann. Op. 300, No. 1. Sona¬ 
tina in O. Grade III,..-.,. 
I -A, 8®a#118- melodious, and filled with 
l rhythmical life. Not nt all dry. Furnishes good 
50 technical practice, and “ pays .as it goes ” in enjoyabie 
•music. Edited and annotated by Thos. a’Becket 
The piece is fully described. 
1693. Enckhausen, H. Melodious Studies 
for Four Hands. Grade I... 
{ .■f/C31, playing.for a beginner, tho melodies falling 
within the five-key position. These melodies are of 
1 a h’fiber musical order than is often found in first 
2U , lesson work. The teacher plays the secondo, and 
tins part is arranged iti its rhythmical effects, so that 
it is a help to the pupil in getting note divisions easily 
and accurately. Theso studies are for teaching the 
pupil phrasing as.well as time. 
H194. Greulich, C. W. Drawing Room 
20 , Study. Grade IV... 
A melody study for the left hand alone. This KIvJs 
viilmtlile work for any pupil, and especially so for 
many who are inclined to do poor playing with that 
hand- The piece h fully annotated with careful 
directions, aud it is a fine piece of music. 
1095. Houseley, Henry. Gigue Moderns. 
!0 Grade V...... 
It, would pass for a tnrentelle, if bo named. It's dif¬ 
ficulty is largely in the rapidity. It is a good piece 
for small hands that have a good technical dovelop- 
: ment. It will pleas's students'of a bright disposition 
and lively temperament. 
1696. Bach, J. S. Gavotte from Second 
Violin Sonata. Grade VI. 
.0 Arranged by Saint-SaSns. It is one of the especially 
clear melodies ot Bach 'This arrangement is all that 
can be desired. There is much octave and chord work 
; in it. 
1697. -Ravini, Henri. Petit Bolero. Grade V, 
This is a new edition of a valuable piece. It is 
pleasing as music and va'uahle as a study of time and 
a - touch. It is edited by Charles W. Landon, with full 
u pedal and expression marks. 
1698. Thoma, Rudolf. Csardas (Hungar¬ 
ian Dance). Grade IV... 
This is a genuine transcription of a real Hungar’an 
peasant dance. Its content will be pleasing to all who 
r enjoy the unusual in melody and rhvtbm. It'has' 
somewhat of the sardonic, elf-liko in its effect. 
1699-1703. Groenwold, C. J. Op. 9 Grades 
III to IVv - Five pieces, each. 
; A set of five pieces: Trftumerej (Dreaming); .Schor- 
zando (Playfulness); Eifonspiel (The Elves); Ein 
} Blilinchen (A Floweret); and Kin 'Jtiiizclien (A Lillie 
Dance). Solid and serious, but pleasing to any pupil 
who is accustomed to the better grades'of music. 
; 1704. Schumann, Op. 21, No. 1. Novel¬ 
ette in F. Grade VII,. 
- One of this composer’s best known pieces. BphI 
adapted to those who are already well acquainted with 
Schumann’s music. This is one of the very best edi¬ 
tions, fully annotated hy a celebrated musician, and 
oarefully edited with full expression marks. 
S OF INTEREST, ■ 
ESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, 
: O JM . 
It is the best and most useful Organ Book ever pub- 
■ lished. Every piece is a gem. The Music is by the 
best European and American composers and is WOT 
DIFFICULT. SPENDID FOB, TEACHING. 
Large Size, Engraved, elegantly bound in limp 
cloth, sent (postpaid) for $2.00. 
HAVE YOU SEEN 
Flagler'sNew Collection for 
Choirs and Soloists: - • 
It is full of-beautiful1 Choruses, Quartets, Duets, and 
Solos. First-class Music. Short and Easy to Sing 
and to Play. Suitable for any Choir or Singer. The 
Book every Choir Leader or Soloist.is looking for.. 
Sample Copy, 75 Cents, sent (postpaid)-, $7.50 
per Dozen. 
Send to I. V. FLAGl/ER, Publisher, 
AU BURN, ST. ¥., 
or any music dealer. 






s on finest paper 
e $2.50. j 
SSION. ' 
HEW MUSIC 
WE CAN RECOMMEND:- 
Liszt Album. . ... 
Richard Wagner Album. ' 
Album of French Composers. . i 
Album of Bailer jllusir, Jinn cm, ami 
Mar eh (•: \ 
H_i' o n i b n m 1 * I 
! Album of-: Modem Composers. \ 
Wagner-AJszi Album,, 
Album of Classic and. Modern Music, i 
List of contents free on application. ! 
Price, postpaid, 50 centsteach'. ' 
■ (iWM. ’PONB & CO., . , 
25 Union Square, New York. 
H8WT0 AccptePAiik TIE ELITE COIPILATIOI 
The Junior Church Oroanist 
(FOR TWO MANUALS). ^ 
BY Oe Ha MORgE5 
Organist and Choirmaster, Plymouth Church, Brooklyn. 
Each piece ib arranged for instruments of two manuals, with only, 
the ordinary complement of registers, thus making them practical even 
with small organs. This book is a fitting companion to 
THE CHUKCH ORGANIST, 
by the same author. ' f 
Prjce, Limp Cloth Covers, $1.50. 
MAM CM ALBWM 
‘ ' FOR 
HEPS OBGAE-. , ' 
/ By. GHAS. H. MORSE. 
- GlaEN. ' 
. ; Ml - f 
. PB.ICBS2.bci. 
A guide to the artistic accompaniment of any, musical 
composition, from the simples! ballad to the | 
most difficult of modern works. 
KEW EDIT 
Rink s* Practice ■> Organ •> School, 
IN THESE VOLUMES, j 
- EDITED, REVISED, AND ANN 3TATED BY I 
s. X. JPEWFIEIL®. ' I 
PRICE $11.00 PER VOLUMeL 
$2.00. 
Marches for Weddings, Concert Performances, and Funerals, alb well 
fc- ■■ arranged, with registration marked throughout. ’ "!. 
Being selections from the original, in which are retained only the 
moBt instructive voluntaries- and exercises/ 
; HEWSELT ALBUM. 
_ _ j 
A collection of favorite pianof irte pieces, “ If I 
Were a Bird,” “La Gondola,” etc., all of a diffi¬ 
cult grade and brilliant style. j 
' BY ADOLPH HEN SELT, 
PRICE; 50 CENTS. 
WMIII-HSI! ALBUM. 
8l!«68 AND BALLADS. . 
■ -L' 'V;': :’ . ' 7 -..'•Y7/Vvj.;c cic'K.■ ■'a-- 
' The selections for above book have been 
made with great care, and some of the most 
admired of the compositions of such famous 
authors as Tosti, Chaminade, Trptere, Denza, 
etc,, are found in its pages. Any one desiring 
a book of the veryflatest and best Songs and 
Ballads for medium voice should secure a copy 
of this at once. ; 
PRICE $1.00. 
TWO ALBUMS OF LISZT. 
PRICE $1.50 EACH. 
'cyclopedia 
; ’of. 
iiysi-c and il.ijsicia nsP 
8 ~ Edited by JOIN'D. OHAIPLIN. ... 
Volume I contains the following 
Grand Galop Chromatique, 
Le Rossignol, 
La Regatta Veneziana, 




A Selection of Well-known All 
Operas, transcribe*! for 
■s front. Wagner’s 
Lite IPiamo. 
BY FEANZ LIS3 
PRICE $1.00, 
THREE VOLUMES. PRICE &IS.OO. 
lo-|igimp™SVXrla:^aild 1,lMtoaU«™. containing the fob 
- 0fthe mil3iciaDS of a11 
A Hn^agea0 MusicaI literature, embracing works in ail 
A Cyclopedia of the ZSreat Musical Works, with re- 
_ production m fae-Bimile of famous scores. - ■ 
A fha!an5?ct€<*lleCUOBl °f Illustrations .of all phases of 
THE MIKOR CHOU 
BY - J. M. CHAPP3 
FEXCE 50 CB3STIS, PCgTP^ED. 
A new musical novel, well written 
ing. Madame TNTordica, Jean de 
j Arthur Sullivan figure as princ 
and very interest- 
Reszke, and Sir 
pal characters. 
Transcriptions of Schubert's Favorite Songs, 
I^-A-MOUgS MECOES, 
Edited and Fingered by 
BEJESBL BOEEELMAN. -J 
This ia a collection of ten of the most celebrated compositions by great 
modern masters. The compiler, one of our most eminent editors; and 
teachers, has edited.and fingered the collection in his usual careful and 
skillful manner. The following ib a partial list of contents: Jensen, A;, 
Op. 12, Berceuse; Chopin, F., Op. 37, No. 2, Nocturne; Schumann, R., 
Op. 124, No. 16, Schlummerlied; Tschaikowsky, ]?., Op. 2, No. 3, Chant 
sans paroles. . 
PRICE 75 CJJSWTS, FOOTMI®. 
An Assistant of Dr. William Mason, 
WILL HAVE T™E foe a few hgbe piano PUPILg 
For further particulars apply at 
STEIN-WAY HAit, KEW TOEH, 
____.____ After September 1st. 
MR. PERLEE V. JERVIsT 
TEACHEB €>w 
, -ARL ’ BARCKHOFF 
mas©h’@ «t®u©h: aib tecbthic.” 
STUDIOS: \ btei®'WAY HALL, HEW YOHK, 
_ - 13^3 CLIUTOAT A?E„ BEOOKLYM. 
MISS CLARA B. HARRISON, 
teacher of piano 
(Masor. Syniam. of Tsohalc), 
1019 O Street, M. W., . . WA8HIHGTOK. n t 
MENDELSSOHN PA 
PHILADELPHIA’^ LEADING COLLEGE OF MUSIC 
eitsera 
Complete and thorough in every department. All branches taught by a Faculty of Fortv Art At P 
Teachers, including G. R. Combs, Dr. flugh A. Clarke, Jdhn F: Rhodes, Joseph C Cousans' John % d 
)mmer, Jr., Stanley Addicks, Adi^rn Jakob, Jos. E. Kearney, Preston W. Orem, and others. 
TerEnsemb]free.in|trucJ)on iii Solfeggio, Harmony, Symphony, Orchestra, and SfeMg 
2500 mi ?i» ' With increased, facilities the Conservatory affords accommodations for over With a, Larg0 Faculty of Superior,;instructors, and 
2oU0 pupils. ■ _ ^ a splendid building for its erclusive use, the Gberlin 
VIRGIL PRACTICE CLAVIER METHOD A SPECIALTY. Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of 
Music. 69g students iast year. Total expense for one 
- a.;, . ; -;;j ■ .. .;j- " -. G-lDBERT 3ER,., COMBS year 8 study (86 weeks) need not. exceed $300. 
Sesi$-f©r SlB«stratedi'€ataIogtte;;-i ^ jl. ' ■ £*■*■ I J lerms begin^Sept. 19, Jan. 8f and April 4* 
-- :jrf / ■ .- I; -I I’. . .. ' - T>Ireotor. ( If you are intending to study Musio in any of its 
.” 7-  —-j... ~—&...-2i:-zA^—z^lz,-  A,  —rrr.~ branches, send for catalogue to - 
Established 1888. ■ Incorporated 1891. MISQSPAl IMOTITIITC F. B, RIOll, Dirsotor, 
EIGHTH YEAR OF THE A A® MU®iLAL S61STITUTE _ oberlin OHIO 
PHILADELPHIA SCHOOL OF IIJSIC, ‘ AND ^ B ‘ 0 
N®. 1511 ©Irard Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. CONSERVATORY OF1 MUSIC, ' LJN 
PRINOIPAL-Kate H.'chnndkr ' WAEEElNr, OHIO. j 1 Q[ I I LJ ^ I AgAC 
Directors—John E. Fanshuwe, John E.Jo-neB, S. Ward Chandler, * tjj 0 Vij— 
James M. Hall, Alfred W. Duxbury, Channing Ellery, k. H. Chandler. One of the oldest and most influential'Schools of Music - 
SEND FOR OATALOGUE. in North America. r 
USICAL EOUC^TiO^I 
Half hour, private lesson, daily,, on instrument or voice, 
I Daily lesson In theory, solfeggio, and ensemble. 
Four hours of daily practice in our building. 
CATALOGUES j FREE. JUNIUS- DMA, Secretary. 
I j me. Albert yy. boIbst, j 
Compojser of Cantatas: “John Gilpin,” “ Mrs. Speaker, ' “The 
II Pilgrim,” etc., T: 
undertakpsjthe tuition of students in Piano and Organ Playing. Classes 
in Harmony,. Counterpoint, Analysis of Form, and Sight! Beading. 
Special tprmB for those studying for the profession. City Btudio. 
BeBidenc^, 8600 Hamilton Street, Philadelphia;,1 Pa. 1 
Direct from the Factory 
HUGH;A. CLARICE, iiiB - at Factory Prices 1 
ssjs South- Street, ' ;__ 
j I PHILADELPHIA. 
U -1 Think of getting a First-Class, High- 
Grade Piano for 
Miss Amy Fay desires to announce that she is ready to riceive en- 
gagemen|a for Piano Conversations nextseasoni Min' Fayi promises 
fine programmes, selected from the best works of both cinssie and 
modern composers, and embracing a wide flelaiof musical literature. 
8he is in]the habit of prefacing!each piece hkith Bbort comments, 
biographical of the composer or descriptive! of the composition, 
which render it clear to everybody when played. These -‘ fconversa- 
tionB " are heartily enjoyed by audiences, and I serve to bring them 
into a pleasant personal relation with both the pianlstefand the 
mualo, and are a great stimulus to musical students. Address, 
;j.| MME: AMY 
SS. ^» . 4 j |j M©w V 
In Harmony, Counterpoint, 
and Composition 
’’ EDWA,BD .BA-XtrElS,; 
, Concert Pianist and LiEdVuRER. 
Lecture lecitals at Schools and Musical Societies a Snedaltj, 
Address: Care Mason & Hamlin, 146 Boylston Si., Boston. 
Mr. Perry'makes an annual Western tour from October 1st to the 
holidays: ^nd a Southern trip In January and February. ] Ergug- 
ments in t|ie Eastern States during the spring months. 
We have uo agents or middlemen to divide with. A 
dealer’s profits, store rents, agents’ salaries, commis¬ 
sions, and expenses" amount to from $150 to $200 on 
each piano sold. Why not save this money and get a 
first-class, high-grade Upright Grand Piano for the same 
money that a dealer must pay for it? It will pay you to 
write to us for particulars, as we sell all our Pianos at 
firBt factory cost. We make any terms—from “ all cash ” 
to the easiest instalment plans. Write to 
Byj EjHJGH A. CLARICE, Mm. Dec. 
! Prioe $1.60, Postpaid: 
The design j of the work is to furnish a thoroughly 
artistic school]for beginners, embodying all the latest 
results of the! best criticism. The exercises have been 
constructed with great care, and are graded in such a 
way that the difficulties -that beset beginners are almost 
insensibly overborne. Not a page has been admitted for 
the purpose of making a book ; no other work has been 
borrowed from; but every piece in the work is the 
result of carefu study of the requirements of a complete 
elementary school for the pianoforte. 
Address Publisher, . 
THEODORE PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA. 
MADAME A. PUPIM, sGoncerf pianis|fce 
: (jANllO KKYBOAltl)), J-- 1 ■ 
Qraduata of the Boyal Conservatory of Music ktl Leipzig. Author of 
1 How to Practise,” and “ The Scales-apd How to 
U ■ : Practise Them.” j I 
hrestclier of Artlstie Piano PlaylnB. 
Teaches the New (Jank6) Keyboard and the Old Keyboard lalso the 
\ ' " Virgil'Practice Clavier. I | f 
ADDRESS, CHICKERING HALL, NEW;YORK CITY. HAZLETON, PEIM 
^ ■ nrriTDri i \ 
PIANISTS’ HAND GYMNASIUM 
Founded in 1853‘by Dr, Efitn Tourj4e. 
RICHARD H. PANA, Presiden . 
CARL FAE -TEN, Director 
The Structure ©f Basic 
AY ELEMENTARY TEXT-BOOK . 
ON 
MOTATIOW AM© HARmOM'f 
The Leading Conservatory of lAmeripal 
COMPLETE IN ALL, ITS DEPARTMENTS. I 
SEND OR CALL FOR ILLUSTRATED PROSPECTUS AND CALENDAR 
IEIII ¥, HALE, Gener il Manager, . 
Franklin Square, Boston, Mass, 
tar College, Professor of HJTitsic at Va, 
Price $1.25, net 
This book ‘starts with the simple ■: propositions that “ music ib a lan¬ 
guage” and! “ notation " its written symbol. Part One of the book 
covers the details of Notation; taking up in'order the notation of the 
four characteristics of a musical tone, pitch, length,.force, and quality. 
Under the head’ of dynamics an especially ‘careful treatment of the 
nature and nbtation of rhythm is given, which prepares the student on 
taking up Part Two, Harmony, to write his exercises at once in rhyth¬ 
mic form. Throughout the book every point is illustrated with ex¬ 
amples from standard and, so far as-iposslble, well-known compositions. 
In the treatment ot the second, part particular care is taken to bring 
out the melodic side of harmony-work. From the very outset the stu¬ 
dent is given abundant proof thStjthn work he is doing iB really in touch 
with practical music-composition*''VSince, in common with most text¬ 
books, four-pkrt vocal writing is made the basis of instruction, the 
illustrations ajro almost entirely drawn from vocal works, or from simple 
piano-writing! which conforms to the rules of part-writing! The work 
is greatly eimiplified by doing away with the old thorough-bass rules 
and names ; ‘and while an enormous amount of material iB condensed 
within a small book of 200 pages), the perfect system of cross-references 
and abundant musical illustrations prevents it from seeming either 
obscure or scrappy. While it is admirably adapted to the general reader 
or for Belf-instjruction, the special excellences of the book will be most 
apparent in class-room use. Every statement of the book can be re¬ 
ferred to by plage and sentence. This is particularly advantageous in 
correcting students’ exercises, since the error‘can be pointed out with¬ 
out waste of time and the pupil trained to accuracy by being required 
to do the actual work of correction himself. To complete the useful¬ 
ness of the book there is an unusually full index at the end. 
PRE-EMINENTLY THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD 
For Rapidly Gaining Perfect Technical 
Ability for 
The inadequate results from technical exercises at the piano are well 
known to piano players, and form tiro great barrier to a proper ad- 
us ns i piano playing 
Science lias discovered and can explain the reasons of such uneco¬ 
nomical results, and now supplies at a moderate cost a hotter and more 
direct process for developing and perfecting technical dexterity of the 
’• inds 
Preferred by many eminent pianists in teaching and for their per¬ 
sonal use. Hundreds,of teachers testify that it is invaluable to them-. 
Bel yes and their pupils. 
As this new method has marked a most important, reform in tech¬ 
nical teaching, all piano players should become acquainted with its 
principles by reading a lecture delivered by Mr. Brotherhood, ut Chau¬ 
tauqua, N. Y., upon “Sensitive Piano Touch;” and a recent essay 
upon “The Development op Manual Dextehitv,” also, his lutekt 
esGay on “Scientific Gymnastics ron Piano-Playing ” (now in press), 
sent free, on application to 
' " •'.*!. HOWARD : FOOTE, 
Sole Agent for the Bjrotherhood Technicons, 
gg MAIDEN LAKE, ■ - -’ - - ’ NEW TOBK. 
W. FRANCIS JGATES 
A unique, valuable, and interesting collection of three 
hundred well authenticated " anecdotes of great Composers, 
Players, and Singers, related in anisnpertaining style, and 
embodying much valuable muMcal information. ; i 
300 ANECDOTES, 
ABOUT 
325 PIESOIS, ■ 
m ' 
850 REFERENCES, 
OH ABOUT -5- 
305 PAGES A Dictionary of Musical Terms 
This Dictionary furnishes an accurate and concise explanation-of any technicalit 
technical word jor pjirase- which the1 student is likely to meet with. The ing,.‘and ji 
-English' vocabulary, containing upward of 2500 definitions, will be biography, 
found practically exhaustive; besides these, definitions are given of 
about 2350 words and phrases in German, 2300 in Italian, 1350 in French, 
and 650 In Latin, Greek, etc., making a.grand total of over nine thou¬ 
sand, ; . ■ 
A comparison with other dictionaries develops some interesting points. 
That edited by Niecks contains from 6000 to 7000 definitions; Stainer 
and.Barrett’s larger dictionary has ahou^the same number, much space 
being taken up with long illustrated articles on Acoustics, Anthem, 
Counterpoint,. Eij,r, Harp,'etc., etc., with which the present work is not 
intended to compete. .Thatis to say, these two hitherto standard Eng- 
lksh vv'orkB have between 2000 and 3000 fewer definitions than^our new 
Dictionary, which contains hundreds of terms occurring in current Ger¬ 
man,French, anji Italian musical literature that .are not mentioned , in 
any mother, work of its. class, j And neither Grove’s nor-Biemann’s admir¬ 
able works rival fh’ts Dictionary, in its peculiar field. 
■\ ? E&Sli©«Bli¥ liWl, 
FULL CLOTH. CLEAR TYPE, .-.FINE 
MaiCJES $1.50'. (. . 
PUBLISHED BY 
THEO. PRESS SER, , • 
1708 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA. 
Portraits of lr@at tinkles. 
..LIFE.SIZE,' 22 x 28 INCHES. 
Pries $1.0©. Postage and Tubo, 80 8t§. Estra, 
“ $5.00, witli Fram®, Antiqiis Oak. . Y‘ 
Packed to go by Express at pm chaser’s charge 
The following are now ready 
BEETHOVEN, MENDELSSOHN, M0ZAET 
■ WA6NEE, HANDEL, OHCPIN, HS^T, 
' SCHUBERT, AID HAYDN. 
; OTHlllBB TO FOKaOW. ' :i 'I 
STUDEMTS’ TECHMIC01T, 
PRICE $12. 
, it must lot he imagined that the articles have merely been 
from the ”arious sources; on the contrary, every page bears wit- 
most conbcientioua editorial revision, with regard to spellings, 
ions, and additional matter. A feature, in which this work is 
nique,is tle marking of the accent of foreign words.. In marking 
man words, the Editor lias not adhered strictly to the •ortho-: 
c division of the syllables, but has accented them in such a way 
lsure correct pronunciation; e. g., tie gives zwisch'en instead of 
m, thereby showing that the first vowel is short (tsvish'en). 
book is a diodel of typographic neiiltJss, and the type selected 
dear, display without sacrificing space. To sum up briefly, this 
ip.tionary o: Musical Terms iB, in point of Completeness,^correct, 
md clparniss, without a rival in .the English language. It is 
gliiy up.tpdate ” in every detail; and itB extremely moderate 
SELECTED FROM THE WORKS OF 
J„- CONCONE, 
REVISED AND. ANNOTATED AND WITH BIOGRAPHICAL; 
SKETCH BY 
■ ■ ■■ C. B. CADY. L 
«ira 
Published! by 6. SCHIRiHER, New York. 
PIANOS 
“CROWN” PIANO, is now iready with ithe 
j ‘‘Crown* Orcliestra! Attachment j 
. I.!and Practice Clavier.I' -;"■ ■. v 
P^T. OCT. 16, ’94- 
OROlS 
,Y/-i.] • i. • i 
i
jeh •! 
OTHER PATENTS PENDING.1 
A i perfect piano, which has four pedals and 
with which the Harp, Zither, Mandolin, Guitar,! 
Clavichord, Spinet, Harpsichord. Banjo and! 
Bag Pipe can be imitated, and with which a full 
... 1... ........... .. J.I ...... _.‘it ' H . vfpiano keyboard, [for. finger practice, without, 
tone, or with very plight tone, but with regular 
piano touch is had. !. , 1 I ; 71 
.GEO F*. BENT, .Sole M’f’r., 
Cor. Washington Boulevard and Sanganion Street, 
CHICAGO, ILL. 
33M,„ H, OJLA.IRj£]E. 
“They Know Not What They Do.P’ Key E [Dto F- 
sharp] A beautiful sacred sqng for Mezzo-Sop. 
Price 30 cts [ ; i i i 1 j 
’“Nearer,'My God, to Thee.” ,Key A [D to G|.; Sop. 
L".- or Mezzo. An effective setting of! iheso words. 
Price 40 cts. t i i i ■■ .■ ii i 
.philadelphiv 
TRADE MARK- 
, LUDWIG & CO. 
Factory, 136th Street and Southern Boulevard, 
NEW YOKE CIOPY. 
GREAT BISYelp-SOfiG, 
"Gk loir Laiins tit,” 
Beautifully Illustrated; Words ana Mus|c. Send 2 
cents in stamps for postage. ; 
CatiSjic Chur ch liisso ]r|| |f|' [fj| |]|j 
The attention of Catholic Organists, etc., is 
called to the following' new additions, which 
have been recently made to the catalogue of 
J. FISCHER & BR0. 
PIA1OP0ETI COMPOSITIONS. 
PRICE 81.00 EACH. 
A glance at the table of contents of these two Albami 
wiil show their supenority over most collections of pian< 
music. They are full sheet-music. size, well printed or 
good paper, durably bound, and attractively gotten up 
The xnuBic is such as you hear at concerts and musicales, 
7 Bible Mouse, New York eeBteats~0e«ert Album, voi i, ciasBie. 
7 5 nhnnln Hn O Kfr. o ’W_ 
The Southern Educational Bureau 
has filled vacancies in twelve States. Sejud ■stamp' for terms to 
IL N. Robertson, Manager, Pj. O. Box 203, Memphis, Temf. 
New and superior editions of following standard 
MASSES. 
OOHCOHE’S MASS in FL 
jlew Sacred Songs 
Soprano arid Alto Parts, . . . ...... 
COS-CONE’S MASS in E-flat. 
Arranged forlfour Male Voices by B, Ham 
ma. f ! 
Score, ............... 
Voice Parts,. .. 
CONCONTE’S MASS in E-flat. 
Transposed and arranged for Soprano, Alto, 
Tenor, and Bass by B. Hamma. 
Score, . ... . . . . . . . .. . . 
Voice Parts1, 
“Brightest and Best.”,| Hey D [Crsharp to G sharp]. 
>sop. Brilliant and moderately difficult. Price 
40 cts. . ' ' . i ■ ]' |:-v 
“ Jesus, My One Prevailing Plea.”! Kejr EflJt [B-flat 
to C"J. A fine alto solo, quiet and devotional. 
' Price 30 cts.. ■ 'J V ' 1 ! ■ . ' 
This latter arrangement can especially be recommend¬ 
ed to any choir in search of an effective and easy Mass. 
FARMER’S MASS in B-flat. 
Revised by E. J. Biedermann, without Eng¬ 
lish Words, ....... t i.... . 
The accompaniments of all are equally adapted for 
either the organ or piano. : : . | | j . 
Any or all of them sent for your; inspection by the 
publisher, ' | 
- THEODORE PjRESSER, 
IN PliESS: 
MERCADAWTE’S MASS in- G -minor. 
The Risino Syo Psmo 
vv-Vj-; ••• •].. 1 . 
Completed and arranged for Soprano, Alto, 
Tenor, and Bass by E. J. Biedermann, . . . 
• Tho immense, popularity which the arrangements ot 
Mercadante's B flat and D-minor by E. J. Biedermann 
obtained, have also induced ub, to - issue-this. Iris G-- 
minor Muss in complete form. Will be ready about 
Octobor 1st. ** 
HYMN AND ORGAN BOOKS 
CATHOLIC YOUTHS’ HYHHAL. 
. Arranged and compiled with a special view- 
to the wants of Juvenile Choirs, Convents, 
etc., by B. Hamm a, . . . . . ..... net, 
THIRD EDITION, NOW READY. 
THEO.! A. (V1ETZ,j Wiusic Publisher, ■ 
s. 50 East Oth Street, New Torlt. City. SEND FOR OUR, CATALOGUES. 
Arranged for two or four Voices by T. 
Tedesco. j 
Score, . . . •.:A . . . . . „ . . $0 60 
.. . 35 
MoszkowsU.M., Op. 16, No. 1, Serenade. " 
Hummel, J. N., Op. 62, Rondo In C. 
Mitcheaon, Mary F., Petite Berceuse. 
b RP- 2i Ppionalse Antique. 
Von Wllm, N., Op. it, No, 2, Camsonetta. 
Hosuiolev, Henry, Div .ce Antique, Bye-Gone Day*. 
Bendel, Fr., Op. 92, Nocturne. f 
De KontSki; A., Op, 370, Menuet, Louis XV; 
Chopin, F., Op. 40, No. i. Polonaise, 
Schumann, R., Op. 28, Nocturne in F, 
Bach, J. S., Louie in G. 
MosskowskL M., Op. 23’, No. 2, Gen 
Chopin, F., Op. 28, No. 15, Prelude. 
Schumann, R., Op. 12, No. 2, Soaring. 
3ontentB—Concert Alhitm, 7el> 2. Popular, 
Doppler, J. H., Opjl81,I Think of Thee. , p, 1 1
Moelltng, Theo., Elfin Dance. 
Novroczek, P., On the Hills. 
Muller, W. A., Op. 112 No. 2, Polonaise. 
Foereter, Ad., Op. 68, Peace of Evening. 
Goerdeler, R-, Angels’ Voices. 
Geibel, A., Bohemian Melody. 
Biehl, A., Op. Ill, Chiming Bells. 
Meyer, L., Alice, Value de Salon. 
Dora, E., Break of Mom. 
Macfarren, W., Golden Slumbers. 
Goerdeler, R.Atalian Peasants’ Danes. 
Waddington, E., Op. 19, No. 2, In the Grove. 
Hofer, w. L_ Op. 12, Tarantelle Burlesque. 
Le Hache, W., The Sailor Boy’s Dream. 
Goldbeck, R., Op. 12, L’Amazone Mazurka. 
Goldner, W., Op. 86, Air, Moldsve Masarka. 
Gans, W., Op. 11, Words of Love. 
De Kontcki, A., Op. 869, Persian March. 
Wieniawski, H., Kuyawiak, Polish Dance, 
Lessons in Musical Histor 
JOHN COMPOST fflLLMOBHl. 
Price $1.60, postpaid. V 
A comprehensive outline of .musical history from the 
Beginning of the Christian era to the present time; espe 
eialiy designed for the use of schools and literary insti 
tntions. 
FISCHER’S ALBUM OF SACRED SOLOS. 
' Embracing compositions by renowned 
writers, such as Gounod, Saint-Sagns, Wilm, 
Curto, Wiegand, Hamma, etc. 
i Volame I. For Soprano or Tenor, . . . 1 25 
! Volume II. For Alto, Baritone, or Bass, . 1 25. 
With Latin and English Text. 
CATHOLIC CHORISTER. 
A new collection of Sacred Music for the 
Morning and Evening Service of the Catholic 
Church. Compiled by B. Hamma. 
Volume I. Morning Service, ! . . net, 1 50 
Volume II. Evening.Service, . . . net, 1 5 
Both Volumes bound in one, .... net, 2 0 
JUST PITBMMIESM 
BATIMANKnS' GEMS for.the Cabinet Organ. 
Volume I. Thirty-four Marches. 
Bound in Cloth, . . . ... . . . . . net, $1 50 
‘ A vory pleasing sot of marches which can also bo used 
before and.After service. 
Address Publisher, 
Theodore- Pressed 
1708 Chestnut Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
The Technicon 
A MECHANICAL APPLIANCE 
FOR THE 
Development of Piano Technic 
Price,. Teacher’s Size, 
Price, Student’s -Size,-' 
$22.60. 
$12.00; 
Liberal deduction to the profession. 
' Send for circular giving Ml information. 
.Address V ■ 
THEODORE P-RESSER, 
1708 0H1STHOT SIEBES, PmLABBUHIA 
